Visioning Survey #2
1. Yarmouth
ENVIRONMENT

(Water Resources & Open Space)
Q1 Preserving drinking water and air quality, water resources, wetlands,
marshlands, and natural habitats.
Answered: 914

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.44%
4

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.77%
7

Skipped: 6

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
2.95%
27

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

15.86%
145

79.87%
730

0.11%
1
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

914

4.74
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Q2 Preserving public open spaces, beaches, conservation areas, bogs and
walking trails.
Answered: 916

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.44%
4

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.55%
5

Skipped: 4

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
2.95%
27

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

23.14%
212

72.93%
668

0.00%
0
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

916

4.68
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Q3 Promote actively seeking out land acquisitions that protect natural and
water resources, and expands open spaces.
Answered: 914

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.53%
14

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.72%
34

Skipped: 6

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
15.10%
138

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

31.51%
288

47.92%
438

0.22%
2
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

914

4.21
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Q4 Promote development placement that protect water resources and
open spaces.
Answered: 910

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.77%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.32%
12

Skipped: 10

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
9.45%
86

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

31.43%
286

56.37%
513

0.66%
6
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

910

4.42
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Q5 Provide municipal wastewater system to safeguard and improve water
quality, fisheries and shellfish habitat, recreational opportunities, and
promote redevelopment.
Answered: 911

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.65%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.20%
20

Skipped: 9

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
7.90%
72

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

24.70%
225

62.57%
570

0.99%
9
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

911

4.46
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Q6 Provide education on proper fertilizer use and management.
Answered: 914

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.52%
23

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
6.35%
58

Skipped: 6

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.52%
215

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

33.70%
308

33.26%
304

0.66%
6
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

914

3.89
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Q7 Provide well-maintained high quality open spaces, beaches and
conservation areas.
Answered: 915

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.33%
3

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.77%
7

Skipped: 5

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
6.34%
58

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

30.16%
276

62.40%
571

0.00%
0
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

915

4.54
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Q8 Do you recommend any other environmental goals?
Answered: 256

Skipped: 664

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Periodic patrol of town beaches in summer to enforce dog walking restrictions and alcohol use.

8/12/2021 9:23 AM

2

Utilize solar and wind for public power, promote for private.

8/9/2021 3:27 PM

3

Water quality and wetland protection are of paramount importance.

8/6/2021 9:09 AM

4

More community engagement opportunities? Work with conservation trust to promote guided
hikes, events, educational programming, beach cleanup. See Harwich conservation trust.

8/5/2021 11:19 PM

5

Promote Home Solar Energy projects throughout Yarmouth. The Old Kings Highway area must
be included in this.

8/4/2021 3:43 PM

6

Yes, relieve the Old King's Highway Committee of the burden of deciding whether the 4000+
homes north of Route Six can have solar panels or not. This environmentally friendly
technology has got to be made use of with more ease and less fuss.

8/4/2021 3:41 PM

7

get OKH out of the business of saying y/n to solar panels on homes newer than 1950. exempt
solar from their purview.

8/4/2021 12:40 PM

8

I support installing sewers.

8/2/2021 5:37 PM

9

Yarmouth will never be perfect but we can always be a better Yarmouth

8/2/2021 2:59 PM

10

Waste water treatment plant the most important. Recycling of plastics in all businesses in
town especially restaurants, take out food places and coffee shops. Banning single use plastic
bottles. We need to severely reduce plastics and recycle in our country beginning at Town
level.

8/2/2021 2:05 PM

11

Beach and Harbor development, including boat slip availability on North Side, Dredge Bass
Hole and develop for boat recreation

8/2/2021 11:45 AM

12

Go forward on sewerage for homes near the ocean ASAP.

8/2/2021 8:57 AM

13

I think the vision should be a quantitative statement of the desired state of the environment at
a specific future time.

8/1/2021 7:07 PM

14

Preserving native plants.

8/1/2021 7:03 PM

15

emphasis and education on RECYCLING and REUSING resources

8/1/2021 1:42 PM

16

Stop allowing homes to be built on land previously deemed unbuildable. Soon there will be no
land to preserve.

8/1/2021 10:15 AM

17

1.Plant more native plants, trees, shrubs etc to try to preserve what native organisms remain.
2. Plant natives in public parks etc 3. Encourage home owners to plant more native species…tax rebates? 4. Acquire land fir conservation!

7/31/2021 9:01 PM

18

Halt any further construction, commercial or housing.

7/31/2021 4:41 PM

19

Take into consideration noise & light pollution when developing projects. Also be aware of
traffic issues involved with development.

7/31/2021 8:44 AM

20

Control of noise pollution, especially from motorcycles, cars with loud and illegal exhausts, and
thumping sound systems, which are detrimental not only to quality of life but to public health
as well.

7/30/2021 8:11 PM

21

Stop letting developers cram housing together by saying a few will be affordable.

7/30/2021 6:40 PM

22

Clearly you’re trying to get people to say “go buy land & put in sewers” but you’re unclear how
the public will pay for this private development. Shameful tactics by the Town. Shameful.

7/30/2021 6:23 PM
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23

Ecology and prevention recommendations for residents living within 500 feet of any waterway.

7/30/2021 5:54 PM

24

Curtail any future building, or we will become a city.

7/30/2021 3:23 PM

25

Only allow safe fertilizer

7/30/2021 2:53 PM

26

Require town vehicles to turn OFF their engines when not in motion. Stop this parked and
running nonsense!

7/30/2021 2:03 PM

27

We live on Follins pond, people put their yard clipping and leaves in the marsh, or on the bank
by the water eventually it breaks down, smells and impacts the water in the pond. —fertilizer.
Maybe rack cards to waterfront homeowners that are educational re: impact of these actions

7/30/2021 8:18 AM

28

Do not ever pave the walking trails!

7/30/2021 7:05 AM

29

Continue to incorporate all renewable energy - solar, wind, hydro, geothermal and others forms
to run government, commercial, and residential buildings. Have a campaign to educate people
about organically creating a sustainable yard. The chemical fertilizers used on lawns
unfortunately are toxic to bodies of water - especially the Bass River - animals - plants and
people!

7/29/2021 8:59 PM

30

Yarmouth has to stop focusing on affordable housing and start focusing on the environment.
No one will want to live here, affordable or not, if there is not clean drinking water!

7/29/2021 5:40 PM

31

no but dont be exremist

7/29/2021 4:49 PM

32

Acquire a proper study on the advisability of converting the current town owned 9-hole golf
links off Forest Road to a solar field to power the town government and sell back any excess
power. That's a "two-fer": clean energy and a source of revenue for the town.

7/29/2021 2:17 PM

33

*** Effluent only sewer systems !!!! Research it Orenco company huge cost savings and
property owners still have responsibility to care for system

7/29/2021 1:09 PM

34

Limit any additional rental permits. This will prevent more strain on potable water and sewage
capacity.

7/29/2021 12:01 PM

35

Stop promoting high density housing projects.

7/29/2021 9:21 AM

36

Teach important of protecting our water in every grade from preschool upwards

7/29/2021 8:22 AM

37

Limit Residential, Commercial and Industrial building/development that does not adhere to
these environmental visions/goals.

7/28/2021 9:16 PM

38

Consistent Monitoring and Maintenance of open spaces, parks, and beaches

7/28/2021 6:24 PM

39

Effluent only sewer system **** research !!!!!! Fertilizers and our cranberry bogs and golf
courses are huge polluters of fertilizers And chemicals spilling into our estuaries .

7/28/2021 1:16 PM

40

When will the town recoginize our golf courses are a significant source of tax revenue to our
general fund. The town needs to invest capital funds to s ensure our facilities remain a
destination for our visitors.

7/28/2021 12:08 PM

41

Establish spaces that promote and encourage wildlife protection including fly ways for Monarch
butterflies.

7/28/2021 8:26 AM

42

Stop cutting down trees that are so vital to helping keep Yarmouth air clean as too much over
building has been allowed to happen. Yarmouth is sadly turning into another over built and over
populated Hyannis which is not a compliment.

7/28/2021 8:21 AM

43

Clean up rt 28.

7/27/2021 9:27 PM

44

Promote ethical and sustainable practices of wildlife management by preserving the rights of
hunters and anglers as well as educating the citizens of the many benefits of legal sportsman
activity.

7/27/2021 8:11 PM

45

Watch overcrowding. Too many cars and people for the infrastructure and the infrastructure is
appropriate for the land mass as is.

7/27/2021 7:44 PM

46

All efforts to make Yarmouth a 12-month a year destination and place to live.

7/27/2021 6:32 PM

47

Do not even consider a waste water treatment plant, curb the expansive development.

7/27/2021 6:28 PM
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48

Do not get carried away with New Green Deal policies which will control the overall quality and
way of life of residents.

7/27/2021 4:45 PM

49

Use and encourage the use of native plants in all applications.

7/27/2021 3:04 PM

50

Make things more available for the handicapped

7/27/2021 2:55 PM

51

First, the way Question #4 is worded, I have no idea what it means. Next, while I believe it's
important to preserve the town's natural resources, I don't believe the town should spend
taxpayer dollars to buy parcels of land for the purpose of creating additional (non-revenuegenerating) "open spaces". We already have plenty of open spaces that are rarely used.
Instead, the town's focus and our taxpayer money should be put toward resolving our waste
water issues.

7/27/2021 12:34 PM

52

Using more solar and wind power

7/27/2021 12:22 PM

53

Protecting rabbit predators I.e, foxes and coyotes. We’re over run with rabbits

7/27/2021 12:02 PM

54

Promote economic development like a marina and restaurants at the drive in site Kyackers
bring thier own lunch So the site will be a continuing expense, not a profit center

7/27/2021 10:00 AM

55

Stiff penalties for vandalism. Someone keeps driving an ATV over the sensitive shoreline of
Horse Pond.

7/27/2021 9:39 AM

56

Expand walking paths.

7/27/2021 6:46 AM

57

1. Develop a good groundwater monitoring program. 2. Increase public awareness of protecting
water resources and natural habitats. 3. Include citizen representation in environmental
decisions and policy development. 4. Use qualified citizens as resources.

7/26/2021 11:31 PM

58

No

7/26/2021 9:48 PM

59

Educate on less use of pesticides and monoculture in yards, and less water pollution. The
decrease in the variety and population of species in the past few decades is alarming. We see
drastically fewer butterflies, songbirds, fish, and shellfish than even in the 1980s and 90s.
Even formerly common species such as scallops, soft shelled clams, certain types of
butterflies, moon snails, and spider crabs are rarely seen anymore.

7/26/2021 8:24 PM

60

Promote Open space conservation whenever and where-ever ALL the time. If we do not
preserve open space the Cape will become a concrete jungle.. all for personal financial gain
without any regard for the future generations.

7/26/2021 8:04 PM

61

We need to address all these areas without going nuts....we need to help mom n pop
businesses by answering their needs as quickly as possible....no foot dragging...those are the
folks that pay the bills.

7/26/2021 4:52 PM

62

The parks along 28 look horrible. Grass uncut, in trimmed, no garbage cans…. Looks terrible.
Please fix

7/26/2021 3:47 PM

63

Promote clean air by providing more EV recharging stations.

7/26/2021 3:46 PM

64

Replenish sand along Lewis bay beaches after erosion

7/26/2021 12:52 PM

65

Maintain proper ocean flow in and out of Lewis Bay.

7/26/2021 12:13 PM

66

PICK UP LITTER and TRASH / BAN SINGLE USE PLASTIC/BAN STYROFOAM

7/26/2021 12:08 PM

67

Pay more attention to trees and diseases that spread and kill them. I look around and see
many trees that need attention.

7/26/2021 12:00 PM

68

Provide more invasive species management, especially for phragmites. Removal of horseshow
crab shells/seaweed is important for the enjoyment of our beaches. We all came here to enjoy
the environment so we need to protect it.

7/26/2021 10:53 AM

69

No wastewater treatment......waste of money and will make our natural resources worse!!

7/26/2021 10:41 AM

70

Low impact recreational uses- walking trails, kayak/canoe access, traditional hunting access.

7/26/2021 8:48 AM

71

Yarmouth ,actually the entire Cape, needs to be a driver in Ma. adapting a statute similar to the
recent Maine recyling legislation.

7/26/2021 6:51 AM

72

Reduce our municipal, residential and commercial CO2 emissions by incentivizing and

7/25/2021 5:11 PM
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installing Renewable Energy wherever possible. The Town will eventually need to hire an
Environmental Steward to coordinate the many projects that are needed beyond only the Green
Community grants.
73

Finish protecting Parkers River Marshland(old Drive In) Not commercial development

7/25/2021 4:16 PM

74

central sewer

7/24/2021 9:35 PM

75

No more affordable housing

7/24/2021 3:49 PM

76

Keep public informed of successes and ways to improve in quick and concise manner

7/23/2021 9:22 PM

77

Promote more proper recycling. I have witnessed so many unnecessary items being thrown
away in the "household"trash bins at the town transfer station. Endless metals wood etc being
thrown out rather than recycle. I saw a guy throw an air compressor in household also saw a
vacuum cleaner, furniture, piles of lumber. There is no supervision at the household trash area.
My sister told me Dennis keeps an eye on all that at their dump.

7/23/2021 8:26 PM

78

Review zoning and building code

7/23/2021 7:54 PM

79

Lower cost at recycling center to promote additional recycling

7/23/2021 6:03 PM

80

sidewalks

7/23/2021 12:10 PM

81

noise abatement and crowding

7/23/2021 10:54 AM

82

If sewers are put in place. Density regulations and Zoning should also prevent over
development. It will ruin the Cape if we over develop it. Look at Jersey , Long Branch. to be
specific.

7/23/2021 10:45 AM

83

I just want to say thank you on the vote on Gray's Beach to be a paid lot so Yarmouth
residences have a beach on both sides of town to enjoy.

7/23/2021 10:30 AM

84

Renewable energy development. More education on the benefits of electric vehicles.
Monitoring the airport expansion. Maintaining coastal revetments.

7/23/2021 8:13 AM

85

Stop acting like there is a blank checkbook for towns and cities. $51 mil. for a fucking fire
station? You are kidding me right?

7/22/2021 6:43 PM

86

Long term goals regarding septic system use.

7/22/2021 5:49 PM

87

Equitable enforcement of state and local environmental rules and regulations.

7/22/2021 5:32 PM

88

No

7/22/2021 4:23 PM

89

buying the land at the end of baxter and preserving it

7/22/2021 4:10 PM

90

Incentivize and not penalize businesses to be greener.

7/22/2021 3:52 PM

91

Use solar power for all the town buildings

7/20/2021 5:20 PM

92

getting rid of plastics and plastic use

7/19/2021 11:01 AM

93

Provide Info and support for keeping freshwater ponds clean and healthy. Review the
management of the dam structure and its use at Long Pond. The dam is small and the water
flow is highly restricted, keeping the pond at risk for algae and overgrowth of water lilies and
milfoil weed, especially in the area before the dam. The pond is often kept at a high level and
sometimes causes minor flooding in homes.

7/17/2021 1:29 PM

94

Yes; Not sure how this can be done but it could be a recommendation. About 4 out of 7 days a
week landscapers are around my house mowing lawns, using leaf blowers, weedwackers. They
are loud and use gasoline fuel which pollute the air. We do not use a landscaping company &
my husband (70 years old) does all our landscaping using Ego products which are battery run,
quiet, & do not pollute & smell. We also rake our leaves. I would like to be able to sit on my
porch and enjoy Cape Cod living without listening to machinery & inhaling gasoline fumes 4
days a week. I might not mind if it was for a few hours a week. But it is constant & gies on for
about 7 months of the year. Air & Noise Pollution - it affects our quality of life. It is 11:00 am
on a beautiful Saturday & the machinery & noise has been going since 8:00 am! Yesterday
they were going until 7:00 pm! Water is definitely a concern but these landscapers could buy &
use environmentally friendly & quiet equipment!

7/17/2021 11:08 AM

95

Promote renewable energy. Promote reasonable guides to minimize noise pollution.

7/17/2021 10:48 AM
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96

Maintaining the town waste transfer station

7/16/2021 11:36 AM

97

while all the goals are worthwhile, you must think of the tax payer who must foot the bill in real
estate taxes and fees. Already Yarmouth taxes are much higher than Dennis.

7/15/2021 9:00 PM

98

Stop putting private homes and businesses above all people.

7/15/2021 4:26 PM

99

Teaching about keeping our oceans ,beaches, parks, roads clear of trash garbage and bottles(
nips) we need to teach the children in our schools how important a clean Cape Cod is for all of
us to enjoy and preserve for the future.generation. Tiddy town!!!!!!!!

7/15/2021 4:09 PM

100

Reclaim cranberry bog by hospital

7/14/2021 1:14 PM

101

If Yarmouth is to thrive it is paramount that environmental issues be faced and dealt with
successfully as all other issues will ultimately depend on the success of preserving our natural
resources.

7/14/2021 8:56 AM

102

No

7/14/2021 4:00 AM

103

Ban nip sales in the town to reduce the plastic thrown onto the town's streets and byways

7/13/2021 2:35 PM

104

Educate residents about the dangers and lack of effectiveness in hiring companies to spray
pesticides on residential properties to kill mosquitoes.

7/12/2021 7:42 AM

105

#3 Expecting full transparency, disclosure, and resident involvement in all acquisition process
development and execution #6 Do we need to go beyond education and craft binding mitigating
controls based on established standards to protect our land, water, etc. through acceptable
landscape practices and use of pesticides, fertilizer, and other

7/11/2021 1:57 PM

106

Governmental agency do not look at the full effect of strategic decisions, would like to see full
assessment of ripple effect of decisions.

7/9/2021 6:02 PM

107

Educate residents on limited water resources

7/9/2021 3:36 PM

108

Educate and incentivize homeowners to replace lawns with native plants and reduce water
use. Encourage residents to reduce fossil fuel use through installation of heat pumps for
heating and coooling.

7/9/2021 2:58 PM

109

Cut down huge unsafe trees and limbs over the roads looking like they will easily fall over with
the weight of heavy snow and severe winds common in our area.

7/6/2021 7:22 PM

110

I would like to see more education on protecting our water resources and conservation of water
use.

7/5/2021 1:15 PM

111

Insure that gun range is complying with all regulations to preserve drinking water and air
quality, water resources, wetlands, marshlands, and natural habitats, Etc.

7/5/2021 10:46 AM

112

Find green spaces NOT on route 28. Our revenue corridor is small and in need of businesses
to facilitate the visiting population. A sewer system would promote developers to expand and
create.

7/4/2021 3:43 PM

113

Yes, Critical: planned retreat from ocean level rise. Will involve town purchasing coastal lots to
create marsh buffer zones, like was done in NJ & NY after hurricane Sandy

7/4/2021 1:25 PM

114

Promote the fact that people should pick up after themselves in all locations - public and
private.

7/3/2021 5:25 PM

115

road runoff needs to be managed so that it does not flow gas and oil into the ground

7/3/2021 4:11 PM

116

Tend to cranberry bog on union Ave

7/3/2021 3:12 PM

117

Not at this time, as a full time resident I am very happy with this vision statement to protect
Yarmouth's environment for the future.

7/3/2021 12:19 PM

118

Stop using all but organic fertilizers! Educate property owners on how these chemicals affect
the water supply and the environment. Ban the use of rodenticides, which are harming our
birds.

7/3/2021 6:09 AM

119

Yes. The installation of street sewers & a large batch plant are definitely not necessary.
Utilizing a SLAD (Sulphur/Limestone Aiutotrophic Denitrification leeching field at the end of
every septic system will best address the problems of nitrogen & phosphorous infilitration into

7/2/2021 8:28 PM
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the ground & will do it far better than the batch plant & without upsetting the roads &
topography for decades at costs of hundreds of millions of dollars. The proposed street sewer
project will financially break me go into my retirement years & force me to move out of town &
off Cape; rather than face bankruptcy in old age.
120

Continue placing trash receptacles end pet waste stations in public places.

6/28/2021 11:25 PM

121

More boat launches fresh water & Salt water. Free fishing licenses

6/24/2021 5:00 PM

122

lowering taxes significantly

6/24/2021 9:44 AM

123

#5 is very important for the future.

6/21/2021 5:52 PM

124

Clean up trash!

6/19/2021 11:22 PM

125

Clean up Yarmouth Rail Trail Bike Path & plant more flowering trees & trees to block out
businesses & the junk yard along the path. Planting flowers is also good for our bee
pollinators.

6/18/2021 2:05 PM

126

Keep the beaches on Cape Cod safe for us residents and our guests.

6/17/2021 3:36 PM

127

Ban the use of Round-Up and other Neocotinoid based herbicides from being used within the
town and/or the entirety of Cape Cod

6/17/2021 2:33 PM

128

Community center for people to people connections and lifestyles diversity to learn about each
other and inherit real time interactions of unity well being as humane as ever for our survival
and productive lifestyles to preserve our community..town..country and planet..a common
ground of community meeting place to see our registered progress of living efficiently
..healthier eating and recreational. And kindler and nobler way of life to impact future of our
children while we create our destiny of continuity .put emphasis in love compassion for
humans.they will smell the coffee and join hands for their betterment in a diverse community
world center housed in yarmouth.people to people resources os the most powerful upon earth
more than atomic bombs.one love.one heart.peace be upon Yarmouth Town and her people
aspirations for a better world.

6/16/2021 8:31 AM

129

Solar on all municipal buildings, especially the roof of the new DPW.

6/15/2021 5:52 PM

130

Education on water preservation and consumption.

6/15/2021 3:38 PM

131

Grow food, not lawns. Plant drought tolerate gardens. Compost.

6/15/2021 1:48 PM

132

Promote renewable energy in homes and vehicles.

6/15/2021 7:21 AM

133

Pass the DHY Partnership agreement.

6/15/2021 6:18 AM

134

Preserve the woodlands and water for the sake of the animals and local wildlife

6/14/2021 8:54 PM

135

No wastewater plant!!!

6/14/2021 6:32 PM

136

Tourist trash reduction

6/14/2021 6:15 PM

137

Limit growth of Hyannis airport to reduce emissions in this densely settled community.

6/14/2021 6:08 PM

138

Educate and encourage home owners and businesses to replace lawn and non-native plants
with native plant ecosystem-based gardens and landscapes.

6/14/2021 5:54 PM

139

These are reasons many of us choose to live here... open spaces, beaches and natural
habitats and conservation areas

6/14/2021 1:11 PM

140

Clean up of Lewis Bay

6/14/2021 1:10 PM

141

encourage electric car charging stations

6/14/2021 11:21 AM

142

Reduce our carbon footprint. Limit plastics in grocery stores, packaging and other appropriate
venues that have high plastic use in their businesses, i.e. - restaurants.

6/14/2021 10:25 AM

143

make rte 28 '' nice to drive down' and a few other locations, including some private homes that
use yards 'junk yards' - some type of town ?? by-law - right now the old leather shop would be
1st choice....

6/12/2021 7:56 PM

144

As to open space: A goal is to increase non-fragmented habitat by returning derelicted land or
disheveled buildings to an unmanaged state. Also, from a real estate perspective, a goal is to

6/11/2021 10:42 PM
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preserve undeveloped land. Goal: preserve the drive in as just an open space without anything
added. Just mowed at most.
145

Do something with the old YDI,,,marina, park, businesses your sitting on a gold mind which is
a waste of a waterfront

6/11/2021 10:11 AM

146

Can't wait for a category 5 to hit here! It'll be so fun!

6/10/2021 7:33 PM

147

Not using insecticides that kill bees!

6/10/2021 7:23 PM

148

Often I feel there is an assumption that green spaces should be preserved mostly for their
recreational value to local human inhabitants. While I greatly value safe and clean forests and
natural habitats for hiking, I'd also like to see more green spaces (and green belts) preserved
without trails or recreational opportunities so that local wildlife also have safe and clean spaces
to live. Unmolested green spaces also help improve water and air quality and preserve
diversity in plant and animal species.

6/10/2021 11:14 AM

149

Perform a wildlife study at the old drive in site to determine species affected by proposed use
and development there.

6/9/2021 6:31 PM

150

I would be more pro and certain things except the cost to the Yarmouth residents is too much.
All of the waste water etc. will be charged to people that don't even get connected to the
project. This one reason is huge especially to people that are on a fixed income. I would be
inclined to vote against everything if the charge would be on everyone. The charge should only
be to those that it effects!

6/9/2021 11:47 AM

151

Provide and Protect wildlife corridors.

6/9/2021 11:38 AM

152

No sqle of single use water bottles Turn links course into solar farm get back to promoting
recycling

6/9/2021 10:24 AM

153

reduce plastics use locally

6/9/2021 9:57 AM

154

Yes

6/8/2021 9:55 PM

155

Keep all motors off Cape ponds to prevent oil & gas leaks into waterways. Enact regulations
on all boats to reduce water pollution from cleaning & operating. Reduce plastic waste &
consumption by eliminating nips & other nonessential uses. Reduce toxic chemicals for lawns
etc

6/8/2021 5:19 PM

156

More community gardens are needed for residents who maybe rent year round or owners who
don’t have a suitable space. This would build a better sense of community and promote an
interest in the environmental community and what we can do to have a balance for the year
round residents. There are no community gardens south of 28 and none in the swan pond or
Yarmouth commons area

6/8/2021 5:17 PM

157

You all are doing a great job

6/8/2021 1:39 PM

158

Protective sonar/radar electronics to protect beach goers from sharks.

6/8/2021 11:44 AM

159

How are you going to improve air quality??

6/8/2021 11:40 AM

160

Stop building! No more plazas - plenty of vacant ones.

6/8/2021 10:50 AM

161

Development of renewable energy; perhaps an eco-tourism centered around wind turbines (if
they happen); development of a town policy on use of pesticides; promoting greater
understanding of recycling and use of plastics/polystryene (sp?); a monthly clean up day
where citizens are encouraged to help pick up trash; further investigation of salt usage in
winter road maintenance.

6/8/2021 9:57 AM

162

Promoting Public education on biodiversity and the ramifications of the human footprint to ally
people with the land.

6/8/2021 9:23 AM

163

Promote only as much conservation areas as can affordably be maintained at a high quality.
Dispose of any assets which cannot be affordably maintained at high standards.

6/8/2021 8:55 AM

164

Explore aquaculture opportunities for residents

6/8/2021 8:46 AM

165

100% of decisions should be based on the effect buildings have on the environment. This
includes how buildings and housing fit into the area where they are being planned. We need to

6/8/2021 7:09 AM
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rethink building heights along the coast. Buildings should be restricted to 35 feet above street
level-not above basement or stilts.
166

Minimize use of salt on streets in winter.

6/8/2021 6:52 AM

167

Encourage/expand access to renewable energy sources like wind and solar.

6/8/2021 6:40 AM

168

traffic control

6/8/2021 6:38 AM

169

As the first oyster farm grant owners in YarmouthPort, we are very concerned about the use of
fertilizers and other chemicals on lawns and town spaces. Education, as well as regulations,
should be enacted to protect our fragile coastal ecosystems for future generations.

6/8/2021 6:04 AM

170

Keep dogs off the beaches. It makes them unsanitary for everyone. Prevent smoking in public
areas, especially beaches. One cigarettes meals up the whole beach. These need to be
enforced

6/7/2021 11:17 PM

171

Minimize impervious surfaces in new development to minimize stormwater runoff. Use LID
practices.

6/7/2021 9:48 PM

172

No

6/7/2021 9:36 PM

173

The town removed a large portion of open space for a middle school. This seemed excessive
and a waste of good open space. Why build a middle school when the high school is dated?
The Mattacheese and ME Small schools future as low income housing is not the right direction
this town should be heading. The towns future vision needs to be less low income housing and
a more business friendly town. Between the Cavalier, Long Pond Plaza, Alewife Cr, and the
new development at the old Yarmouth Gardens.. do we really need this much low income
housing? How many of those low income housing residents work in the town of Yarmouth????
Why isn’t the drive in area buying developed? The parks on Rt 28 are one of the few water
views this town has and it is an awful representation of the town. The future vision of this town
needs a good hard look at the direction they want to go... be a leader or become the next
Brocton, Lawrence, Lowell , or New Bedford.

6/7/2021 8:35 PM

174

Protect our environment!

6/7/2021 8:34 PM

175

stop building low income housing on the major throughway in the Town. Find alternative
locations. Clean up the huge trash problem on the roadways. Address Route 28's dumpy
image. We are a resort destination and are considered the eyesore of the Cape!!! A neat well
taken care of image to our visitors should be a top priority. Other towns are doing it, why aren't
we????

6/7/2021 8:14 PM

176

Improve Greys Beach because it is our only bay access

6/7/2021 7:38 PM

177

none

6/7/2021 6:49 PM

178

Increase building lots to 3 areas to control building

6/7/2021 6:43 PM

179

Having just returned from visiting our National Parks our west where drought and fires are
rampant, I realize how important water is - protecting and expanding our wellfields, installing
sewers, and protecting our ponds, streams and rivers.

6/7/2021 6:00 PM

180

The town should invest in a marina somewhere. Huge revenue source. The drive in site?

6/7/2021 5:42 PM

181

Extend bike paths to beaches to decrease use of vehicles.

6/7/2021 5:04 PM

182

no

6/7/2021 5:01 PM

183

None

6/7/2021 4:46 PM

184

Encourage folks to recycle

6/7/2021 4:43 PM

185

No boats, trailers parked in a residential area. Fine people!!!!

6/7/2021 4:34 PM

186

That all environmental goals that require a financial burden should not displace any resident by
increasing taxes and fees so high that those who are left are only the very rich who would
otherwise be living in Osterville or Chatham and the very poor subsidized by the working class.
The summer folks- lots of fast boats and hotels - lots of people using water need to bear their
share with seasonal fees. These goals need to balanced with all goals, such as economic
development and cost of living- a broad range.

6/7/2021 4:33 PM
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187

Place a very well-locked box for "Yarmouth Environmental Preservation" with a slot for optional
cash donations at key spots (beaches, walking trails, etc.) throughout the town.

6/7/2021 4:20 PM

188

Improve and increase funds for the Yarmouth Senior Cernter

6/7/2021 4:14 PM

189

Using solar panels to offset costs at town buildings

6/7/2021 4:09 PM

190

Prioritize wastewater treatment system and make it regional to maximize effective design and
minimize costs.

6/7/2021 4:06 PM

191

Need to Eliminate the noise and air pollution from the airport.

6/7/2021 3:17 PM

192

Tearing down buildings in lots that have old falling apart buildings to help the town look better
and be able to make an open space or plant trees would certainly go a long way.

6/7/2021 10:45 AM

193

Ban nitrate fertilizers and develop a central sewage treatment plant. Ban the use of glyphosate
and 2-4-D cape wide. Educate educate educate the public!!

6/7/2021 9:20 AM

194

The environmental goal I would recommend for the town of Yarmouth is providing the best
environmental solutions, as stated in the above survey, in balance with the town budget.
Reallocating some of the existing budget funds, grants if available, and educating the voters. I
feel voters would support these important environmental measures if they are shown how the
expense would be shared between the town, state and federal grants. There is no question that
theses are very important to Yarmouth and all of Cape Cod.

6/7/2021 9:17 AM

195

Stop raising my taxes

6/7/2021 7:42 AM

196

No

6/6/2021 6:15 PM

197

There should be MORE hiking, walking, and biking trails that connect to each other. to the railtrail, all public beaches, conservation lands, and town centers. The ecological condition of our
ponds and estuaries is in poor shape and needs major attention. If we can't even begin by
passing a single use bottle ban, how can we ever hope to fix these big issues? The planning
board needs to re envision our land use plans and zoning and appeals. If we care to protect the
waters we have to stop cutting trees, building too close to ponds and wetlands and lot sizes
are too small. By the time a house is built on these small lots, there is minimal landscape to
sequester carbon and allow water to recharge the water table. Pesticides and lawn care
products are toxic and we need more restrictive rules.

6/6/2021 1:52 PM

198

I believe Yarmouth already owns about 40% of the land within Yarmouth, so I would suggest
utilizing what you have versus acquiring more

6/6/2021 11:51 AM

199

Stop wasting time and energy on bottle bans, and electric charging ideas

6/5/2021 4:21 PM

200

Explore use of Yarmouth's cemeteries as an open space resource.

6/5/2021 1:56 PM

201

Do NOT get rid of our priceless Bass River Golf Course. That in NO WAY preserves open
space. Let Dennis have the water treatment plant. The present plan ENDANGERS Bass River
and it’s natural resources and watershed because of possible accidents and/or sabotage or
terrorist attack.

6/5/2021 9:18 AM

202

Attention must be paid to Yarmouth's noise pollution problem. Much of Yarmouth lies under
flight paths to and from Barnstable Airport. To my knowledge, no environmental impact study
has been done to assess the noise impact of air traffic on Yarmouth neighborhoods. Then
there is the issue of motorcycle/ road bike noise. There are existing laws about excessive
noise created by illegal equipment installed on these machines. Unfortunately, neither the
Select Board nor the Police Department will enforce these laws. Consequently, a number of
neighborhoods have to endure the very frequent roar and whine of noise levels in excess of
legally permitted limits. This is a quality of life and public health issue.

6/5/2021 7:05 AM

203

Ban all residential and town use and sale of Roundup pesticide. Firefighters stop using PFAS
foam sprays. Environmental town tax credit for organic properties who do not use synthetic
chemicals or who have at home food composting. Environmental restoration to the dredged
marshes that create invasive crab and mosquito habitat. by filling in the dredged marshes, the
tidal water level will rise, allowing for more spawning fish to be able to east the mosquito
population. Areas that are continuously sprayed for mosquitoes every year need environmental
design to change the mosquito breeding habitat. Annual burning of forest and phragmites
wetlands to reduce invasive species pressure. In short, reduce the use of toxic chemicals
through thoughtful environmental design and conscious tending of our precious resources.

6/5/2021 6:33 AM
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204

Make bicycle riding in Yarmouth safer.

6/5/2021 5:55 AM

205

Curtailing development

6/4/2021 8:06 PM

206

Sewers!!!!

6/4/2021 4:04 PM

207

LESS building ! Re-purpose the buildings we already have that are unoccupied.

6/4/2021 3:59 PM

208

severe limitations of any new buildings of any kind.

6/4/2021 3:22 PM

209

ALL town administration must find some way to put principals above personalities and get a
deal done on wastewater to save millions of dollars on the preservation of our town's and
isthmus' natural resources.

6/4/2021 3:17 PM

210

School related programs, with environmental goals

6/4/2021 1:16 PM

211

Stop the building of mini McMansion

6/4/2021 9:30 AM

212

Pass the single use plastic water bottle ban.

6/4/2021 9:20 AM

213

No, these are enough to work on for now.

6/4/2021 8:28 AM

214

Marsh preservation

6/3/2021 8:31 PM

215

Stop building complexes in South Yarmouth! I've heard from more people living off Cape, and
on, that South Yarmouth is getting really trashy and congested. Especially along The 28! No
longer resembles "quaint I'm Cape Cod. Very sad. My Granddaughter cried when she saw the
disaster of Station Ave!! Ready to turn it into a congested nightmare! How many of these
committee members actually live in SOUTH Yarmouth??! Getting embarrassing around here!

6/3/2021 6:40 PM

216

Ensure safeguarding natural habitats includes wildlife beyond fisheries and shellfish.

6/3/2021 6:29 PM

217

Sustainable redevelopment on commercial properties that are vacant and in disrepair.

6/3/2021 5:18 PM

218

avoid visual disturbances.promote underground jnfrastructure

6/3/2021 4:16 PM

219

More public space & upkeep of all we have.

6/3/2021 3:21 PM

220

Ensure safe drinking water .

6/3/2021 3:02 PM

221

Utilize solar, wind and water power wherever possible and needed.

6/3/2021 2:56 PM

222

Public sewage.

6/3/2021 2:01 PM

223

Put a moratorium on residential and commercial building.

6/3/2021 1:45 PM

224

Make access to beaches easier with more mobi mats.. one is not enough.

6/3/2021 1:08 PM

225

Reduce littering

6/3/2021 12:54 PM

226

Preserve trees and woodlands as much as possible during municipal projects. The devastation
caused by the new school is heartbreaking.

6/3/2021 12:51 PM

227

Keep places clean and up to date with painting, mowing, etc.

6/3/2021 12:31 PM

228

Encourage tree plantings and education on types desired that are native. Especially down 6a.
Would love to see tree lining 6a with same tree type or discounted incentive on purchase. I
have had a neighbor offer dumping behind his property which is conservation land. People
need to be better informed that they can not and why. I’ve seen painters dump paint out the
back of a home without any thought too.

6/3/2021 12:19 PM

229

Some sort of regulation and enforcement in regards to what products people use to maintain
their lawns.

6/3/2021 12:16 PM

230

Please limit the continued aggressive building of all open lands. The cape is over built at this
point and is creating over usage issues ranging with everything from municipal services to
general quality of life.

6/3/2021 12:01 PM

231

When the new middle school is open , please consider restoring the current location back to
natural land and wildlife habitat. An enormous habitat area was removed to build the new
school. Balance it...

6/3/2021 12:01 PM

232

Expand installation of renewable solar power on municipal, residential and commercial

6/3/2021 11:55 AM
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developed sites. Expand use of battery electric vehicles in municipal fleets and expand public
charging access to encourage wider transition to electric vehicles.
233

Reduce the negative impact of the OKH Historic Commission on their lofty demands for middle
class neighborhoods when it comes to choice of fence installation, window design. We are not
millionaires, have limited resources but want to have a building code compliant property, not
the lofty designs and expensive accessories that the OKHHCD chairman demands.

6/3/2021 11:55 AM

234

Make downtown Yarmouth Port safe to walk by adding curbs and sidewalks

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

235

Severely limit home and office building to maintain small town and conserve resources

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

236

Stop pursuing the waste water sewers uno a new study is completed and reviewed by its peers

6/3/2021 11:52 AM

237

Banning single use plastic containers.

6/3/2021 11:51 AM

238

provide education to residents about living with wildlife, including insects and birds. Learn the
problems with spraying and clearing out areas where animals (including insects, birds) live.

6/3/2021 11:46 AM

239

sewerage system

6/3/2021 11:42 AM

240

beaches are too restrictive at private property areas. Beaches are a natural resource and
should be open to all.

6/3/2021 11:42 AM

241

Reducing single use plastic and educating outdoor users about the importance of zero litter.
Increase fines for littering in Yarmouth

6/3/2021 11:25 AM

242

Stop the boardwalk on Parker's River.. save the marsh.

6/3/2021 11:21 AM

243

Increase early-successional habitat and the biodiversity supported in such habitat. Educate on
the necessity for planting native plants, at home, at businesses, and municipal ways to
support biodiversity.

6/3/2021 11:20 AM

244

Increase Staffing levels in Natural Resources, Parks , Recreation Departments. they are
drastically understaffed for what they do.

6/3/2021 11:19 AM

245

Safeguard Municipal Drinking Water

6/3/2021 11:00 AM

246

Eliminate cess pools.

6/3/2021 11:00 AM

247

Finding a balance between conservation and businesses that want to expand in the area.

6/3/2021 10:54 AM

248

NO

6/3/2021 10:51 AM

249

Educate people on the need to maintain the natural landscape.

6/3/2021 10:44 AM

250

More beach/water access for dogs

6/3/2021 10:41 AM

251

Town buildings, including subsidized housing, should all have solar power installed.

6/3/2021 10:30 AM

252

Water conservation efforts (raising water prices might help)

6/3/2021 10:24 AM

253

No

6/3/2021 10:15 AM

254

Increasing renewable energy

6/3/2021 10:11 AM

255

no

6/3/2021 10:04 AM

256

Outdoor spaces for children

6/3/2021 10:01 AM
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2. COMMUNITY CHARACTER & DESIGN
Q9 Preserve Cape Cod charm, friendly small town feel and safe quiet
neighborhoods.
Answered: 884

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.68%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.49%
22

Skipped: 36

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
10.86%
96

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

28.96%
256

56.79%
502

0.23%
2
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

884

4.39
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Q10 Preserve cultural and historic areas and buildings.
Answered: 889

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.67%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.60%
32

Skipped: 31

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
19.35%
172

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

35.77%
318

40.61%
361

0.00%
0
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

889

4.12
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Q11 Preserve traditions, community events, festival, parades, and civic
and social clubs that encourage social interactions.
Answered: 888

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.13%
10

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.95%
44

Skipped: 32

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
24.66%
219

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

38.40%
341

30.86%
274

0.00%
0
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

888

3.93
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Q12 Promote inclusivity and diversity.
Answered: 884

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.52%
40

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
9.16%
81

Skipped: 36

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.74%
148

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

25.57%
226

42.31%
374

1.70%
15
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

884

3.94
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Q13 Promote attracting more young people and families.
Answered: 887

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.69%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
6.09%
54

Skipped: 33

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
26.61%
236

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

31.91%
283

32.58%
289

1.13%
10
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

887

3.89
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Q14 Promote expansion of community events and festivals.
Answered: 885

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.94%
26

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
10.51%
93

Skipped: 35

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
36.27%
321

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

29.94%
265

19.44%
172

0.90%
8
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

885

3.53
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Q15 Promote the town’s history, historic buildings and sites.
Answered: 888

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.46%
13

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
7.55%
67

Skipped: 32

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
33.22%
295

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

34.57%
307

22.86%
203

0.34%
3
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

888

3.70
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Q16 Promote responsible residential and commercial growth that doesn’t
overbuild or overcrowd the community.
Answered: 888

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.58%
14

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.15%
28

Skipped: 32

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
9.35%
83

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

28.49%
253

56.98%
506

0.45%
4
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

888

4.37
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Q17 Promote ways to eliminate or improve blighted, vacant or nuisance
properties.
Answered: 886

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.68%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.60%
23

Skipped: 34

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
10.61%
94

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

30.70%
272

54.85%
486

0.56%
5
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

886

4.37
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Q18 Provide places for people to gather, a focal point that creates a sense
of identity via the:
Answered: 889

Skipped: 31
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Creation of a
new town...

Creation of a
village gree...

Enhancements
to our exist...

0%

10%

20%

1- Not at all important
4- Very important

30%

40%

50%

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

3- Somewhat important
Don't know
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1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT

3SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

Creation of a
new town
center.

7.26%
64

18.62%
164

31.90%
281

21.11%
186

18.96%
167

Creation of a
village green or
common.

6.61%
58

17.56%
154

32.16%
282

23.49%
206

Enhancements
to our existing
villages.

3.29%
29

9.64%
85

31.52%
278

31.86%
281
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

2.16%
19

881

3.26

18.59%
163

1.60%
14

877

3.30

21.77%
192

1.93%
17

882

3.60
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Q19 Provide modified zoning and improved design standards and
aesthetics along commercial corridors.
Answered: 885

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.81%
16

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.29%
38

Skipped: 35

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
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220

3- Somewhat important
Don't know
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IMPORTANT

DON'T
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33.33%
295
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21
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885

3.94
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Q20 Do you recommend any other community character and design
goals?
Answered: 246

Skipped: 674

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

It is all well and good to continue to put ourselves out as a Cape Coddy rose fence colonial
town, but we must modernize the look to include solar panels. People want to do something to
help reduce Yarmouth's carbon footprint, and to help their own wallets with this energy blasting
us from the sun. The Old King's Highway Committee has the burden on their shoulders for
deciding whether half the town homes can or cannot have solar on their roofs. This task should
be removed from their agendas except for along Old King's Highway itself, which is Route 6A.
There are many newer subdivisions north of Route Six, and residents therein should not have
to ask for a letter of compliance from OKH Committee before going on to the building
department. Solar energy can be looked at as necessary as time goes on and the storms
brought on by climate change chomp at our shores. Just as necessary a utility as the ugly
phone poles that carry electricity up and down Route 6A, and the heavy wires of cable tv. This
town needs to acknowledge that the buildings are perhaps historical, but to actually continue to
exist for the next 50 years, we all need to work together and reduce the carbon in the
atmosphere, as Gov. Baker's new Climate Change Bill indicates.

8/4/2021 3:51 PM

2

Focus on improving Route 28 business areas. Too many poorly maintained properties

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

3

Review and evaluate current historical district requirements. Strict Enforcement of Historical
District revisited requirements.

8/2/2021 11:50 AM

4

No

8/1/2021 7:11 PM

5

Yarmouth needs a strategic branding campaign lead by marketing experts.

8/1/2021 7:06 PM

6

Consider lessons from Arendt's 'Rural by Design'. Town's population out grew it's rural villages
and state highway standards on Rt 28 make it impossible to recreate.

8/1/2021 5:30 PM

7

Keep the town libraries in the villages.

8/1/2021 7:46 AM

8

Be conscious of the impact of festivals, parades, concerts, etc. on surrounding neighborhoods.
This includes traffic awareness.

7/31/2021 8:49 AM

9

Create an environment that will encourage businesses to invest in our commercial corridors.

7/31/2021 7:04 AM

10

Safe ease of mobility via walking and bicycling integrated into commercial, public, and
residential areas, in other words, de-emphasis on the use of motor vehicles.

7/30/2021 8:15 PM

11

Instead of trying to create "more" and 'better", Yarmouth should try to maintain the resources
and locations that we already have.

7/30/2021 8:06 PM

12

Stop letting developers cram housing in AND enough of encouraging every culture to express
itself by its own standards. All parades should be safe and not filled with loud music. Keep our
town SAFE!

7/30/2021 6:43 PM

13

It will be helpful if you really do control commercial development—because the town never
has. You’ve held back residential but never commercial.

7/30/2021 6:25 PM

14

The tax collector should do their job. There are many residences within the Town that do not
pay their property taxes, properties run down and the Town does nothing, it just cost all the
other residents more.

7/30/2021 6:12 PM

15

Design: While attempting to preserve historic homes is important, The OKH Historic District
Committee needs to commit to addressing climate change. Several attempts have been made
by homeowners to replace inefficient windows or install solar panels on older homes. We can
no longer wait until solar tiles become available. And many window manufacturers make
reproduction windows. The OKH committee needs to hold themselves responsible as well to

7/30/2021 3:21 PM
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the effects of climate change and allow homeowners to make their historic homes more energy
efficient.
16

Stop wasting time on the “diversity” stuff the Cape is and has always been a place for
everyone to live and visit. Stop trying to cram that into the agenda. There is so much more to
focus on.

7/30/2021 2:46 PM

17

Leave 6A alone. The proposed "improvements" are detrimental to the aesthetic character of
Yarmouthport. The ersatz lampposts are Disney-like, the stamped concrete is cheap looking
as is the asphalt curb. The redesign of the junction of Summer St and 6A is downright
dangerous and will cause serious and possibly fatal accidents. Leave the pump alone.

7/30/2021 2:45 PM

18

help businesses along rt 28 to be able to stay in business, the rt is becoming a place of vacant
storefronts, food pantry, salvations army stories, dollar stores,low income housing, and now a
food kitchen where a local landmark restraunt once stood. I have lived in this town for over
60.years and I find this trend very sad.

7/30/2021 10:15 AM

19

I don’t feel as if yarmouth really has a dedicated town center, Chatham’s is great, Hyannis is
old, but fun. PTown old but charming, A place you can walk around vs drive to from shop to
shop, a place people can shop, dine, enjoy people watching a “destination”

7/30/2021 8:54 AM

20

Need affordable housing!

7/30/2021 7:07 AM

21

Yarmouth has been waiting for decades for a new library!! Let us break ground now and hire the
architect who designed the Eastham Public Library. Unfortunately overbuilding has already
happened long ago. We must immediately build smaller, affordable, LEED housing as well as
apartments for all income ranges. We also need more Habitat for Humanity Homes. Are
Farmers Home Loans still available? Perhaps there can be rent control also. The town could
definitely benefit by having housing for seasonal workers. The old drive in area was due to
become a marina maybe 20 years ago. Last year it was wonderfully utilized as a venue for live
music, movies, and comedy. Maybe a hatch shell could built at this marina park where
concerts could take place like Boston’s Esplanade. And community sailing. I’ve always
thought that if we planted Orange day lilies, pink sea spray roses, and hydrangea along the
Route 28 corridor that it would be visually esthetic with calming scents. Those three plants
really signal that summer has arrived! Any way that speaks to the Indigenous peoples history
in the town and the seafaring industry would be positive in any design considerations. And
Yarmouth- more than any other town has a history of live music- The Mill Hill Club, The Sandy
Pond Club, The Cape Cod Coliseum, The Compass Lounge, Rascals, The Cultural Center of
Cape Cod and now the Music Room- ( and last year’s outdoor stage at Parker’s River!) and I
think this aspect of live music by the sea - needs to be incorporated. Also if we could have
more trees planted for shade - and more gazebos places in public spaces - like the CC
National Seashore - for shaded spots for people to step out of the sun. Another important
community design would be the water filling spots like you see at the CCNational Seashore.
More public transportation would be a huge help too and ease traffic and be kinder to the
environment.

7/29/2021 9:40 PM

22

Cooperate more with solar panel installation in Old Kings Highway District. OKH should be
LESS strict on properties in the district that are NOT antique homes.

7/29/2021 6:26 PM

23

There should be a town center, one that is appropriate for the age of this town. there should be
more open spaces and a village green

7/29/2021 5:41 PM

24

encourage clean up property day

7/29/2021 4:53 PM

25

Support a proactive Community Preservation Committee with a steady revenue stream.
Consider a strengthened demolition delay bylaw. The current six-month delay statue does little
to discourage the phenomenon of "demolition by neglect" that allows historic properties to get
beyond the point of repairs/rehab work.

7/29/2021 2:27 PM

26

Spend money on attractions thats people can actually use !!!! Not parks with no water access
And places for people to use drugs and discard needles . Make it kayak and paddle board
friendly . Push eco tourism !!!! Attracts younger people with money and offers healthy
activities for all ages

7/29/2021 1:12 PM

27

We should work to improve what greens we have - ensure good parking - keep the character of
the town - and more education/marketing to inform residents/visitors will enhance our town

7/29/2021 12:48 PM

28

No- Cape Cod has a great reputation which attracts people to visit and retire from around the

7/29/2021 12:08 PM
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world.
29

The town should obtain financing to purchase unused or blighted properties along Rt.28 in order
to turn them into vacant lots and to be used to gain capital in order to actually plan redevelopment of commercial properties. They may be used as bargaining chips to trade in order
to create a town center.

7/29/2021 9:28 AM

30

Focus on inclusion and diversity

7/29/2021 8:24 AM

31

I highly recommend that the library in West Yarmouth on rt. 28 remain open. Also, that capital
improvements such as gas lights, brick sidewalks, etc (like those in Dennis) move forward
ASAP.

7/28/2021 6:43 PM

32

Stop wasting money on things that don't attract enough people and waste town resources . No
more parks or board walks that don't attract enough people . Greys beach works because of
sunset and amount of parking and other amenities .

7/28/2021 1:20 PM

33

Good restaurants Vacant areas to have a time limit before knocking down

7/28/2021 9:55 AM

34

more tax based business and less tax and service draining entities

7/28/2021 8:36 AM

35

Recognize that some "historical" buildings are beyond the scope of realistic repair and need to
be removed.

7/28/2021 8:28 AM

36

Stop over building and allowing more commercial businesses to open up. Whites Path is a sad
example. Because of this over building Yarmouth has become like so many towns off Cape
very crowded and not what people who come to the Cape expect to see. What was once "Cape
Cod" is becoming a thing of the past. It has become just another ugly, over crowded area.

7/28/2021 8:23 AM

37

STOP BUILDING LOW INCOME HOUSING & APARTMENTS ON RT 28. THAT IS NOT HOW
YARMOUTH SHOULD LOOK!!!!

7/28/2021 6:54 AM

38

Please ask homeowners/absentee landlords to keep up their properties or be fined for lack of
action.

7/27/2021 8:22 PM

39

Education and enforcement of town "quiet hours"

7/27/2021 8:16 PM

40

Knock down and\or insist owners clean up the vacant, dilapidated buildings on route 28. Such
an eyesore!

7/27/2021 7:08 PM

41

All promotion and support of small businesses. Bring back Yarmouth Days!

7/27/2021 6:36 PM

42

Stop the expansive growth an housing growth. Why are we building schools with decreasing
enrollment? Why do we need 4 police officers at our high school. When is the town going to
hold people accountable for their actions?

7/27/2021 6:32 PM

43

"Promote responsible residential and commercial growth that doesn’t overbuild or overcrowd
the community". These are two totally different issues that can't be lumped together with one
answer. The commercial properties have been ignored too long - a lot of acres have been
converted to housing. There should be more of a focus on improving the commercial appeal more time set aside or spent on finding out what commercial services the town needs and
make a proactive effort to bring those businesses to town instead of making so much more of
an effort to convert existing commercial properties into housing units, dollar stores and
convenience stores. The last thing Yarmouth needs is to look like Dennisport or West Dennis with "dead zones" along Route 28 that have spotty infill of vacancy, poorly maintained
properties and/or less desirable activity. You need to have the assessor look at assessments are assessments in line with values, or are assessment too low which allows owners to put off
making decisions about selling or redeveloping.

7/27/2021 6:31 PM

44

Preserve the dunes

7/27/2021 6:12 PM

45

Town community pool and place for children and families, place for town clubs to meet like Girl
Scouts

7/27/2021 6:11 PM

46

Eliminate all of the vacant or run down motels. Too many ice cream and mini golf places

7/27/2021 5:41 PM

47

Keeping our streets safe and clean

7/27/2021 2:58 PM

48

Again, I say: use our taxpayer dollars responsibly. Prioritize the things that we need, rather
than things that would be nice to have like a town green or additional promotion of our town's
historic sites.

7/27/2021 12:39 PM
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49

putting a common where the drive in was, might be an issue. It is already a traffic nightmare in
the summer.

7/27/2021 10:16 AM

50

Accessory dwelling units provide housing, income for owners, no new roads or pipes required

7/27/2021 10:03 AM

51

Route 28 should have zoning for architectural preservation

7/26/2021 10:38 PM

52

No

7/26/2021 9:50 PM

53

The West Yarmouth Library must remain. Wonderful community resource and historical
building. Do not eliminate this library.

7/26/2021 8:41 PM

54

Apply standards uniformly. Apparently the inflatable park had to hide behind fences and flowers
(which are very pretty, by the way), yet businesses that have been eyesores for years
somehow continue to exist that way? It makes no sense.

7/26/2021 8:27 PM

55

lower our property taxes or no one will come here to live

7/26/2021 6:57 PM

56

Do not allow substandard venues to locate here e.I.the previous promoter at the drive in

7/26/2021 6:23 PM

57

Improve Yarmouth Port parking and walkways. Dennis partners building on 6A needs cleanup
by owner

7/26/2021 4:39 PM

58

Add sidewalks along 6A

7/26/2021 4:21 PM

59

Creation of sidewalks along 6A.

7/26/2021 4:21 PM

60

Uniform signage for local businesses.

7/26/2021 3:48 PM

61

Pay attention to small businesses when they request your assistance on parking nuisances in
their shopping plaza.

7/26/2021 3:24 PM

62

Require blighted properties along route 28 to maintain an acceptable appearance

7/26/2021 3:24 PM

63

Developers need to be held to a high standard, preserving the aesthetic of Cape requires not
overbuilding or allowing businesses to undermine the quality of our town.

7/26/2021 3:12 PM

64

Focus on attracting more upscale businesses that will add value to our town, like higher end
restaurants, grocery stores, etc. and increase property values.

7/26/2021 12:58 PM

65

NO COMMERCIAL VEHICLES PARKED IN FRONT OF PROPERTIES (I.E. MOLD
DOCTORS EYE SORE). SET BACK REQUIRED FOR PAVED SURFACES TO
ACCOMODATE LANDSCAPED AREAS ON RT 28. SIDEWALKS AND BIKE LANE ALL
ALONG RT 28 BEFORE SOMEONE GETS KILLED

7/26/2021 12:10 PM

66

Yarmouth is so much more than Route 28. Once you get off this commercial corridor Yarmouth
is quaint and charming.

7/26/2021 10:56 AM

67

Allow mixed use in commercial areas. Back off subjective design and appearance restrictions
to allow business to design for success and easy access.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM

68

Invest in sidewalks, trails and bikable areas in Yarmouth Port and along R. 28 to improve
accessibility, safety, beauty and walkablity.

7/25/2021 5:14 PM

69

We need business taxes so business friendly zoning and designs.

7/25/2021 4:24 PM

70

HISTORIC 6A, especially the "Village area" between Willow Street and Station Avenue, is in
GREAT NEED of improved and safer sidewalks with curbs, designated parking, speed control
and safe crosswalks. Lighting and preservation of this area is of great value to the Town's
commercial and historic interests

7/25/2021 11:46 AM

71

Wherever possible turn strip malls into walkable shopping sites with hidden parking

7/24/2021 9:38 PM

72

Stop affordable housing

7/24/2021 3:51 PM

73

Clear out the criminal element. We have been overrun by drug addicts and dealers. A good
portion of south yarmouth has become unsafe. Also, remove and prevent gang activity. We
need a safe Yarmouth.

7/24/2021 2:18 PM

74

Taxes, commercial and residential, and town revenue should be a concern be not so much so
that it hinders the growth of our community in positive ways like becoming an attractive place
to live that has things to offer it’s residents and incentives for living year round in Yarmouth.

7/23/2021 9:35 PM
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75

I have taught school age children archeological excavation on a private site in Sandwich. I was
amazing seeing children using their hands, getting dirty and learning. Adults benefit too. The
old Yarmouth drive -in would be a perfect area to incorporate some historical and prehistorical
testing with minimal impact. 1 meter square unit 10cm down at a time can keep children busy
for a while. They learn how to measure, use tools, sift the dirt and learn to be aware of what's
in the dirt and obviously potentially find an artifact. Every item found starts a story.. Maybe
collaborate with Archeologist from the Whydah Muesum. There's always room for an
opportunity to learn more of our history. Thank you for this survey. 508-292-8188

7/23/2021 8:50 PM

76

No cost for beech access.Promote more tourist friendly things to encourage not discourage
cape cod visitors.The vendors make out while the tourists pay throughthe nose.Less low
income occupants and more tourist associated things to do.Apprecuate those with the money
and stop taking federal aid that encourages services for the needy.This is Cape Cod,not Cape
help me out.They come to see the beauty,not the hardship,and spend.Don't need to screw
everyredcent out if them just because they are on vacation.Make it a great deal to come,not a
great deal to stay

7/23/2021 6:15 PM

77

1.) In reference to young people (ages 21- 40), There are limited year round opportunities for
young people to socialize or participate in communal recreational opportunities. Community
Services could work with the public and private sectors to develop adult sports leagues both
outdoor and in. Small fees could be implemented for facility maintenance, program fees, and
revenue making. Yarmouth Zoning does not necessarily make it possible to implement new
industries for young people to establish their lives here or places where they feel as though
they can socialize with their peers such as: breweries, tattoo shops, entertainment facilities. A
USA demographics study was just published stating that 2020 was the sixth year in a row that
the population rate decreased because the younger demographics are not inclined to start
families anymore. The ages 21-40 are the most capable to work and stimulate the economy,
but always often overlooked and not considered. Not just Yarmouth, but the Cape in general is
becoming an area where you either own a Summer property because you are wealthy enough,
own multiple rental properties, or to retire. The wealth gap here is growing and everyone feels
it. In reference to Cape Cod charm, ask anyone that has lived on the Cape before the 80s, all
towns have become over regulated which has Pros and Cons, but does not make it attractive
to live year round. In Yarmouth, there are no tattoo or piercing shops (a booming industry
currently), no entertainment facilities like escape rooms, move theaters, breweries, beer
gardens etc (mini golf is seasonal...) There aren't even any beach clubs similar to Paddy's
Beach club or anything of the sorts. It is sad to see the Yarmouth Drive In land underused.

7/23/2021 2:11 PM

78

Key intersections such as Route 28 and South Sea Ave should have vibrant establishments
like coffee shops, icecream shops, pizza/sandwich shops, etc

7/23/2021 12:41 PM

79

Resources need to be available with blighted home owners, they can't afford assistance
required. Just labeled and deal with end result in terrible circumstances, public shaming

7/23/2021 12:13 PM

80

Either providing a safe bike lane or banning bicycles on Route 6A and creating an alternate
bike route instead

7/23/2021 11:02 AM

81

no

7/23/2021 10:58 AM

82

Property owners ( commercial primarily ) will take total advantage of sewers and over build if
regulations are not put in place.

7/23/2021 10:48 AM

83

We need more restaurants, shopping, and activities.

7/23/2021 10:46 AM

84

Maybe a year of tax reduction to someone or a company who has brought an eye sore back to
life.

7/23/2021 10:35 AM

85

Tear down vacant and or blighted buildings.

7/23/2021 9:31 AM

86

Clean up all the old looking motels on route 28 in Yarmouth.

7/22/2021 9:01 PM

87

Put all budgets under extreme scrutiny, and I mean every penny.

7/22/2021 6:45 PM

88

Institute more town laws regarding number of vehicles allowed at houses, and more limits on
blighted property, i.e. junk in yards, dumpsters in yards, multitudes of aging boats and cars in
yards.

7/22/2021 5:53 PM

89

Encourage development of affordable housing - enhance transportation alternatives to
automobiles.

7/22/2021 5:35 PM
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90

No

7/22/2021 4:25 PM

91

Keeping the small town feel especially in those months when tourism is at its highest. Traffic
is always an issue at that time

7/22/2021 4:19 PM

92

improve parks

7/22/2021 4:11 PM

93

Stop the OKH committee from telling people that do not live on 6A what to do with their homes
or at least real estate sellers MUST tell the buyers !!!!!

7/22/2021 3:45 PM

94

I come from Branford, CT 06405. 20 years ago the town redesigned the center of town with
brick sidewalks, etc and improved the town green. They now have a very successful annual
festival on Fathers Day weekend that draws families from all over the state. The brick
sidewalks and free municipal parking has let restraurants and cafes to develop outside seating
and dining. The same thing can be done in Yarmouth.

7/20/2021 5:27 PM

95

Complete & possibly improve sidewalk in Yarmouthport from Weir Road east to the Dennis line

7/19/2021 2:13 PM

96

keeping improvements and increased community areas with traffic control in mind

7/19/2021 11:04 AM

97

More parking at all beach areas

7/19/2021 10:36 AM

98

Find a way to offer businesses an architectural consultant to re- design existing commercial
building’s appearance to create interesting, charming (perhaps historic) consistent design.
Perhaps a grant to fund the project? The Town of Oak Bluffs did this in the 1980’s and it
created a huge improvement and positive economic impact on the commercial downtown area.
There are many worn out, ugly buildings on Route 28 in Yarmouth. The town has made great
progress, but much more could be done to unify the general area and create a uniform "sense"
of the Town of Yarmouth. Centralized design planning resources would be helpful to business
owners.

7/17/2021 1:39 PM

99

Sidewalk extension along Rte 6A to the Dennis boarder. A small sidewalk exists from
Barnstable going towards Dennis but it stops at Union St. A sidewalk from White’s Path to Rte
6a on Union St is needed too.

7/17/2021 11:14 AM

100

Historical Commission should lighten up on nitpicking about color shades and focus more on
the bigger issues.

7/17/2021 10:55 AM

101

Route 28 has seen some improvements but there are areas that are still an eyesore as well.

7/16/2021 11:38 AM

102

it's more important to strengthen the existing attractions, take care of beautifying our roads and
welcoming areas, MARKETING YARMOUTH for what we have now, versus creating a new
town center. Don't manufacture something for the sake of doing it. FIX the other areas FIRST
in Yarmouth. That way, there is no excuse for funding - use the FIRST FUNDING to ENHANCE
what we have so you won't make excuses as the town leadership later that "all our resources
are poured into new town center" and the other areas will be neglected. PLEASE BE
STRATEGIC and PROACTIVE vs. REACTIVE, Yarmouth leaders.

7/16/2021 9:00 AM

103

same comment. Think of the economics of any project. After all, the home owners must foot
the bil.l.

7/15/2021 9:05 PM

104

We need a Flea Market where locals could sell their arts and crafts., hobbies, collectibles, etc

7/15/2021 6:31 PM

105

The is currently no town center at all. The feeling this is just a place one drives through when
going to a real town. There is no feeling of being welcome in Yarmouth, as though it's
someone's private estate and residents are chattel.

7/15/2021 4:29 PM

106

Youth needs a community center

7/15/2021 4:12 PM

107

Promoting more family oriented and young person involvement and activities is important. We,
as a community, need to offer more year round opportunities and activities for the residents
that are working and living here year round.

7/15/2021 1:24 PM

108

No other suggestions but highly in favor of removing/replacing empty buildings on RT 28 that
are such an eyesore and introduce building and signage standards that will improve overall
appearance along RT 28. There are a number of attractive and appealing venues already. Our
beaches are fabulous - let’s try to make the business corridor the same. Certainly more
challenges to that goal with and post Covid, but applaud efforts to pursue it.

7/14/2021 11:51 AM

109

One thing is we need a new slogan."The Cape within reach" insinuates that there is nothing

7/14/2021 9:14 AM
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else going for it and we have beautiful beaches, bike trails and with the Cultural Center we
have a abundance of activities to please everyone.
110

Clamp down hard on nuisance noise sources like recreational vehicles (dirt bike, et al.)

7/14/2021 4:01 AM

111

We must be willing to increase density in order to ensure affordable housing. Townhouses and
low rise apartments must be part of the plan, and not just single family homes

7/13/2021 3:12 PM

112

Be more aggressive with the owner's of vacant/dilapidated buildings along route 28 to fix the
structure or tear it down.

7/13/2021 2:44 PM

113

Keep the dtive in

7/13/2021 12:58 PM

114

Create more affordable rental housing, so we have places for young families can stay in
Yarmouth and places that J1 students and other seasonal workers can live while here.

7/11/2021 3:04 PM

115

#5 We need to do a lot better job at taking care of and creating opportunity and housing for the
families we already have #6 If this is done responsibly with residents' input and consideration
for their peace.

7/11/2021 2:07 PM

116

Enhance The aesthetics of route 28 commercial corridor

7/9/2021 10:04 PM

117

This town is very unfriendly toward business, need to make this a business friendly town.

7/9/2021 6:05 PM

118

Encourage year round businesses rather than seasonal stores selling beach toys and
sweatshirts - many of which will become trash in a very short period of time.

7/9/2021 3:00 PM

119

Sidewalks; parking areas in Yarmouth Port Village need MAJOR improvement; awful and
dangerous currently.

7/9/2021 11:16 AM

120

The Cape seems to be attracting more financially stable residents. As a retired, single, teacher
I'm finding it more difficult to maintain my house, grocery shop, and afford rising property
taxes, etc. to live here in Yarmouth

7/6/2021 7:34 PM

121

Please work with existing dilapidated strip malls and building owners along Rte 28 to clean
them up and make them presentable again. They are a terrible eyesore and have been that
way for years.

7/5/2021 8:13 AM

122

Maintain and modernize one large central indoor meeting area for town meetings and civic
events, and similarly maintain and moderize the High School field and grandstands for
outdoors meetings and civic events. Our current facilities are getting dated.

7/4/2021 1:31 PM

123

Include public art in existing areas

7/4/2021 10:13 AM

124

make it easier to construct in-law/family housing units on what are now single family lots.

7/3/2021 4:14 PM

125

As a newer resident to Yarmouth with a home in the historical district but not on 6A, I find the
rules unfair for homes like mine that are not historical.

7/3/2021 12:29 PM

126

Update names of town boards to reflect diversity and inclusion. Example: Board of Selectmen
should become Select Board like most other towns on the Cape. Encourage Diversity, Equity,
& Inclusion on committees and boards.

7/3/2021 6:29 AM

127

I did not answer your question No. 4, which I view as a politically loaded question. America by
nature is & always has been "inclusive" & "diverse".

7/2/2021 8:33 PM

128

Move forward with a streetscape plan for Rte. 6A in Yarmouth Port. It is extremely dangerous
in its current state.

6/28/2021 11:29 PM

129

Yes my neighborhood has been a construction zone for 2 months. Cape Cod charm safe and
quiet not true

6/24/2021 5:05 PM

130

lowering taxes significantly - so new families can afford to live here.

6/24/2021 9:46 AM

131

More flowering trees like Dogwood and red Japanese Maple trees in public gathering areas &
parks & at the Rail Trail Bike Path in Yarmouth please.

6/18/2021 2:12 PM

132

Clean up Route 28 to make the area more pleasing

6/17/2021 2:10 PM

133

We need to catch up! Yarmouth looks dated and tired in our heavily traveled areas.

6/17/2021 6:53 AM

134

Luv the robo cxalls from Frank Fredrickson.......hoping that will continue!

6/16/2021 9:53 PM
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135

Recommend working toward BALANCE between town center, Village common, and enhancing
existing village

6/16/2021 5:37 PM

136

Fair law enforcement.diverse police force.anti racism promotion

6/16/2021 8:35 AM

137

The route 28 corridor in yarmouth is a complete mess. The lack of a planning is the cause.
The development of an aesthetic which promotes the cape cod look and feel is necessary
going forward. Keep industry in the many industrial parks and focus on robust tourist,
community development everyone can benefit from.

6/15/2021 9:27 PM

138

1)Enforced strict signage. 2)Create a Annual Discover Yarmouth event with designated sites
with a passport to keep track of the discoveries. Prizes etc. Walking trails, museums, vistas,
beaches, historic sites. Fostering PRIDE in Yarmouth residents. Engage residents of all ages.
3) Recognize, train and appreciate our cab drivers, wait staff, police officers etc. as
ambassadors for our town. Good Chamber of Commerce project partnering with Community
organizations, Lions, Rotary etc. People will not preserve and protect what they are not
exposed to.

6/15/2021 4:26 PM

139

Improved sidewalks and crosswalks along village 6A

6/15/2021 1:28 PM

140

Create and enforce noise and pet ordinances

6/15/2021 1:24 PM

141

Reduce speeding and traffic noise in historic villages such as Yarmouth Port. If we respect our
history these things should be dealt with.

6/15/2021 8:39 AM

142

Limit traffic through residential areas with speed bumps and speed traps. Also increase police
presence and funding to fight drug use and sales in the area

6/14/2021 8:59 PM

143

Community water activities

6/14/2021 6:17 PM

144

Provide zoning and design standards that keep home and business developments from
encroaching into open spaces, natural habitats and undeveloped areas.

6/14/2021 6:03 PM

145

Historic 6A between Willow Street and the Library needs safe, curbed sidewalks with clearly
marked raised crossing walkways, designated parking places, and improved lighting.
Yarmouth’s stretch of 6A is a disgrace! Look at Barnstable and Dennis who have improved
their 6A corridor in the village areas. Please PUT THIS HIGH ON THE TOWN’S PRIOITY
LIST!

6/14/2021 5:46 PM

146

VERY IMPORTANT: PLEASE eliminate or improve blighted, vacant or nuisance properties.
This is downgrading and ruining the reputation of our town!!

6/14/2021 1:15 PM

147

serious development of old drive in- NOT A FULL TIME COMMERCIAL SPOT .. THE DRIVE IN, ETC WAS A GREAT IDEA !! also, the ''commercial'' building across from Capt Parkers used to be a tile store, why is anyone ! allowed to sell used cars from there ? and the back
seems like a hazard to the river itself - and I, personally have tried to contact every dept I
could think of quite a few times abt the ''used car lot'' best I could get was''if it has a plate'' etc
etc etc - don't ask how, but i have had a few plates run -it comes back to a different vehicle !
these r a few 'off the top of my hesd'' items

6/12/2021 8:09 PM

148

Clear commercial & residential zoning, not mixed. Historic District on north side needs to be
redistricted; too broad at this time.

6/12/2021 11:08 AM

149

Community character is outstanding in our Route 28 commercial street. A goal: support the
creation of more giant plaster statues. Repeat: MORE GIANT PLASTER STATUES ON
ROUTE 28. Public art is a great and lasting treasure of Route 28 which marks the character of
Yarmouth. This should be encouraged and celebrated.

6/11/2021 10:47 PM

150

Economic redevelopment, attract businesses, the old cape cod charm has put this town in the
position it is in. Rt 28 in west Yarmouth is an embarrassment. It looks like an old crumbling
demilitarized zone. Preserve cape cod charm is the reason for the failing economy, if the goal
is to rebuild rt 28 with section 8 housing then it has been accomplished

6/11/2021 10:17 AM

151

"Provide modified zoning and improved design standards and aesthetics along commercial
corridors" a.k.a. keep the poors away from route 28 and 6a please.

6/10/2021 7:34 PM

152

I'd love to see some kind of restriction on big box stores, which emphasize generic
development and car-dependent transportation. More support to small, independent businesses
and shops (in pleasing walkable areas) would help to maintain Yarmouth as a unique

6/10/2021 11:20 AM
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destination and not just another American town with all the same corporate offerings as
everywhere else.
153

Carefully consider reuse of the Mattakesse middle school for needed commercial/residential
purposes.

6/9/2021 9:09 PM

154

Do not make Yarmouth like everywhere else. We don’t need malls, additional commercial
strips, etc. Provide some apartments for younger families to be able to live in Yarmouth by
upgrading some of the properties along Rt 28.

6/9/2021 11:52 AM

155

bigger, newer library

6/9/2021 10:25 AM

156

The John Simpkins field should be used for outdoor concerts all summer long. Restaurants
could promote their food there with food booths/trucks. You could have all sorts of vendors.

6/9/2021 10:00 AM

157

Eliminate or reduce tourist driven venues.

6/9/2021 6:59 AM

158

No

6/8/2021 9:55 PM

159

Not Now!

6/8/2021 6:43 PM

160

Would have to have more details on how many of these recommendations would be
accomplished, I feel we already do a fairly good job at many & most happen organically

6/8/2021 5:23 PM

161

Please add more affordable housing otherwise Yarmouth will be a community of retirees
without anyone to actually provide services. If rentals and affordable housing is not available
for year rounders they will leave and we will not keep our community alive

6/8/2021 5:23 PM

162

Do NOT over develop - preserve what we have.

6/8/2021 10:53 AM

163

Themed holiday contests/decorating; measuring costs of historical preservation against actual
usage/visitor attraction; attracting young people is laudable, but wireless infrastructure and
business development needs to provide a means for living on cape; blight and redevelopment
should happen with wastewater implementation; but funding and friendly zoning may help as
well; not sure why we need a new town center. We have several already. We're developing
drive-in site. Mattacheese might be used for a youth center, new senior center; library. Balance
zoning against promoting a business friendly environment. They often are antagonistic.

6/8/2021 10:06 AM

164

Diversity and Inclusion promotion with cultural exhibits, fairs, and festivals

6/8/2021 9:26 AM

165

This seems like overreach. The Town needs to focus on high quality basic municipal services.
Doing a few things really well will stimulate the community

6/8/2021 9:06 AM

166

Stop allowing commercial builders (Great Island for one) to force changes to plans the town
paid for. When waste water system is completed clean up rt 28. Sidewalks- bike lanes need to
be added. Plantings along rt 28 need to be added and maintained.

6/8/2021 7:12 AM

167

We NEED more housing available to working class families. It is nice to see "Promote
attracting more young people and families" as a goal, but "attracting more" should not be the
goal when the families who already live here are being forced to move when their rental
properties are sold as vacation homes and there is nowhere else for them to live in town. As a
young person and town employee who currently lives with parents, I am afraid that I may need
to leave my hometown and dream job in a few years due to lack of housing options.

6/8/2021 6:45 AM

168

YarmouthPort is in desperate need of improvements to sidewalks and curbs along Route 6A.
Our village center needs these improvements for both safety and esthetic reasons. I believe
this can be done while still preserving the small town feel of our village.

6/8/2021 6:11 AM

169

Enforce a standard for signa ge and curb appeal on route 28. (Landscape maintenance)

6/8/2021 4:18 AM

170

I would like to see the town parks across from Giardino's and the former Yankee Inn on rt 28
connected together with trees cleared to give a better water view. Some type of recreational
activities in a section of the park like bocce courts, pickleball, kayaks or even a tennis court to
attract people to the park and make use of that scenic area would be great.

6/8/2021 12:40 AM

171

Poll the people b4 deciding.

6/7/2021 11:20 PM

172

Please let's clean up Rt 28 in West Yarmouth, tear down the mess, and add some charm. It's a
blight and embarrassment to our residents and responsible business owners.

6/7/2021 10:34 PM

173

You can’t promote inclusivity and diversity if that’s not what the people what. Same goes for

6/7/2021 10:18 PM
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families with young children. To promoted this place as a great school system would be a LIE.
This school district hates disabled children, I know, we have one. They Absolutely hates us in
school. Hate. No young families should ever move here! Ever!
174

Similar to #11, but promote sidewalks, street trees, street furniture, landscaping, gateway
improvements on rt 28...etc.

6/7/2021 9:53 PM

175

No

6/7/2021 9:38 PM

176

The existing villages of Yarmouth feel VERY segregated. Creating a common town center
would remedy some of this disconnect.

6/7/2021 9:31 PM

177

Development of South Shore Dr!!!! That would be the center of attention in town. Add a
boardwalk / shops/ restaurants... there is not a down town area in town but south shore drive
could be the focus if it was developed correctly as a walking district with beach access and a
boardwalk.

6/7/2021 8:41 PM

178

The privately owned shopping strip adjacent to the post office on Rte 28 has been an eye sore
for years.

6/7/2021 7:43 PM

179

none

6/7/2021 6:51 PM

180

Control growth extremely important

6/7/2021 6:49 PM

181

Expand comm and events, festivals, civic & social clubs ie Yarmouth drive in. Poor planning
2021. To bad town didn’t act sooner in planning.

6/7/2021 6:31 PM

182

Allow better signage for local businesses, especially along 6A

6/7/2021 6:18 PM

183

Tired of the high property taxes

6/7/2021 6:17 PM

184

Safer and more frequent crosswalks along Captain's Row of 6a

6/7/2021 6:16 PM

185

Stop with affordable housing!! Promote everything you mentioned and the tax payers will want
to live here. When low income housing is done, we looks the cape cod charm and it puts a
strain on the community

6/7/2021 5:44 PM

186

None

6/7/2021 4:48 PM

187

Let the cultural groups and others continue to promote gathering sets. They are good at it.
Government has no place other than to provide a clean and safe spaces that already exist.
Don’t create more... improve what we gave, with the exception of trying to find a town center...
that is not seasonally commercial. Withdraw from the cape cod commission and let creative
solutions come from residents. Given a chance, I think a number of high powered summer
residents would invest in and improve existing real estate.

6/7/2021 4:39 PM

188

Implement a hefty fine for littering, and place signs throughout the town notifying everyone of
the fine and amount. Monitor heavily-littered areas when possible and impose fine whenever
feasible.

6/7/2021 4:25 PM

189

SIDEWALKS IN YARMOUTHPORT! Not only for character and design, but for safety &
accessibility.

6/7/2021 4:04 PM

190

Yeah, finish the Mill Creek Park that looks disgusting with old wood chips and pot holes on 28.
You built a multi million dollar DPW building but Rt 28 looks like crap.

6/7/2021 3:24 PM

191

Getting rid of the hotels and other open properties, especially along route 28, would go a long
way. Let these areas be improved visually to make Yarmouth more appealing to visit.
Additionally, solving the affordable housing craziness that is the cape so that younger
residents like myself are not just priced out of the area.

6/7/2021 10:48 AM

192

Community character and design are essential. Absolutely vital.

6/7/2021 9:22 AM

193

Develop a plan to prevent “demolition by neglect” of historic properties.

6/7/2021 9:21 AM

194

No

6/6/2021 6:18 PM

195

RT 6A does not live up to it's potential. A good starting point would be to look at what
Barnstable Village did. It is esthetically pleasing, it is designed to slow traffic, there are plenty
of parking spaces and safe sidewalks. We notice there are always people walking, sitting, and
enjoying the stores. Rt 6A as it currently exists through Yarmouth Port has muddy and poorly

6/6/2021 2:00 PM
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designed edges, limited parking, and the speed limit is so fast that all you want to do is get
through without getting HIT. This results in lost revenue and is an uninviting area to visit, walk,
or shop. There should be signage so you know you are entering or exiting the village with a
thank you as you exit. Yarmouth Port does not live up to it's potential as an Historic Byway.
196

Young families are unable to reside here due to housing costs...so that is already out of the
equation at this time. A town center would not attract many folks. There has been talk after
talk about cleaning up route 28 for 50 years...never any action. A plan starts...follow up stops
almost immediately. Property blight...Yarmouth is promoting low-income housing. The inside of
the rooms at the one located at the site of the Cavalier have already been wrecked. The
outside is good now but will soon fall into disrepair. Yarmouth was all gung ho to keep weeds at
bay along Rt 28...that stopped 2 or 3 years ago. Parks on Rt 28 are not being used but have
taken properties off the tax rolls

6/6/2021 12:04 PM

197

Merge those two town libraries into one that meets current standards and is somewhat
equidistant to the two current ones. A "Yarmouth Center" with walkable streets and curbside
businesses would be great, but ambitious.

6/5/2021 9:23 PM

198

Blighted properties need to be addressed. Nobody wants to vacation near a hotel that is falling
apart. Public housing is not the answer.

6/5/2021 4:28 PM

199

The town needs to come into the modern age, just because something is historic doesn't mean
it needs to stay the same forever.

6/5/2021 3:45 PM

200

Support the work of the Yarmouth Historical Commission and ccx expand its educational
mandate.

6/5/2021 1:58 PM

201

Maintain ALL present natural areas - do not take any away

6/5/2021 9:20 AM

202

Give more to Police And Fire

6/5/2021 8:33 AM

203

Ensure that town departments do their job properly. For example, the issue of
nuisance/blighted properties has been around for some time. However, I see no evidence that
the Building Department has addressed the problem. Also, the Department of Public Works
should do a better job maintaining public areas, including areas along roadways. I believe that
the Department focuses more on grandiose projects than on the day-to-day upkeep of the
community.

6/5/2021 7:15 AM

204

Yarmouth Port Farmers Market. Easier path is needed for residential farmstands for increased
community connection between neighbors and local access to organic fresh food. In Yarmouth
Port village, the Cancer Thrift Shop and Dennis Partners building needs revitalization into a
year round indoor farmers market or organic grocery store. Building should not be allowed to be
vacant, it creates a depressing feeling of seeing empty buildings. Street signage on Route 6A
should look historic, and the town needs way-finding signage throughout the town directing
visitors towards community destinations. Need for Historic town signage instead of state
highway signage that lacks character. Speed humps on Route 6a and on West Yarmouth Road
to slow the pace of cars, encouraging a more relaxed pace of life. Ban of all large trucks going
down West Yarmouth Road from Route 6a, the area is residential and should not be used as a
commercial trucking thoroughfare. Promotion of native plant gardens over the use of lawns a
fertilizers, this come from the example set by the town, which could transformed the town hall
property that is primarily grass, into a native plant ecosystem habitat.

6/5/2021 6:44 AM

205

Make route 28 more attractive like Dennis and Harwich are doing

6/5/2021 5:57 AM

206

Avoid overcrowding and apartment complexes that add to a larger volume of people. Our town
is turning into a city.

6/4/2021 4:02 PM

207

You need to fix the mess that has been created with adorable housing like swan pond, now the
new one on Rt 28 is turning into the same thing. It is drawing rif raf from Fall River, New
Bedford, the Cape is losing its charm and turning into a drug haven! It’s terrible fix that vison
Yarmouth selectmen created.

6/4/2021 3:52 PM

208

Affordable housing emphasis and incentives with reclaimed/blighted properties

6/4/2021 3:39 PM

209

The horse has left the barn, we musts embrace route 28 for what it has become and foster new
growth and investment in real, sustainable economic development there. Critical commercial
tax revenue generation is best suited to investment along this corridor - t-shirts shops, soft
serve ice cream, and ancient motels is not economic development and is not maximizing the
tax generating business opportunity.

6/4/2021 3:26 PM
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210

Cape isn’t now or the future Patty Page cape

6/4/2021 2:19 PM

211

New library

6/4/2021 2:13 PM

212

Nope.

6/4/2021 8:30 AM

213

Clean up trash on roads, exits and lawns. Enforce littering laws. ( Good luck with that)

6/4/2021 8:17 AM

214

Finish the drive in site

6/4/2021 7:13 AM

215

Sidewalk for bikes and walking

6/3/2021 8:37 PM

216

Stop adding large buildings, Shopping plaza, housing complexes, etc. to Rte 28 and Station
Ave! This town is overcrowded. The town is quickly losing the Quaint Cape Cod that attracts
tourism..

6/3/2021 7:30 PM

217

Walk ability and hidden parking lots.

6/3/2021 5:21 PM

218

define "modified zoning and improved design standards and aesthetics."

6/3/2021 3:41 PM

219

Limit short term rentals

6/3/2021 3:22 PM

220

Rte 28 is a mess and embarrasing to Yarmouth residents. Its the armpit of Cape Cod. With
proper zoning and investments in charming business vs. big box "Dollar stores" and dunkin
donuts, we could thrive. I am a 43 years old, professional with a grad desgree and can't afford
to buy a home and can barely rent. Something needs to be done about affordable housing
options and attracting young families to live here.

6/3/2021 3:17 PM

221

condemn dilapidated and abandoned buildings.

6/3/2021 3:06 PM

222

We need a center where people can walk and shop and gather for events , a town common .
It's what makes Chatham and Osterville so popular .

6/3/2021 3:04 PM

223

Enforce signage rules.

6/3/2021 1:11 PM

224

Walkability Out of sight community parking

6/3/2021 12:59 PM

225

Keep in mind that we can’t trample people who are low income, elderly or disabled in the move
to clean up blighted areas. Some people can’t afford to paint or reshingle homes. Be mindful of
this.

6/3/2021 12:55 PM

226

Require Aesthetic improvement to the plazas along route 28

6/3/2021 12:48 PM

227

Remove unoccupied, dangerous structures and buildings

6/3/2021 12:47 PM

228

A home right next to a church on 6a has trash bags piling up for past six months at the top of
the driveway. Concerned we will have increased rodents and smell soon.

6/3/2021 12:27 PM

229

Based on the questions, I'd have liked more emphasis on preserving safe and quiet
neighborhoods and streets. With only one question referencing that, it seems to be a lower
priority than I'd like.

6/3/2021 12:16 PM

230

Focus on re using vacant store fronts for something.

6/3/2021 12:04 PM

231

Get rid of the OKHHDC for middle class neighborhoods, not in visual sight of Route 6A.
Houses built in the 1950s onward, are not historic, and should not be goverened by the lofty,
EXPENSIVE demands to satisfy the taste of the OKHHDC chairman. If we are to attract
younger families, they cannot spent 2-3 times what a normal window or fence would cost, just
to satisfy an administrator's whims, preferences and tastes.

6/3/2021 12:00 PM

232

I think we have enough parks, need to increase tax base with appropriate building.

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

233

Take back McArthur School building. Move Town Hall across the street and create town green
on playing fields.

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

234

West Yarmouth is taking the brunt of community and low income housing. My hope is that they
will be well managed and not turn into blighted villages infested with crime. I understand there
is a housing shortage and the intent, but it has to be managed well.

6/3/2021 11:53 AM

235

increase communication to residents of upcoming activities. Not all residents have (or don't
use) social media. We have a local paper as well as the Cape Cod Times and there is not
enough about things to do in the town.

6/3/2021 11:48 AM
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236

Yarmouth is not Chatham..... let’s be the Best Yarmouth. I remember as a kid.... 60 yrs., ago,
the Jolly Captain, The Barefoot Trader.... so many clean, attractive, well maintained
businesses along rt. 28. The present businesses do not bring the excitement as those
wonderful buildings once did. I could go on forever, do I’ll just say, clean up the blight..... make
it welcoming!

6/3/2021 11:38 AM

237

More green space on Route 28 side. Area where community can gather outside

6/3/2021 11:10 AM

238

With such an important history around Native American/Indigenous Communities, like the
Wampanoag, if we are going to acknowledge the history of our town. We need to tell a full
history and recognize that Yarmouth is built on the land of the Wampanoag people.

6/3/2021 11:08 AM

239

Storefronts moved closer to the sidewalk with parking on the sides or at the rear of the
buildings. Looking at vast parking lots is not attractive.

6/3/2021 11:04 AM

240

While preserving traditions, community events, festivals, parades, and civic and social clubs
are important, I have found these events to be less than open to our modern society. We need
more for the LGBQ community. I found toy guns being sold at the parades to be very
insensitive to those who have survived gun violence.

6/3/2021 11:00 AM

241

no

6/3/2021 10:53 AM

242

Until young families can afford anything on the Cape, the focus on some of the above items
don't make sense.

6/3/2021 10:31 AM

243

No

6/3/2021 10:17 AM

244

Drop the additional "Design Flood Elevation" of 1 foot.

6/3/2021 10:12 AM

245

no

6/3/2021 10:06 AM

246

Child friends spaces splash park new playground

6/3/2021 10:02 AM
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3. HOUSING
Q21 Preserve existing year round housing stock.
Answered: 870

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.07%
18

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.87%
25

Skipped: 50

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
18.51%
161

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

37.93%
330

35.86%
312

2.76%
24
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

870

4.06
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Q22 Promote an increase in year round use of existing housing stock.
Answered: 871

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.13%
36

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
9.07%
79

Skipped: 49

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.88%
208

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

29.28%
255

28.93%
252

4.71%
41
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Q23 Provide more quality year-round affordable and workforce housing for
rental and homeownership via the creation of:
Answered: 871

Skipped: 49
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Cluster
subdivisions

Apartments

Condominium
Complexes

0%

10%

20%

1- Not at all important
4- Very important

30%

40%

50%

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

3- Somewhat important
Don't know
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1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT

3SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Cluster
subdivisions

11.33%
98

12.83%
111

26.36%
228

21.85%
189

21.62%
187

6.01%
52

865

3.31

Apartments

11.79%
99

14.29%
120

28.45%
239

22.62%
190

19.05%
160

3.81%
32

840

3.24

12.76%
109

15.93%
136

30.44%
260

22.13%
189

14.87%
127

3.86%
33

854

3.11

Condominium
Complexes
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Q24 Do you recommend any other housing goals?
Answered: 225

Skipped: 695

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

#1 priority is immediate emergency affordable housing for our workforce. Nothing else can
proceed without increased units now. Look at Dennis closing the transfer station two days a
week and asking town employees to do landscaping because they don't have enough DPW
workers. This is NUTS. Soon we'll have to do our own manual labor as well in Yarmouth. As
with COVID, the economic recovery depends on getting it under control. On Cape + Islands,
it's housing, housing, and housing for workers!

8/12/2021 9:30 AM

2

I recommend immediately making accessory dwellings much more easy to apply for. The rich
have no problems presenting huge house designs with bar sinks, refrigerators and cooking
surfaces in guest quarters, and regular folks need to be able to do the same so extended
families can live together legally, and so that properties that have enough land can have an
affordable accessory dwelling built to provide more housing for our worker bee community.

8/4/2021 3:55 PM

3

provide incentives to homeowners to add 'in-law' apartments or tiny houses for rental year
round

8/4/2021 12:44 PM

4

be mindful of development that puts strain on public school systems. Restrict large scale
developments that would depend on septic systems.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Expansion and less restriction of accessory dwelling criteria.

8/2/2021 11:52 AM

6

Higgins Crowell is a good area for senior assisted living housing

8/2/2021 9:06 AM

7

No

8/1/2021 7:12 PM

8

The answer to the affordable housing shortage is NOT to maintain Yarmouth as the low rent
district for the rest of the Cape. We need to work in conjunction with other towns for solutions.

8/1/2021 7:10 PM

9

NIMBY. This is a country wide issue for higher density zoning along commercial corridors with
supporting wastewater treatment programs.

8/1/2021 5:34 PM

10

Need more affordable housing, affordable independent living options for seniors. More for
veterans.

8/1/2021 7:48 AM

11

minimize the eyesores of large apartment structures . if we need apartments place them better
for the town like hyannis did with independence road.

8/1/2021 7:47 AM

12

Create safe, respectful housing for seasonal workers.

7/31/2021 8:12 PM

13

How many more people, houses, businesses can you jam into our town? Growth can be a
tumor.

7/31/2021 4:47 PM

14

Promote housing that is lower density.

7/31/2021 8:51 AM

15

Allow small auxiliary apartments at existing homes that may be rented outside the confines of
'family'.

7/30/2021 8:09 PM

16

More single family homes requiring cash or volunteer work equity by affordable buyers. NO
MORE projects or cluster housing.

7/30/2021 6:44 PM

17

Stop building everything on route 28. Start developing this “affordable” housing on route 6A.

7/30/2021 6:26 PM

18

Take a hard look at new building codes and regulations. New development called "affordable
housing" requires a very small percentage of the new housing to used in such a way. For
instance a ten unit building may only contain two units that are affordable housing but they call
the whole thing affordable housing. This does not help the vast numbers who need the cheaper
housing.

7/30/2021 6:12 PM

19

Stop building low-income housing unless you want to pay more for the schools.

7/30/2021 3:26 PM
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20

I know teachers have a very difficult time finding “annual” rents, the typically get booted out for
the summer so homeowners can get the higher rental income for those months.

7/30/2021 8:58 AM

21

Habitat for Humanity. Farmers Home Loans. Tiny houses. Earth houses. Bungalows. Housing
has been in a CRISIS mode for decades really. Truly everyone needs a modest and clean and
safe home to live in. It doesn’t have to be fancy. If we built homes that had all renewable
energy features - it would make paying for the home much easier. And it would be cleaner for
the environment. This ought to be the goal. Take federal loans or apply for grant programs to
achieve these goals. Make the landlord tenant relationship a better two way street. What is the
percentage of year round homes versus vacation homes in town now? One really has to look
at the tax structure and assess accordingly to provide a balance. The tax structures right now
are extremely unbalanced. For example water is $100 a year plus the one time gallon usage
annually appears to be low and that unfortunately does not encourage people to conserve
water. We are still in a drought and people need to step up to the plate to conserve. People
unfortunately waste a LOT of water especially on grassy lawns. Increase programs for
assisting the homeless to be housed.

7/29/2021 10:03 PM

22

concentrate on buying houses, not building affordable housing complexes. have mort programs
so more of the workforce can afford them.

7/29/2021 5:42 PM

23

consider accessory apartments with proper restrictions

7/29/2021 5:10 PM

24

allow small unit housing to be built on non conforming lots

7/29/2021 4:56 PM

25

Continue to support the work of the Community Preservation tax surcharge. This is an uphill
struggle that would become even steeper if the CP tax gets cut further or goes away as some
would have it.

7/29/2021 2:30 PM

26

All alternative septic to help build accessory buildings and apartments on existing single family
dwellings

7/29/2021 1:13 PM

27

I don't have enough knowledge of current housing situations to answer any of the above
questions. The skyrocketing housing prices certainly are blocking workers from home
ownership. Not sure how to fix that.

7/29/2021 12:56 PM

28

Slow down on any changing goals.

7/29/2021 12:11 PM

29

Create More senior housing for Yarmouth residents who want to downsize from their homes.
Do not create more housing for non residents.

7/29/2021 9:42 AM

30

Allow people to install I/A septic systems and relaxed zoning to add accessory apartments to
single family homes

7/28/2021 1:23 PM

31

Stop building, we are already over built and are lacking the forests we need to help keep the air
clean for the generations to come.

7/28/2021 8:25 AM

32

We need affordable housing, but not if you do not have a job to sustain living on Cape Cod.
Should not become the burden of the tax payer already living here.

7/28/2021 7:57 AM

33

AS PREVIOUSLY STATED, NO LOW INCOME HOUSING ON RT 28!

7/28/2021 6:55 AM

34

Need more affordable housing both for renters and first time home buyers

7/27/2021 7:37 PM

35

The push to add ADU's will have unintended consequences that will likely impact neighborhood
values. Adding more housing units to an already densely developed neighborhood of 0.20-0.50
acre lots (e.g. Captn Village) will increase density to a level that has can have negative affects
on quality of life and property values. If you are going to encourage year-round use of
dwellings, encourage ADU's, encourage more affordable housing....you are pushing to increase
density in areas that are already densely developed....in an area with limited resources. It is
not Yarmouth's job to solve the housing crisis. You have added significant number of units to
the inventory already with the last two motel conversions and via the buy-down program. Now
adding ADU's brings more density into the residential neighborhoods. The ZBA has hearings
every week from people that want to expand their house, garage or in-law so that it now
encroaches into buffer zones. Neighborhood density is going in a direction that can't be
changed.

7/27/2021 6:45 PM

36

All efforts to support affordable housing.

7/27/2021 6:37 PM

37

Forget the expansion of housing. There is plenty of housing in the town. Why would we want
cluster housing of large apartment or cluster sub divisions? The town hasn't got the

7/27/2021 6:34 PM
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infrastructure to support this kind of growth. Spend some time on Route 28 this summer!
38

Single family houses not more section 8. Larger homes and allowing houses to add on to there
existing structures to support larger families

7/27/2021 6:13 PM

39

Do not overbuild complexes and clusters of buildings as Yarmouth will lose what we all live on
the Cape to enjoy. Do not try to turn what is a lovely rural and village type community into
something it is not by overbuilding either residential or commercial properties. The tragedy that
is Independence Way in Hyannis is a sad indication of what commercial and residential
building in Yarmouth could become.

7/27/2021 4:52 PM

40

Owners should take pride in their property in maintaining their homes year-round.

7/27/2021 3:00 PM

41

More affordable housing for the working person

7/27/2021 2:59 PM

42

10% Affordable Housing serving 80% AMI 10 Workforce Housing/Missing Middle Housing
(60% - 120% AMI)

7/27/2021 2:54 PM

43

create environment in which private business want to create low income housing: ease
regulation, offer incentives.

7/27/2021 11:54 AM

44

Accessory housing units!

7/27/2021 10:04 AM

45

No

7/26/2021 9:51 PM

46

Minimum subsidized housing

7/26/2021 4:42 PM

47

Disappointed that affordable housing is being built in commercial space on Rte. 28 rather than
neighborhoods where children of tenants would have areas to play and explore.

7/26/2021 4:24 PM

48

Promote the expansion use of existing properties to add additional housing.

7/26/2021 3:50 PM

49

Stop dumping low-income housing in our town.

7/26/2021 3:25 PM

50

No more second home owners! They have all the entitlement of a resident without providing
any benefits to the community.

7/26/2021 3:14 PM

51

Limit so-called Affordable Housing projects - remember Cabrini Green and Columbia Point
"projects"

7/26/2021 3:12 PM

52

Promote yarmouth as a wonderful place to retire. It will drive up year round residents and have
less impact on schools.

7/26/2021 1:01 PM

53

Crack down on section 8 slum lords.

7/26/2021 12:16 PM

54

Higher density multi-family is the most cost effective way to create more housing. Ease the
restrictions on the affordable ADUs. Promote top of shop housing in our commercial areas.

7/26/2021 10:59 AM

55

Allow employer sponsored dorms in commercial areas and employer sponsored group houses
elsewhere. I proposed this over 20 years ago.

7/26/2021 8:53 AM

56

Create the environment and proper zoning. Attempting to influence the housing market won't
work.

7/26/2021 6:59 AM

57

I support relaxing our OKH historic standards to allow for increased density in specified ares
so that apartments, condos, Tiny Homes, etc. can be built. We need a very new approach to
housing for our workforce!

7/25/2021 5:16 PM

58

Make housing affordable for people that actually work. Remove the law that prohibits
homeowners with apartments from choosing who they want to rent go and not who the town
says they have to rent to!!!

7/25/2021 4:47 PM

59

Affordable, Affordable Affordable!!!

7/25/2021 4:26 PM

60

Housing for summer employees so desparately needed by our businesses.

7/25/2021 11:48 AM

61

Must be sure that affordable housing units are integrated into existing neighborhoods

7/24/2021 9:41 PM

62

No more affordable housing

7/24/2021 3:52 PM

63

Really review zoning restrictions and bylaws to allow residents increase housing stock and
hopefully opportunities to become homeowners. And once homeowners be able to modify

7/23/2021 9:49 PM
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homes, within reason, without gratuitous red tape.
64

Tiny homes village

7/23/2021 8:50 PM

65

Again,more people,more taxes,more services,less space for tourists.If no tourism is the
goal,then so be it.I came for the beauty and low taxes.Sounds like you want to provide people
a place to stay.All well and good,but not here.

7/23/2021 6:20 PM

66

Stop giving away money to people that will then go to work and pay their bills. A landlord is
paying a tax on the money given to housing participants (8 months ) so that you as a landlord
can get paid the rent and be taxed on it again.

7/23/2021 5:02 PM

67

For the love of god, stop building affordable government subsidized housing. It creates more
problems than it solves.

7/23/2021 4:26 PM

68

Yarmouth does a fantastic job when it comes to affordable housing!

7/23/2021 2:12 PM

69

Affordability with long-term goals of maintaining integrity of design, landscape maintenance

7/23/2021 12:15 PM

70

standards for up keep and maintenance

7/23/2021 10:59 AM

71

People need housing.

7/23/2021 10:46 AM

72

Solar panels on open land

7/22/2021 6:46 PM

73

Tax breaks for people who rent winter rentals, apartments in homes.

7/22/2021 5:55 PM

74

encourage sustainable building practices.

7/22/2021 5:36 PM

75

Yarmouth has got to be saturated with affordable housing. I just expect it to be more of a
demand on services with no additional tax income. Probably why my tax bill increased 22%!

7/22/2021 5:16 PM

76

YEAR ROUND BUT NOT JUST FOR SECTION 8 PEOPLE WITH DRUG ISSUES. NEED
SAFE PLACES FOR OTHER TO LIVE AS WELL THEN WORRING ABOUT POLICE EVERY
NIGHT.

7/22/2021 4:29 PM

77

Requirements for landlords and homeowners to maintain properties and issue consequences if
they do not.

7/22/2021 4:20 PM

78

Allow homeowners to create apartments to rent on a yearly basis. Do not congest areas with
affordable housing types, such as, just Route 28.

7/22/2021 4:00 PM

79

I would limit "affordable" housing to 55 years old and above.

7/20/2021 5:29 PM

80

less greed all around-less gauging- more "Do Unto Others as You would want done to you"
Realtors/developers can appear tooo connected/???values and ethics

7/19/2021 10:40 AM

81

no more housing

7/18/2021 5:18 PM

82

Don’t allow properties that look like junkyards in residential neighborhoods to keep up the
unsafe and messy appearance. Create some standards if necessary, and enforce them.

7/17/2021 1:42 PM

83

Perhaps the town can be an intermediary between those looking to rent out livable space and
those seeking it.

7/17/2021 10:58 AM

84

I would prefer to see more affordable housing options. I don't neccesarily want additional
condos or apartments in town but I recognize the housing shortage need to keep and attract a
workforce is a priority

7/16/2021 11:39 AM

85

Make this a priority.

7/16/2021 9:01 AM

86

Again keeping taxes in check would help existing home owners. Condominium complexes are
less important because of the outrageous condo fees they charge.

7/15/2021 9:11 PM

87

Yarmouth is already over-developed, but one does not feel part of anything.Housing is not a
serious issue except, I belileve, for a few developers who are in it for the money. I would not
advise anyone to live here.

7/15/2021 4:31 PM

88

A concerted effort must be made to entice younger people to want to return to Yarmouth. As
the age of the residents rises and the number of second home owners rises, the number of
people available to be full time workers is decreasing. Home values and the cost of living in
Yarmouth is increasing and pricing people out of the town.

7/15/2021 1:30 PM
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89

There are too many large buildings on Route 28

7/14/2021 1:15 PM

90

Stop with the multi unit housing!! You're cruising the town!

7/14/2021 9:15 AM

91

Dormitory style accommodations as a temporary solution for the homeless. Would that be
better than using hotels to temporarily house folks?

7/14/2021 4:03 AM

92

Year-round residents should not be victim of seasonal price hikes. A discount card of some
type should exist.

7/13/2021 9:54 PM

93

Make land available in Yarmouth for the construction of housing for veterans

7/13/2021 2:46 PM

94

Just do it

7/13/2021 12:59 PM

95

Make sure it truly is affordable for those working and living here. Not like the John Simpkins
complex, where most of us can't afford to live there.

7/11/2021 3:05 PM

96

Increase percentages on builders for low income house developments.

7/9/2021 6:09 PM

97

Provide dormitory or rental spaces for seasonal workers as needed but prohibit ability to rent
homes to large groups of people who can become a nuisance (noise, trash, parties) in
neighborhoods.

7/9/2021 3:04 PM

98

One level homes for Seniors! We don't need any more Trophy Homes!

7/6/2021 7:38 PM

99

Again, route 28 is not the place for such housing.

7/4/2021 3:45 PM

100

re-invest real estate sale taxes to purchase appropriate land for new affordable housing

7/4/2021 1:34 PM

101

the housing would depend on what demographic the Town is trying to attract

7/4/2021 10:15 AM

102

allow second housing units (in-law type of facilities) on single family lots

7/3/2021 4:16 PM

103

Keep strict control of the short term rental and also the number of people that can be in a given
rental, especially in quiet residential neighborhoods.

7/3/2021 3:33 PM

104

Create emergency housing

7/3/2021 10:10 AM

105

I ranked Question 3 above as "somewhat" only because I don't want to see more destruction
of habitat to meet these goals. I would like to see a moratorium on clear-cutting and instead
identify existing properties of all kinds for conversion into affordable/year-round housing. The
Rod & Gun Club is a perfect example...I commented on this on the Recreation page of this
survey as well.

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

106

Let the free market economy decide the direction of these goals. As for moderate income
housing: buy up & rebuild the vacant motels along Rt. 28 for such: where public transportation
& shopping can be frequented readily & jobs acquired & within travel reach. Any idea for
cluster affordable housing like Long Pond Village or similar would be a very big & unnecessary
mistake.

7/2/2021 8:39 PM

107

Implement plans that allow for modified housing options for rentals and in-laws in existing
homes.

6/28/2021 11:34 PM

108

Accessible and affordable housing for elders whose finances are shrinking. No property tax for
middle and low income home elderly home owners. owners

6/26/2021 5:26 AM

109

Affordability

6/24/2021 5:07 PM

110

lowering taxes significantly so businesses will stay here

6/24/2021 9:47 AM

111

Improve year around rental opportunities!

6/19/2021 11:26 PM

112

There is already enough affordable housing throughout Yarmouth. It's time for us bring in year
round people who will pay back to the community, not just sponge off of it.

6/18/2021 4:38 PM

113

People need to SOCIALIZE OUTSIDE again. Please focus on beautifying our parks & Rail
Trail Bike Path especially near the dump and parking lot near the Stop and Shop in Yarmouth
because garbage flies from the dump and parking lots.

6/18/2021 2:17 PM

114

The problem with affordable housing is in most cases they attract people that you would not
want living next to you.

6/18/2021 10:01 AM
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115

Housing is what is most threatened in Cape Cod in general and Yarmouth in particular. People
can't afford to live here, and leave. Living should not only be for the wealthy and secured, it
needs to be for everyone! Low income housing for families a must, as families are the lifeblood
of Yarmouth.

6/17/2021 6:58 AM

116

Mixed use housing is the most effective way forward (mixed meaning socioeconomically). Cohousing is another example of promoting micro communities that should be explored.
Community is the underlying secret to success going forward. When people feel as though
they belong, economies grow, crime decreases, and unity is more enhanced.

6/16/2021 8:03 PM

117

Town to be open to subsidized housing for needy worker groups and families.

6/16/2021 5:39 PM

118

Trailer patks.low income housing.affordable housing.

6/16/2021 8:36 AM

119

Real estate market forces will dictate supply and demand. You want tourists and you put low
income housing on route 28 with the tourists. Again serious lack of planning , the tourists have
many other options

6/15/2021 9:31 PM

120

Allow in-law apts and auxiliary housing.

6/15/2021 4:27 PM

121

Maintain architectural standards supporting Cape Cod 's identity.

6/15/2021 8:42 AM

122

Promote senior housing.

6/15/2021 7:24 AM

123

no new complexes--traffic is bad enough

6/14/2021 9:44 PM

124

Housing mortgages with no down payment for local workers

6/14/2021 9:01 PM

125

Establish programs that help low income households maintain safe and healthy homes and
utilities (including digital access).

6/14/2021 6:08 PM

126

We don't need apartments or condo complexes, especially along route 28.

6/14/2021 5:26 PM

127

More low income housing

6/14/2021 4:00 PM

128

Year-round affordable housing should be built north of 28 in a more rural area, not right on route
28 or near the beaches.

6/14/2021 1:19 PM

129

no'apartment' complex's - check out the location that was the Cavalier' - the grounds are OK,
but the activity is not, how about a regular drive thru from p/d ... start here, just a simple drive
thru --I could go on 'forever'

6/12/2021 8:15 PM

130

A fair way to promote year round housing might be this: provide more rental housing
assistance through the town Yarmouth Housing. The tax rate on second homes could cover
this. Taxing residential housing that is under-occupied to support the placement of people in
year round living situations, ie year round rental, works directly at the two goals to be improved
and would necessitate less the new housing development people in Yarmouth are tired of.
"Cape Cod" is a style of residential architecture. What better way to preserve local character
than encourage dwelling in endemic style homes.

6/11/2021 10:59 PM

131

Stop building section 8 housing on 28 where your inviting tourist to vacation in surrounding
towns

6/11/2021 10:19 AM

132

"Cluster subdivisions, Apartments, Condominium Complexes" So lower income residents don't
deserve their own homes and yards, just tightly packed places?

6/10/2021 7:36 PM

133

Higher taxes and more restrictions on second home ownership in Yarmouth. People who don't
primarily reside in Yarmouth are less likely to engage in community building, support our
school system, or contribute in other ways that are important to year-round residents with a
deeper investment in the Town. Additionally, it is more economical for second home owners to
rent out their properties on a weekly basis at higher profit, increasing the scarcity of long-term
housing for workers and year-round residents. That need results in more development rather
than preservation of open spaces. I'd like to see more ways to incentivize year-round
residence and make second home ownership less desirable.

6/10/2021 11:26 AM

134

The recent new residential projects along route 28 are a good alternative to some blighted
areas and provide a good mix to revitalize this corridor. More should be done to encourage this
type of revitalization of these area.

6/9/2021 9:17 PM

135

I would say lower the rental price so that people can afford to live here on the cape. If they
can't afford to live they will leave for cheaper housing. Young people can not afford housing

6/9/2021 11:56 AM
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now as it is. You can't expect people to stay here if the jobs do not pay enough to cover
housing expenses.
136

if we are not meeting stayecrrquotementd, get to them asap. Personally, this is better use of
CPA funds vs restoring historical sites

6/9/2021 11:35 AM

137

Affordable Housing !!

6/9/2021 9:38 AM

138

AFFORDABILITY IN RENT CONTROL AND IN HOMEOWNERSHIP FOR THE ELDERLY AND
YOUNG, FOR EVERYONE!

6/9/2021 7:01 AM

139

No!

6/8/2021 6:44 PM

140

There are a lot of hotels here that look pretty run down and don’t seem to be viable, as well as
businesses closed and unused. Is there a way to use existing structures as a base for
rehabilitation into housing?

6/8/2021 5:27 PM

141

Would promote shared responsibility among owners to help pay for & maintain properties

6/8/2021 5:26 PM

142

We have plenty of Affordable housing complex's we don't need any more!

6/8/2021 5:17 PM

143

Put a limit on the larger rental companies can charge and increase each year. Davenport being
a leading culprit in yearly increases. Own 30% of housing market in Yarmouth alone.

6/8/2021 3:04 PM

144

Stop bringing or allowing people from other cities such as Brockton, New Bedford etc to our
affordable housing. There are plenty of people here already looking for affordable living. For
some reason so far it is attracting the wrong people. I’ve seen it first hand already with the
beginnings of defacing the hallways with markers and swear words etc of the Yarmouth
commons.

6/8/2021 1:55 PM

145

Housing shouldn't be built in areas where tourism is strong. Reserve these spaces for tourist
attractions, restaurants, shops, etc, etc....

6/8/2021 12:39 PM

146

Stop developing enormous affordable housing. complexes. Draws too many people to the Cape
and then our Cape residents are unable to find housing. Make affordable housing for
CURRENT year round residents.

6/8/2021 10:56 AM

147

I'm not clear on No. 2. Does that mean to the exclusion of second home buyers? They pay the
same taxes, but are low on community services. Affordable housing is more and more
challenging, especially with home ownership. I'd rather see our resources providing rental and
condo complexes that provide more affordable alternatives for people. I'd love to see some
innovative housing goals sought out, such as intergenerational villages with young and old
living together. Work force housing is an extension of our business community. I'd like to see
the town provide property (old town resources) that could be redeveloped into work force
housing and managed by the business community. It's a seasonal need at this point and
doesn't warrant year-round development.

6/8/2021 10:12 AM

148

Define amount of affordable housing currently in use, based on existing town demographics,
not based onState definitions. Reduce tax burden to make housingpre affordable.

6/8/2021 9:11 AM

149

Pursue residential tax exemption to encourage more year-round housing

6/8/2021 9:03 AM

150

Look beyond rt 28 for affordable housing. More housing will add to what is already a traffic
issue on Rt 28. I want to see more affordable housing but let's look beyond 28. Having said
that, we need to be aware of housing developments and their effect on the quality of water.

6/8/2021 7:15 AM

151

I think that owners of single family homes in Yarmouth should be allowed to add an ADU
(accessory dwelling unit) with the stipulation that it can only be used for family use (i. e. having
a relative move in) or as a year round rental (not a vacation rental or AirBnB). I think this would
increase the housing availability for renters while also adding an opportunity for local
homeowners, many of whom are retirees, to add an income. It would be nice to see more
subdivisions, but if there is no way to prioritize year-round residents in the sale, it may
essentially just increase the number of houses on Cape Cod that are owned by people from
metropolitan areas and sit empty most of the year.

6/8/2021 6:51 AM

152

How about good quality hostels for summer workers and visitors.

6/7/2021 11:22 PM

153

Year round job security or housing remains unstable no matter what you build or promote

6/7/2021 10:20 PM

154

Think of mixed use developments along Rt 28 (housing above with businesses in ground level)

6/7/2021 9:54 PM
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155

No

6/7/2021 9:39 PM

156

Stop low income housing! This town is well above the quota.

6/7/2021 8:43 PM

157

Many of the hotels that house summer workers are in deplorable condition

6/7/2021 7:45 PM

158

none

6/7/2021 6:52 PM

159

Very Good job expanding current housing.

6/7/2021 6:33 PM

160

Help fund programs that can upgrade properties that need improvement rather than condem
them whenever possible look at the needs and tepair

6/7/2021 6:23 PM

161

Provide more relief to elderly homeowners who have had properties in their families for
generations - 35 plus years.

6/7/2021 6:18 PM

162

All new housing should be planned where it will connect to the sewers.

6/7/2021 6:04 PM

163

Locations that provide access to public transport services and walking distance to groceries,
and other critical needs.

6/7/2021 5:56 PM

164

No more affordable housing, we have enough!

6/7/2021 5:45 PM

165

Do not over build Yarmouth. Instead of those 3 story apt. buildings look for something that
keeps the Cape Cod charm. Smaller developments. House the people that live here year
round.

6/7/2021 5:22 PM

166

Find creative ways to pay for things that are lofty but not necessary other than imposing
financial more financial burdens (CPA) on year round home owners. Ask for voluntary funds.
Support continued home ownership by potential retirees by being proud to flatten real estate
taxes. Yarmouth is no good if those of us in our 60’s are displaced due to higher taxes and the
lure of selling out at a high price.

6/7/2021 4:47 PM

167

Main Street merchants buildings build up for residential purposes.

6/7/2021 4:43 PM

168

Do not add any additional large "affordable housing" complexes. High density housing should
not be the goal or Yarmouth housing.

6/7/2021 4:15 PM

169

Yes, stop building apartment buildings creating more traffic and air pollution

6/7/2021 3:27 PM

170

More taxes on the secondary residences so they pay their share to the community. Adding
additional incentives to provide year round housing as opposed to weekly rentals would go a
long way as well.

6/7/2021 10:49 AM

171

The question of "where" affordable housing/rental is built would be the determining factor for
voter support.

6/7/2021 9:25 AM

172

Prevent weekend Airb and b rentals entirely. Weekly or monthly only.

6/7/2021 9:23 AM

173

Loosen homeowner restrictions as they apply to renting of “in-law” apartments, etc. to Increase
availability of affordable housing while at the same time making it a bit easier for homeowners
to stay in their homes as taxes, utilities, etc. increase.

6/7/2021 7:58 AM

174

Help out new year round homeowners with grant programs to make buying house in Yarmouth
possible

6/6/2021 6:24 PM

175

Question 2: We believe there needs to be a concerted effort to promote full time year-round
ownership and/or rental for the cape cod workforce and permanent retirees. Relying on tourism
and short-term rental does not promote a stable community. The emphasis on mega-housing
will end up turning Yarmouth into just another high end resort town with no soul.

6/6/2021 2:02 PM

176

allow business to put housing above shop

6/6/2021 8:03 AM

177

Create an affordable home lending program for those who have shown the ability to pay but
cannot meet traditional lending requirements - especially for small business owners and young
people.

6/6/2021 7:33 AM

178

we need less people on the cape

6/5/2021 8:49 PM

179

Take a look at any public housing development anywhere, 5-10 years after it is built and ask if
it is working. Let the market work itself out.

6/5/2021 4:31 PM
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180

Keep promoting affordable housing and there won't be anyone left to pay taxes.

6/5/2021 3:04 PM

181

Invite Habitat for Humanity to build in Yarmouth

6/5/2021 2:00 PM

182

Affordability for elders on fixed incomes. We can't keep pace with inflation and have no
options.

6/5/2021 1:53 PM

183

Already have affordable housing on 28 side - make the 6A side build affordable housing. Why
do you dump all commercial and affordable housing on the 28 side. You are creating two
Yarmouth’s - one fir the rich and one fir the poor and for businesses.

6/5/2021 9:23 AM

184

Affordable housing is needed, through not at the expense of loosing town conservation land, or
the allowance of complete clear cutting of the forest and grading of a site for cluster housing
development.

6/5/2021 6:47 AM

185

Keep new construction projects in “character” of cape cod village feel of town. Include green
space requirements.

6/5/2021 6:00 AM

186

Don't keep putting housing on Route 28. I am so sad that the fabric of Cape Cod has
disappeared. Allowing small cottages to be torn down and allowing giant houses to be built in
neighborhoods where there are essentially small cottage communities.

6/4/2021 4:08 PM

187

No more subdivisions, apartments, or condo complexes. It leads to overcrowding!!

6/4/2021 4:03 PM

188

Not till they get a handle on things

6/4/2021 3:53 PM

189

Affordable housing in any way. Incentives. Zoning to include more two family/in-law type
conversions. Accessory dwelling units. Tax incentives to convert from summer rental to year
round rental.

6/4/2021 3:42 PM

190

No sustainable investment in housing will happen without a viable wastewater solution.

6/4/2021 3:28 PM

191

reuse, reuse, reuse

6/4/2021 3:24 PM

192

No more low-income housing unless you want to pay more for the schools.

6/4/2021 8:31 AM

193

Maintain low income housing. Encourage less drug use.

6/4/2021 8:20 AM

194

Allow ADU’s by right

6/4/2021 7:15 AM

195

Preserve the ‘village’ model, less apartments

6/3/2021 8:38 PM

196

Preserve what we have. Yarmouth is becoming very congested, and unappealing! Increasingly
difficult to get arround. Preserve what's left of I'm Cape Cod.

6/3/2021 7:38 PM

197

Allow rental of accessory dwelling units

6/3/2021 7:37 PM

198

Affordable apartments: https://www.capecod.com/newscenter/nationally-recognized-economistsays-more-affordable-housing-needed-on-cape/

6/3/2021 6:41 PM

199

Yes that present and future housing sites can build safe or install bbq sites to be made a law
public and private areas! This will promote family and or friends gatherings to have fun and
games!!! Lets enjoy the fun and flavors of bbq foods!

6/3/2021 5:35 PM

200

Affordable housing in buildings and complexes that already exist.

6/3/2021 5:24 PM

201

question 1 and 2; what do you mean preserve and promote?

6/3/2021 3:44 PM

202

Limits on short term rentals

6/3/2021 3:23 PM

203

This needs to be the absolute #1 priority for the town. I can't afford to live here. Service people
can't afford to live here. If we can't afford to live here, who is going to serve the wealthy
summer residents? It will all collapse without proper investments by the town and state
goverments.

6/3/2021 3:18 PM

204

Lets no turn it into a low income area

6/3/2021 1:05 PM

205

Implement controls to ensure the right people benefit and maintenance is in place to preserve
housing.

6/3/2021 1:05 PM

206

More affordable housing!!!!!!!

6/3/2021 12:55 PM

207

Low income

6/3/2021 12:48 PM
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208

I don't understand what you mean with question #2. I think Yarmouth has to look at the
success of the recent motel acquirements/conversions to "affordable housing" before
undertaking more clusters, apartments or condos. I just look at some of the areas in Hyannis
that have these types of housing and see a concentration of crime, poverty and addiction
which I do not want for Yarmouth.

6/3/2021 12:35 PM

209

No

6/3/2021 12:28 PM

210

Provide incentives for people with multiple family homes to rent their homes to the Working
Poor

6/3/2021 12:24 PM

211

I'd rather not encourage significant increases in our population... question 3 seems to indicate
it is one of the Visioning priorities.

6/3/2021 12:17 PM

212

We are completely oversaturated with affordable housing in Yarmouth at this point. Please let
the actual real estate market dictate a supply and demand and hold current values, without
ramping up the tax base paying for affordable housing. It has to be a balance and I think the
balance has been more than reached with the expansive affordable multi units now in many
locations .

6/3/2021 12:13 PM

213

New overlay zoning (town-wide) to Deed restrict new housing construction to residential only.

6/3/2021 11:56 AM

214

reduce the cost for the affordable housing.

6/3/2021 11:49 AM

215

We need affordable housing for our residents however, I disagree with building bid box housing
on rt. 28. I think the way to go would be new construction, mixed use or mainly retail and
attractive attractions for tourist use on rt. 28. Embrace the tourists..... let rt.28 be a booming
area full of attractions and shops, restaurants and ice cream!

6/3/2021 11:46 AM

216

I find this section difficult because each of the suggestions has implications that are not
clearly defined in a survey.

6/3/2021 11:25 AM

217

Put in sewers

6/3/2021 11:24 AM

218

More true affordable housing, more options for seniors trying to downsize that could open up
housing for others by placing them.

6/3/2021 11:11 AM

219

While apartments and condominiums are important houses trump all. Even owning a small
house, promotes a sense of investment in a community.

6/3/2021 11:02 AM

220

no

6/3/2021 10:54 AM

221

While we need affordable housing to support local staffing for businesses, do not want to have
Yarmouth be another Hyannis with building all over the place. We need to maintain our natural
habitat for the future.

6/3/2021 10:51 AM

222

Discourage air bnb's in established neighborhoods, to ensure quality of life for residents.

6/3/2021 10:33 AM

223

Provide incentives to landlords to provide seasonal rentals for workforce housing. This should
include a plan for that housing during the "off" season.

6/3/2021 10:23 AM

224

No

6/3/2021 10:18 AM

225

no

6/3/2021 10:08 AM
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4. TOWN SERVICES
Q25 Preserve a strong commitment to public safety.
Answered: 860

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.35%
3

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.05%
9

Skipped: 60

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
6.16%
53

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

30.70%
264

61.74%
531

0.00%
0
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

860

4.52
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Q26 Preserve existing services and facilities provided by the Town.
Answered: 860

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.12%
1

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.28%
11

Skipped: 60

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
11.28%
97

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

41.28%
355

45.00%
387

1.05%
9
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

860

4.31
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Q27 Promote reduction in waste and litter.
Answered: 862

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.93%
8

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.20%
19

Skipped: 58

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
12.06%
104

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

35.50%
306

49.19%
424

0.12%
1
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

862

4.30
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Q28 Promote more participation in local government and regional
solutions.
Answered: 856

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.82%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.27%
28

Skipped: 64

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.01%
197

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

41.59%
356

30.61%
262

0.70%
6
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

856

3.99
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Q29 Promote connecting those struggling with substance abuse with
available social services and programs.
Answered: 858

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

3.03%
26

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.66%
40

Skipped: 62

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
20.28%
174

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

38.00%
326

33.10%
284

0.93%
8
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

858

3.94
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Q30 Provide resource connections with organizations that address food
security.
Answered: 857

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.98%
17

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.20%
36

Skipped: 63

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
20.89%
179

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

36.52%
313

34.42%
295

1.98%
17
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857
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Q31 Provide adequate maintenance of municipal buildings, infrastructure,
and other assets.
Answered: 858

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.82%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.52%
13

Skipped: 62

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
17.37%
149

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

44.99%
386

35.08%
301

0.23%
2
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Q32 Provide effective and efficient government with tax rates that
balances services, facilities and infrastructure needs.
Answered: 857

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.70%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.63%
14

Skipped: 63

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
12.02%
103

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

41.31%
354

41.54%
356

2.80%
24
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857
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Q33 Provide opportunities for effective and transparent communication
with the community.
Answered: 857

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.23%
2

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.17%
10

Skipped: 63

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
13.42%
115

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

38.51%
330

45.51%
390

1.17%
10
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Q34 Do you recommend any other town services goals?
Answered: 174

Skipped: 746

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

No recommendations but I really appreciate the robo-calls from police and town! Great
program!

8/5/2021 11:19 PM

2

I live off of the Station Avenue exit. This time of year, summer, the septic treatment "plant"
smells very strongly from their area up to the north side of route six. I have heard this is a
separate entity, but the Town should keep a very close eye on how much they are allowing the
treatment plant to take in. Try-town septic down in Orleans closed several years ago to great
fanfare down there, but now we are accepting sewerage from down cape at a high rate, judging
by the septic trucks rolling in there. Accountability vs. Greeed please! And what is happening
to all the effluent, it can't possibly be treated fast enough to be let out in a safe manner into our
landscape. This needs to be looked at weekly!

8/4/2021 4:00 PM

3

Re: 8. it's not just the tax rate. the other factor influencing taxes is the assessment of the
property

8/4/2021 12:47 PM

4

expanded traffic enforcement. Insured cyber security for all municipal organizations.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Provide the possible that will benefit the most citizines

8/2/2021 3:51 PM

6

Stop the speeding cars along South St all the way to Seaview Ave. crosswalks or speed
humps near Mackenzie would be great since there are a lot of children crossing during the
summer months especially

8/2/2021 9:11 AM

7

No

8/1/2021 7:14 PM

8

Town services will need to grow with the growth of year round residencies.

8/1/2021 7:14 PM

9

Town should sponsor a REAL random survey like the National Citizen's Survey (circa $20,000)
for contrast and comparison to comparable towns.

8/1/2021 5:39 PM

10

Better communication between town and citizens. Better web site needed. Need better
government channel programs.

8/1/2021 7:50 AM

11

Maintenance of existing buildings & properties so they aren’t needing to be demolished &
rebuilt.

7/31/2021 8:54 AM

12

Creation of a citizens' public safety oversight committee to solicit input from residents of the
town on public safety and quality of life issues and to report to the community on the public
safety agencies' response to those concerns.

7/30/2021 8:22 PM

13

It is not the job of government to 'fix' individual lives. It is not the job of government to provide
homes, jobs, insurance or food. That lies with the individual to find his way with the help of his
family and friends., and, most importantly, his own initiative and hard work.

7/30/2021 8:16 PM

14

Stop pandering to criminals. Enough is enough. Loud cars - motorcycles - panhandling should
be dealt with rigorously. We are only as good as the laws we choose to enforce.

7/30/2021 6:46 PM

15

Be more transparent about where tax dollars are going. And if the town cannot afford
something it has to be taken off the list & not paid for by charging residents more & more
taxes

7/30/2021 6:29 PM

16

#7 - we should strive for more than "adequate" maintenance of buildings, etc.

7/30/2021 3:25 PM

17

WE don't have to have the fanciest, largest, newest buildings; it seems each town in in
competition with each other in this area. I also think that having full size pickup trucks for
every nat. resources guy is unnecessary. Does anyone LOOK at how $$ is spent on things like
vehicles as opposed to let's buy bigger??

7/30/2021 2:08 PM

18

Perhaps intergenerational community victory gardens. Encourage fishing and shellfishing.
Sustainable kitchen gardens. Vibrant recreational and extracurricular activities for youth- as

7/29/2021 10:22 PM
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well as mentors in business opportunities for youth to get a positive first experience in a job
while in school. I would get a litter corps crew to combat the litter and give out tickets. Litter is
a sign of disrespect and despair. Can you imagine if the litter laws were actually enforced?
There would be a surplus budget boon every year. Guaranteed.
19

The town needs a long range vision that is realistic.

7/29/2021 5:43 PM

20

streamline small local issues for citizens in the various town depts

7/29/2021 5:01 PM

21

Town services need to step into the current times. There really needs to be better hours at the
town hall and dump that serve people who work (when online services fail to do the job,) get
the online services more user friendly and focus on service all demographics at a higher level.

7/29/2021 4:33 PM

22

Make posting town committee meeting minutes a more consistent timely function than now
exists. The Natural Resources Dept building is a disgrace.

7/29/2021 2:39 PM

23

Town of Yarmouth needs Eco tourism !!!!! Multi use trails and more wayer access for kayaks
and paddle boards . Bike lane on 6a and less granite curbing . Walk / bike path on north dennis
to connect bile trail to Setucket road . Make networks of trails and paths to promote health
activities for all age groups . Please !!!!

7/29/2021 1:16 PM

24

using tech to communicate more effectively and timely with residents - helping those in need
with resources - building infrastructure so that Yarmouth is a town people want to live in and
don't feel like the other shoe will drop after buying here with overrides for infrastructure.

7/29/2021 1:03 PM

25

No.

7/29/2021 12:15 PM

26

Expand bottle and plastic ban

7/29/2021 8:26 AM

27

Provide funding to local services that provide food for local residents. If we can provide funds
for maintaining buildings why can't we provide funding to help feed our residents.

7/28/2021 8:31 AM

28

We already provide help to those with substance abuse and notice the same people and now
more are using these places to continue their abuse

7/28/2021 8:28 AM

29

Not to have the police chief call and leave long useless messages

7/27/2021 10:12 PM

30

Keep taxes low as possible.

7/27/2021 9:36 PM

31

Public transportation on 6a side..several times per week.

7/27/2021 7:30 PM

32

Review of commercial assessments in B3 zone.

7/27/2021 6:47 PM

33

We need to stay in our lane. It isn't our job of the town to become the a haven for dependents.
There are plenty of federal and state programs to help those in need. We just create
dependency. I'm all for helping people with the end goal in getting off government assistance
and becoming independent. Not enabling people like setting up places when drug dependent
people can continue to use illegal drugs in a "safe spot".

7/27/2021 6:42 PM

34

Yarmouth is already doing a good job communicating

7/27/2021 6:15 PM

35

Garbage pick up Actually plowing my street when it snows. Better attitudes at town hall.
Everyone there is rude and miserable!

7/27/2021 6:11 PM

36

Keeping our town facilities up to date and the grounds looking beautiful

7/27/2021 3:01 PM

37

Providing effective and efficient government should be the #1 goal.

7/27/2021 12:51 PM

38

I believe in balancing the budget, raises in pay should only be cost of living and eliminate the
waste. Only raise taxes in a good economy and create a rainy day fund.

7/27/2021 10:20 AM

39

Be helpful, not a road block

7/27/2021 10:05 AM

40

Keep taxes low

7/26/2021 10:41 PM

41

No

7/26/2021 9:53 PM

42

Build sidewalks in the beachside neighborhoods! It’s appalling seeing residents, visitors, and
families all trying to walk/run/bike on narrow roads with no shoulder and careless drivers.
Beaches should be safely walkable from surrounding neighborhoods. (The hike and bike trails
are great, but beach access caters more to the masses. Support the libraries. Also, maintain
what you have. The treatment of town facilities and property is disheartening. Things aren’t

7/26/2021 8:41 PM
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well cared for. Mattacheese middle school was run into the ground. Sandy Pond looked like a
dump when I went the other morning (piles of trash from the day before, dirty sand, and that
decades old concrete foundation that makes the beach so uninviting when it should be a gem
of the town). The Englewood railing was in embarrassing condition for years before it was
finally replaced. That railing was decades old - routine maintenance/replacement cycles are
predictable and should be planned for. The town sailing program is another gem, yet the boats
lack even some basic inexpensive parts like battens and boom crutches that would preserve
more lifespan of the sails and combing, respectively, which are much more expensive to
replace.
43

No

7/26/2021 8:09 PM

44

lower real estate taxes

7/26/2021 6:58 PM

45

Eliminate non essential and non productive employees. DO NOT DEFUND ANY POLICE
POSITIONS

7/26/2021 4:45 PM

46

Provide quicker snow removal when needed. Work to promote a safe, quaint feel along Route
28, and businesses that add value to residents, not just tourists- no more dollar stores, liquor
stores, etc.

7/26/2021 1:07 PM

47

RAISE TAXES AND FEE TO PAY FOR SERVICES -- IT'S REALLY LOW QUITE HONESTLY

7/26/2021 12:12 PM

48

Deferring maintenance always costs us more in the long run.

7/26/2021 11:01 AM

49

This reads like motherhood and apple pie.Specifics matter. For example of course Government
must be effective...but that is about hiring good leadership not doing some study on how to
improve.

7/26/2021 7:05 AM

50

More space for Board meetings

7/25/2021 4:28 PM

51

No more affordable housing

7/24/2021 3:53 PM

52

Lower property taxes

7/24/2021 2:26 PM

53

Please overhaul Town website to make it more user-friendly and intuitive!

7/24/2021 1:25 PM

54

Perfectly covered

7/23/2021 9:52 PM

55

Create things for tax payer,not tax mouches.CapeCod,not Cape help me out.Substance abuse
residents,wonderful.Why not felons on parole or recovering pedaphyles.Just what a vacationer
needs

7/23/2021 6:26 PM

56

Better, easier service and hours convenient for working people at town hall

7/23/2021 11:05 AM

57

Maybe more than one clean-up day a year.

7/23/2021 10:41 AM

58

Four major police and fire complexes across cape cod. Get rid of several chiefs and
consolidate to save money.

7/22/2021 6:48 PM

59

Provide more direct communication with tiwn reps. They dont respond to emails.

7/22/2021 5:57 PM

60

Personally, I would prefer communication to be clear email text. With maybe the ability to
email a question. Like, why exactly did my taxes go up 22%, still have no clue. Being long in
the tooth, not comfortable with all this zooming.

7/22/2021 5:43 PM

61

Focus on sustainable practices - energy, transportation and infrastructure resiliency.

7/22/2021 5:38 PM

62

Take full advantage of town own golf course facilities. Modernize clubhouse restaurant
facilities to promote food and beverage services, events, and VIEWS! Bass River could be a
premier location if properly managed and promoted. Currently, you’re lucky to get a cooked hot
dog!

7/22/2021 5:33 PM

63

Promote a lower tax rate.

7/22/2021 4:28 PM

64

The are sufficient services available throughout the Cape for Mental Health and Substance
Abuse service connection and resources

7/22/2021 4:12 PM

65

Focus on road maintenance and improvements throughout town.

7/22/2021 4:02 PM

66

I do not want to see Yarmouth to become a magnet for social services for drug users. We
should promote and spend resources on seniors before drug rehabs.

7/20/2021 5:33 PM
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67

I am a Rehabilitation Specialist/Licensed Occupational Therapist with expertise in PsychiatryBehavioral Health and Wellness/Substance abuse/Dementia's/Cognitive
Functioning/Safety/Disease Management/Sensory Functioning + Whole Health Prevention:
Keeping yr Mind and Body at its' Best for LIFE- HIRE me, an Occupational Therapist to
support your Public Health office and interface with all age groups as they Work, Live, Play
and Learn! Excellent resource connector, excellent communication skills, can aid with design
development as well for functional design to Live well/Play well/Promote on going Learning and
Health and Wellness strategies and support Diversity, Inclusion and Equity. Thank you.
JillGeller@comcast.net 51 Maine Ave West Yarmouth, 02673. I currently work part time with
Veterans of all ages as part of Boston VA Healthcare system, embedded in a Dual DX.
Substance Abuse and Major Mental Health issues continuum of care. I see a lot of diversity
and issues related to poor habits, routines, self care, nutrition, lack of exercise and sleep and
disconnection-social isolation. I love our veterans but also LOVE my community here in
Yarmouth! Thank you. Jill Geller OTR/L

7/19/2021 10:56 AM

68

Better education on volunteer community boards/commissions

7/18/2021 9:44 AM

69

Better signage and more parking at town recreation areas.

7/17/2021 1:45 PM

70

Use the talent pool of retired residents who have the time to volunteer for public service to the
town. Reach out to them for participation.

7/17/2021 11:03 AM

71

Keeping tax rate affordable for those on fixed incomes

7/17/2021 7:54 AM

72

As a professional in communications and marketing, it is extremely frustrating to find relevant
and updated info on the town websites, social media channels, etc. How about email
messaging updates? A robocall from town leaders is OK at times (the personal poems, etc just
don't play well for a municipality, however) but use of social platforms and promotions is
lacking. Chamber of Commerce website is fine, the social media platforms are not relevant.
For instance - today is July 16- I am on the Chamber Twitter page - AT THE PEAK OF OUR
TOURIST SEASON - and see that the last post was on July 9 - 7 days ago! That, to me, is
unacceptable in terms of driving interest and engagement. Facebook posts are OK. We know
Chamber is independent of Town Hall - but how much communication and cross-promotion and
info sharing happens between the two entities? Especially in height of summer tourism. AND:
one town service goal and priority should be IMPROVING and enhancing the town website
http://yarmouth.ma.us. Do you purposefully hide pertinent contact information from residents
and visitors? Where is an email and phone directory for town hall administrators THAT WE
PAY FOR WITH OUR TAXES? The online services/payments are always a work in progress
and do not always work which is so frustrating. To me, a "service reboot" in customer relations
and easy-of-use for the website is essential. It's the "front door" for many to Yarmouth. I am
amazed at how difficult it is to find CONTACT info for town administrators - and as public
figures, your jobs and contact info need to be front-facing to the public.

7/16/2021 9:13 AM

73

Unnecessary spending such as the new "garages" on Buck Island Road cost tax payers
$millions. New garages are nice to have but the cost outweighs the benefits.

7/15/2021 9:16 PM

74

As stated before, there is no feeling of a town in Yarmouth. It's just a place to buy a house
close to where there are real towns. After 22 years in Yarmouth, I do not think I live in a town,
nor do I think welcome here. Yarmouth is like living on someone else's property.

7/15/2021 4:35 PM

75

We need a new library. Combine the two branches (we are not such a big town to require two.).
Compared to other towns, ours is outdated, too small and does not serve as a community
center. We should have one on par with Snow Library.

7/13/2021 3:15 PM

76

More/better mental heath recognition and services

7/13/2021 1:01 PM

77

Promote recycling initiatives ... make it easier... especially with plastic

7/9/2021 10:10 PM

78

2 new schools that had very poor maintenance is not acceptable for taxpayers.

7/9/2021 6:14 PM

79

In general Yarmouth seems to operate effectively and efficiently. As a second homeowner who visits year round - I'm impressed with the recreational services and interactions with town
services has always been professional and efficient - we feel we get a lot for our tax money.
The problems tend to be visitors who feel free to be obnoxious and careless since they're on
vacation and residents who don't maintain property and abuse natural resources.

7/9/2021 3:09 PM

80

Develop a communitywide volunteer program for residents to participate with.

7/5/2021 1:20 PM
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81

We are going to have huge costs due to climate change. The earlier we plan and act, the
cheaper it will be to respond. Climate future needs to be routinely incorporated in every town
plan and function

7/4/2021 1:38 PM

82

Expect efficiency by all town employees ( ex. town vehicles use, work schedules, etc.)

7/3/2021 3:41 PM

83

Stronger communication to residents regarding the schools and BOE meetings.

7/3/2021 12:34 PM

84

YPD Chief Frank Frederickson does a consistently outstanding job as a community leader. He
networks, communicates, addresses issues such as police reform honestly and openly, and
increases visibility of women, Black people, people of color, etc. and services such as the
food bank. He is a great leader and continues to make the YPD great.

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

85

Bear in mind always what the residential taxpayers can bear. Street sewers are unnecessary;
so is a $300 million super school complex on Station Avenue - a legacy for one or some, yet a
waste to the nth degree. Never put the little kids near the big kids, & the big kids near the
bigger kids - Bad Idea. Also remember, the walls teach the kids nothing - it is the curricula.
Programming kids into the indoctrination of Critical Nation Theory, Revisionist History, the
Wokeness Movement, & other Marxist propoganda & ideology will not turn out good kids,
citizens, citizenship, nor a just society. Wake up from the slumber of your Wokeness, or
someday you will wake up without your Freedom & in chains.

7/2/2021 8:52 PM

86

Stop lying about things to promote your agenda - maintaining buildings? Like Mattacheese
Middle school? Shrink town government substantially and reduce pay scales to meet the pay
scales available in the town of yarmouth - if yopu did that, prop 2 1/2 's would be few and far
between . MAKE YARMOUTH AFFORDABLE AGAIN!

6/24/2021 9:51 AM

87

Town meeting and town elections are not promoted, publicized effectively, very few citizens
participating

6/22/2021 6:41 PM

88

I believe our town already gives plenty of opportunity for people to be on committees. People
just want everyone else to do the work, then complain it's not the way they prefer it

6/18/2021 4:41 PM

89

More recycling services

6/17/2021 6:59 AM

90

Provide a municipal sewer system to as many people as possible.

6/16/2021 8:08 PM

91

Promote the opportunity for safe, affordable disposal of wastes for those who cannot afford
dump and re-cycling fees, by providing adequate containers/pickup at subsidized housing
facilities.

6/16/2021 5:42 PM

92

Childcare.parks.recteational spaces.agricultural benefits in community gardens.free education
for all ages

6/16/2021 8:39 AM

93

All of the 9 goals mentioned above are table stakes! All are important and it is insulting that
the town leadership is using this survey to prioritize them

6/15/2021 9:34 PM

94

Municipal buildings. The condition of the Senior Center's bathrooms and the maintenance of
the grounds is an embarrassment. More citizens frequent this site than any other municipal
site yet the Police Grounds look manicured. 9,000 seniors should be given more attention.

6/15/2021 4:36 PM

95

Update sidewalks, crossing lines, sensitive speed limits near playgrounds, libraries, post
offices, etc.

6/15/2021 8:45 AM

96

Expand recreational activities across all ages. Free or minimal cost to Yarmouth residents.

6/15/2021 7:26 AM

97

Improve communication between Town agencies and citizens, such as: hold community
meetings where representatives of all town services (agencies and departments) listen to
community/neighborhood problems, discuss solutions and status of Town programs and
projects.

6/14/2021 6:25 PM

98

The transfer station is one of my favorite places, however, recycling is more effort - eg I would
love to be given a recycling bucket to separate or be able to recycle my bag at same point as
recycling

6/14/2021 6:19 PM

99

Tax businesses not peoplex

6/14/2021 4:01 PM

100

We should also consider the business owners, the longterm residents who own high end
properties, the many businesses who cater to vacationers. That is what brings money into
town. Do we really want to turn into another Hyannis?

6/14/2021 1:26 PM
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101

what abt the great island plaza - EYE SORE - IS THE SOMETHING ON THE BOOKS ? to
address this ?

6/12/2021 8:18 PM

102

Educate and promote anti-littering!! Enforce speed snd rules of the road!!

6/12/2021 11:13 AM

103

triple the excise tax rate on homeowners with more than one home

6/10/2021 7:37 PM

104

As an avid walker, it is very disheartening to see the litter lining many of the streets in town methods to address this trash would be appreciated. Additionally, I'd love to have trash and
recycling pickup (even if for a small fee) to residents. More bike lanes and sidewalks along
popular walking/running routes would be very helpful.

6/10/2021 11:31 AM

105

Create a sliding scale tax base for older adults who own their home but no longer have the
income to meet those tax increases. "Affordable Housing" needs a matching program called
"Affordable Taxes for older adults". It's a disgrace to watch the taxes go up & no one seems to
care about the people who have to sell & go elsewhere after living so many years in a place
they love. All elderly people who own homes are not rich. I wish the town showed some way of
caring about them, too.

6/9/2021 4:26 PM

106

De-militarize our police. Provide a counselor with domestic abuse calls.

6/9/2021 11:59 AM

107

need bigger, newer library. The DPW castle sends wrong message. Update web site, keep
current and communicate more frequently.

6/9/2021 11:38 AM

108

selectmen should be school friendly because the services of the schools are an extension of
services by the town.

6/9/2021 10:04 AM

109

Reach Out to a more diverse group of people in the town government to allow new ideas to be
heard. Include and promote High School Students to apply to be on some town Boards. Work
on making the Town Friendlier to Everyone.

6/9/2021 9:51 AM

110

Keep our taxes down!!!

6/9/2021 7:03 AM

111

No

6/8/2021 6:48 PM

112

Again, not sure how to best answer some of these questions in the absence of important
detailed information as #9 highlights. Taxes should be effective/efficient/economic to balance
all the needs listed and the needs of homeowners to keep their homes affordable. We offer
many services which should be more effectively/less bureaucratically & more professionally
run

6/8/2021 5:36 PM

113

How about communicating to the people who don’t want to financially support all areas of our
community that in the long run to not support everyone else is our community only hurts the
community itself

6/8/2021 5:33 PM

114

Engaging young teenagers

6/8/2021 1:56 PM

115

Get more people involved somehow. Note - not sure how but that new school squeaked by.
Yarmouth residents don't even know what is going on. Granted, COVID didn't help but so many
residents are asking 'what are they doing on Station Ave?'. That's sad when residents don't
know anything about a new school.

6/8/2021 11:00 AM

116

All excellent goals, but affording them and maintaining low tax rates is vexing. Public safety is
well taken care of in our town, sometimes to the exclusion of other departments. Identifying
key services that the town provides and prioritizing them might help us know how to fund in the
future and where we could curtail services. Waste and litter are everyone's responsibility, and it
would be nice to see the town take an active role in leadership here. Addiction and food
insecurity are real, but there are many organizations in town and regionally that address these.
Perhaps providing a center where these and other needs can be addressed would be a way for
the town to contribute. We often give funds to lots of different groups from our budget, but
perhaps they could be targeted at needs here in such a setting. Taking care of infrastructure is
important and expensive. Divesting ourselves of unused town facilities and consistent
reinvestment in infrastructure are worthy goals.

6/8/2021 10:21 AM

117

Measure the quality and efficiency of existing services. Promote only those services that can
be affordably maintained at high standard.

6/8/2021 9:15 AM

118

Emphasis on Conservation. The town needs a second full time person in the Conservation
office. Without protecting wetlands, ocean front, ponds and rivers, we might as well close up
the town.

6/8/2021 7:17 AM
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119

.make town hall services more user friendly. They Feel like an pld version of the DMV

6/8/2021 6:43 AM

120

Fix the schools

6/7/2021 10:22 PM

121

Take care of the people who take care of this town!!!!

6/7/2021 8:45 PM

122

Open a space at the dump for a swap shop. This could reduce some of the unnecessary
dumping of reusable furniture etc.

6/7/2021 7:49 PM

123

Our libraries are an important part of town services and are used by a wide range of our
population. The town needs to offer more support to the libraries.

6/7/2021 7:27 PM

124

none

6/7/2021 6:54 PM

125

Food pantry- we have the food, connect with organizations that could benefit.

6/7/2021 6:36 PM

126

Improvement of channel 18 sound. I have it on 100 and can barely hear the presentations.

6/7/2021 6:08 PM

127

Fix the town building, a lot of them are in disrepair

6/7/2021 5:46 PM

128

That they be truly government related. Get out of the way of local non profits and religious
groups. Promote good civic behaviors among school children. Continue promoting town
employees being polite and friendly.

6/7/2021 4:50 PM

129

Reopen the senior center asap

6/7/2021 4:49 PM

130

Stronger support of "green" regulations: eliminate single use plastics, more space for solar
energy. Re-evaluate the financial cost of all the golf courses.

6/7/2021 4:07 PM

131

Yes, Cut down trees over power lines causing power outages Fix our roads Take responsibility
regarding telephone pole patches that appear to be breaking and the fix is bracing the poles
instead of replacing. Lines down on the ground, no one cares. The town needs to address
residential issues.

6/7/2021 3:35 PM

132

Survey Item #8 - Review allocations. Some areas definitely need increased funding other
components in each of above areas should be reduced or eliminated.

6/7/2021 9:30 AM

133

Interact with the public more using digital media. Create a communications plan for the town.

6/7/2021 9:25 AM

134

No

6/6/2021 6:28 PM

135

We pride ourselves on being a welcoming small town community. But, the sides of the road are
not swept, weeds overgrowing, edges not mowed, litter is not picked up. The key intersections
need to be maintained with landscaping and village signage. An effort should be made to get
more businesses involved in this endevor.

6/6/2021 2:08 PM

136

Staff of the DPW has been cut drastically over the last 15-20 years while other office and
managerial positions have increased. Hard for anyone to keep the town looking inviting with
only staff that pushes pencils and computer keys. You need hands-on staff to get out in the
trenches

6/6/2021 12:09 PM

137

I just realized the current Mattacheese Middle School site would be a great place for a
"Yarmouth Center."

6/5/2021 9:25 PM

138

The majority of this town are blue collar paycheck to paycheck people. Stop killing us with tax
overrides and social programs. Streamline things and keep the town safe and attractive for
buisnesses, families, and tourists.

6/5/2021 4:35 PM

139

Update and expand and improve the Yarmouth web site.

6/5/2021 2:01 PM

140

Provide real estate tax breaks for senior citizens whose annual income is below $________, so
they can afford to stay in their homes.

6/5/2021 1:56 PM

141

Make sure ALL areas of Yarmouth are balanced with services for those in need, not just route
28 side. Stop Yarmouthport from the NIMBY existence.

6/5/2021 9:26 AM

142

Yarmouth has a well-deserved reputation of having a lack of transparency and accountability in
town government. This includes within town departments. Without these pillars of competent
and responsive government, the decline in the quality of life in Yarmouth will continue.

6/5/2021 7:22 AM

143

Establish tree warden position.

6/5/2021 6:02 AM
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144

More use of schools. Community based programming in the schools. They shouldn’t blade at 3
or 4. They are a community resource. Rec department increase programming!

6/4/2021 3:44 PM

145

Lower property taxes.

6/4/2021 3:44 PM

146

Development of information distribution channels over texting, robo-calls, apps, and social
media in addition to conventional branding methods - modern communications czar?

6/4/2021 3:32 PM

147

Consider tax rates declining relative to income.for seniors living here year round. Or options
that would achieve this goal respctive their privacy. New York State Star program, perhaps a
help in this goal.

6/4/2021 3:11 PM

148

Diversity on all town boards and committees. Shouldn’t be “old white men”

6/4/2021 2:22 PM

149

Increase resident participation in town and local government

6/4/2021 9:32 AM

150

Nope.

6/4/2021 8:32 AM

151

Water and waste water treatment

6/3/2021 8:43 PM

152

Mainly improving what we have. Yarmouth Port seams to still be holding onto that Cape Cod
quaint feel. Other parts of Yarmouth are over built. Our community already provides services
for addicts. Education about drugs alcohol in schools will never be a bad thing. Brewster and
Orleans might want to offer more services for that end of the Cape. Sadly all towns should
spend more on education. History has proven catering and making excuses doesn't work.
Educate, educate, educate.

6/3/2021 8:23 PM

153

Improve communication to the community. Facebook page is good (not everyone is on
Facebook). Website is awful (there's too much content; links are broken; content not updated).
Banners would be helpful for all kinds of events, including Town Elections and Town Meeting.
Here are some examples: https://carrot-top.com/street-banner-gallery

6/3/2021 6:50 PM

154

Solid communication between town and state administration.

6/3/2021 5:26 PM

155

keep taxes low don't build affordable housing near coastline

6/3/2021 3:47 PM

156

Substance use disorder is a big problem on Cape Cod and needs to be addressed starting at
young ages in schools with social emotional learning programs such as Calmer Choice.
INVESTMENT vs. trying to fix later.

6/3/2021 3:20 PM

157

Promote monthly newsletter publication

6/3/2021 3:10 PM

158

Promote inclusion and transparency

6/3/2021 1:06 PM

159

I think it is shameful that the town offices have been closed along with town meetings for so
long. These people that our tax dollars pay for should have been doing more during the
pandemic. Many of us never missed a day of work and now I understand that town meetings
will continue to be virtual? Ridiculous. And in response to #7- that is your job so I would expect
nothing less.

6/3/2021 12:39 PM

160

No

6/3/2021 12:30 PM

161

I think question #9 references a truly significant need and may be a primary cause of why
question #4 is necessary. I could help in certain areas but i have no idea of where the needs
are nor is it clear to me how I'd volunteer.

6/3/2021 12:20 PM

162

More user fees, less general taxation. Dump and Beach stickers, AND school bus fees and
Senior Center membership dues.

6/3/2021 12:00 PM

163

Multiple agencies exist for treatment of substance abuse and mental health. The county does
a good job of informing the publics' of available resources

6/3/2021 11:58 AM

164

How about cutting. Town services and put in a salary freeze

6/3/2021 11:57 AM

165

Yes. More community participation. Better use of channel 18..... we should see every meeting
on a scheduled basis. We need a better way to communicate community events...... are we
having any events this summer???? I am just aggravated by the lack of information. Use the
website.... one site, to list upcoming events. Use channel 18 to list events..... the school Dept.
takes advantage of their channel

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

166

Increase taxes to improve/support services

6/3/2021 11:45 AM
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167

I would love for the town to develop a composting program. So much food waste is buried into
landfills. It would be great to have a commercial compost program, either developed by the
town or in partnership with a company like Black Earth Compost (Ipswich, MA), that could
support local farmers with high quality soil.

6/3/2021 11:15 AM

168

Speed up response time and improve customer service at Building Department. Unanswered
emails after a month is unacceptable and so is rudeness to members of the community.

6/3/2021 11:13 AM

169

More outreach from the police and fire with the community. With daily interactions the
confidence to reach out to the police force when one is in need increases.

6/3/2021 11:04 AM

170

no

6/3/2021 10:55 AM

171

Enhanced transportation options beyond RTA and Taxi's. Need sidewalks!

6/3/2021 10:36 AM

172

Policies that help the environment while reducing costs, such as solar for all town buildings,
including subsidized housing.

6/3/2021 10:34 AM

173

No

6/3/2021 10:21 AM

174

no

6/3/2021 10:09 AM
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5. AGE-FRIENDLY
Q35 Preserve Senior Center offering programs, activities, education and
socialization for seniors.
Answered: 849

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.82%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.12%
18

Skipped: 71

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
14.49%
123

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

37.93%
322

44.17%
375

0.47%
4
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TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

849

4.23
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Q36 Promote enhanced accessibility and amenities for those with
disabilities.
Answered: 850

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.35%
3

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.88%
16

Skipped: 70

2- Not so important
5- Very important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

3- Somewhat important

Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- VERY
IMPORTANT

39.53%
336

43.41%
369

14.47%
123
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DON'T
KNOW
0.35%
3

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

850

4.24
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Q37 Promote more ways to counter community isolation for seniors and
more senior transit options.
Answered: 849

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.71%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.53%
30

Skipped: 71

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.61%
141

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

40.64%
345

37.57%
319

0.94%
8
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WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

849

4.12
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Q38 Provide investment in facilities and services for older residents.
Answered: 847

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.06%
9

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.84%
41

Skipped: 73

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.14%
196

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

38.96%
330

30.58%
259

1.42%
12
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AVERAGE

847
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Q39 Provide more multi-generational programs.
Answered: 848

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.42%
12

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
8.49%
72

Skipped: 72

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
28.07%
238

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

30.54%
259

28.66%
243

2.83%
24
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Q40 Do you recommend any other age-friendly goals?
Answered: 156

Skipped: 764

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Remove Yarmouth as an "age-friendly community", which is a hidden designation as senior
living. Sorry, I'm an old person but the LAST goal we should have encouraging more old
people. We need a goal change to welcome younger, working singles and families.

8/12/2021 9:39 AM

2

Increase activities for seniors at CoA, including virtual events. Other town CoAs are combined
with community centers, so there’s a generational mix and lots going on.

8/5/2021 11:20 PM

3

I see houses where elderly people live that need some big attention. Leaves clogging gutters is
a big one. Is there some service that is offered to us oldsters for important tasks like gutter
cleaning? I think more outreach is necessary, I lived here for two years before I found the COA
building and learned of their programs.

8/4/2021 4:03 PM

4

Expand senior citizen discounts for town services.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Make residents very aware of services provided by Elder Services of Cape Cod. Encourage
recycling by eliminating the recycle fee.

8/2/2021 5:44 PM

6

I am 92 and probably prejudiced. Try to be aware of isolated elderly

8/2/2021 3:55 PM

7

Expand the senior center and present more programs relevant to seniors who are active
physically and want to enhance their physical and mental wellbeing as they age. Promote
lifelong learning through relevant classes taught by community experts and encourage more
actively volunteer opportunities to foster connections.

8/2/2021 2:22 PM

8

Renovation and expansion of Senior Center.

8/2/2021 11:55 AM

9

Create an atmosphere in town that is conducive to all generations. We don't need to be such a
sleepy town. An lively upscale bar scene would help attracting year round young professionals.

8/1/2021 7:17 PM

10

No

8/1/2021 7:14 PM

11

Don’t use the name Senior Center. Many seniors prefer the name Communty Center. Like
Harwich. Redevelop Mattacheese to a Community Center.

8/1/2021 7:53 AM

12

Senior’s tax abatement.

7/31/2021 8:57 AM

13

Our seniors deserve respect and services. I am not one but I appreciate their service of their
long lives.

7/30/2021 6:47 PM

14

Indoor/outdoor places for k-12 activities. Also improvement and maintenance of schools.

7/30/2021 5:56 PM

15

Seniors don’t just need to hang out with seniors, more multi generational programs and
workshops are needed. Maybe programs where seniors educate or mentor people interested in
topics they have knowledge of. There are so many levels of “seniors” some are very active,
some moderate and some limited. We need to target programs for each category.

7/30/2021 9:14 AM

16

Senior Center should do more to promote a more diverse member's population. Seems a little
clicky... my take and no offense intended. Seems to be mostly woman too.

7/30/2021 12:56 AM

17

More adult education programs and perhaps programs like elder hostel.

7/29/2021 10:26 PM

18

The average age in Yarmouth demands more services for seniors.

7/29/2021 5:44 PM

19

partner elderly up with local high school kids

7/29/2021 5:03 PM

20

Is it time for the town Senior Center building to have a structural re-assessment with an eye to
repairs/upgrades/expansion?

7/29/2021 2:43 PM

21

Get the seniors social and active !!! Don't reinvent the wheel look what has been successful in
other places .

7/29/2021 1:17 PM
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22

Supporting an active Senior Center with professional gerontologist (educated professional
people who's expertise in older populations) experts to guide the growth of new programs
addressing needs.

7/29/2021 1:05 PM

23

Not now. The Senior Center offers many outstanding speakers, programs and activities for all
Seniors to attend, make friends and enjoy.

7/29/2021 12:22 PM

24

Why is #2 …. Addressing addressing enhanced accessibility and amenities for people with
disabilities the only one without an (5) “extremely important” option in the entire survey? …..
Hope it is just a Freudian slip and not a sign of discrimination or lack of caring!

7/28/2021 9:28 PM

25

Increased public transportation reliance.

7/28/2021 10:40 AM

26

more affordable housing for elders

7/28/2021 10:04 AM

27

Some schools permit phy Ed requirements be assisting seniors with physical activities such
as shoveling and lawn mowing

7/27/2021 10:14 PM

28

We already have the senior center… we should focus on young family’s and children to have a
facility they can use

7/27/2021 9:44 PM

29

Again public transportation would be nice.

7/27/2021 7:32 PM

30

All efforts to make it possible to age-out here.

7/27/2021 6:48 PM

31

Affordable housing for seniors!

7/27/2021 6:12 PM

32

Keep seniors informed of services available to them. Assist seniors in learning the computer
so that they will become less fearful and become more adept at using so that they may learn
of resources and sources of help available to them. I would like to see day time adult
education classes offered in Yarmouth at the Senior Center, the Cultural Institute, libraries or
schools.

7/27/2021 4:58 PM

33

Transportation

7/27/2021 3:02 PM

34

Specific services for adults with disabilities ( recreational)

7/27/2021 2:04 PM

35

New senior center modeling Dennis senior center

7/27/2021 9:30 AM

36

Promote activities for youth and children.

7/26/2021 11:37 PM

37

No

7/26/2021 9:54 PM

38

No

7/26/2021 8:09 PM

39

Please check restaurants etc. for compliant coded

7/26/2021 6:26 PM

40

Yarmouth senior center needs a redo and update.

7/26/2021 3:53 PM

41

Help people connect with others in the community in active ways- walking clubs, gardening
clubs, bike clubs, etc

7/26/2021 1:10 PM

42

SIDEWALKS AND BIKE LANES - MANY OLDER PEOPLE WALK AND BIKE AND ARE
UNSAFE ON RT 28 AND CONNECTION ROADS

7/26/2021 12:13 PM

43

The Senior Center does a great job and is very important for our demographic and for active
seniors.

7/26/2021 11:02 AM

44

Affordable housing for families with children

7/26/2021 8:56 AM

45

Elders are among our most vulnerable but can also be our greatest asset

7/25/2021 5:18 PM

46

High School Program to do physical chores for the Elderly. Even fee based.

7/25/2021 4:32 PM

47

Have center with indoor pool for families

7/24/2021 3:54 PM

48

I think focusing on the elderly population is important. I also feel that focusing on providing
children with things to do could not be more important. If kids are able to stay busy and
engaged in activities I believe they are more likely to avoid drugs and other negative things.
This also creates positive gains for parents and attracts more people who want to be engaged
in the community.

7/23/2021 9:58 PM

49

Age friendly, but the younger generations are not taken into consideration in this survey. Senior

7/23/2021 2:15 PM
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care is extremely important as they are often lonely and living on financial assistance. Yes,
they are very important to take into consideration going forward, this point is not to negate that
fact. However, there is a constant complaint about the younger demographics not staying on
the Cape. What is there to offer them?
50

DEVELOP MORE WAY TO INCREASE SENIOR HOUSING.

7/23/2021 12:10 PM

51

Promote healthy living and food consumption (local food sources).

7/22/2021 5:40 PM

52

Programs that will consistently check in on shut ins. Maintenance for elders that assist with
home repairs at little to no cost.

7/22/2021 4:25 PM

53

Build senior condos inside a town park, near the new public works department. If you could
add senior condos inside that park along with a few retail shops i.e. coffee shops, pharmacy,
medical offices, cafes, etc. Let the residents drive around in golf carts.

7/20/2021 5:37 PM

54

Yes-please review my earlier response. I am an Occupational Therapist with expertise working
with all ages-3-103! HIRE me to assist the town in its building planning/design, services
planning/design, collaboration and support to various Town entities: Public Health, Youth,
Aging, Substance use, Social Emotional Health and Learning/Anti-Bullying and provide
individual- as needed + group supports as needed to the town as it supports its community to
LIVE, WORK, PLAY and LEARN. I LOVE to provide Public Health and Wellness Education
and support all other colleagues in their mission work for Healthy Communities and Living/Life
at its' best. Thank you. Jill Geller, OTR/L jillgeller@comcast.net 51 Maine Ave, West
Yarmouth, 02673

7/19/2021 11:06 AM

55

Our Senior Center does not offer programs designed for the LGBTQ community. Isolation can
be a real problem for individuals who identify as LGBTQ.

7/17/2021 1:47 PM

56

Promote more accesibility features at our parks and beaches for various populations

7/16/2021 11:41 AM

57

Many people chose to retire to Cape Cod. Why should tax payers provide additional services
for retirees more than any other age group?

7/15/2021 9:19 PM

58

There are government facilities for seniors? LOL

7/15/2021 4:36 PM

59

It’s important to provide services for seniors, however we need to focus equally on kids and
families. Incorporating the senior center into a community center may be more beneficial for
all. Use the resources of the senior community to help young families and single parents, and
teens within the community.

7/15/2021 1:41 PM

60

Skatepark for the young thrill-seekers :-)

7/14/2021 4:06 AM

61

All seniors are not necessarily senile. We need stimulation beyond puzzles and bingo!

7/13/2021 1:04 PM

62

Yarmouth is made up of people of all ages. The focus should be on community was to include
everyone, not just Seniors. (And I am a senior!)

7/11/2021 3:08 PM

63

Better transportation options, some of the elderly shouldn't be driving but apparently have no
choice.

7/9/2021 3:10 PM

64

Tax cuts for Seniors after age 80 based on their annual income so they can stay in their
homes without fear of a rising economy on the Cape. We are not all wealthy.

7/6/2021 7:52 PM

65

I think the town does a good job working with and providing for our elderly population. I think
more energy should be spent on keeping our younger working population in the town. They are
leaving and it is going to be an issue...

7/5/2021 8:15 AM

66

Maintain what we now have, and work with the county and other towns to develop regional
transport and services.

7/4/2021 1:41 PM

67

more and more people have moved here that are not a typical senior age that are retired and
looking for connecting. the name "senior center" turns people away from looking further at the
programs they provide. "community center" should be considered with special programs for
those aging.

7/4/2021 10:20 AM

68

Outdoor Spaces Social Participation

7/3/2021 10:21 AM

69

Improve human assisted options for internet access for seniors so that they can access things
like Covid vaccine registration.

6/28/2021 11:37 PM
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70

Convert Mattacheese Middle School/ Small Schools into a new community/senior center with
affordable elder housing

6/28/2021 5:49 PM

71

Exempt people 65 and over from property tax - then they could eat instead of choosing
between eating and staying in their homes. LOWER TAXES

6/24/2021 9:53 AM

72

We need to keep our senior citizen building and activities up to par. Multigenerational would be
nice, but having a facility like a Boys and Girls Club would/could benefit seniors and families.

6/18/2021 4:43 PM

73

um...kids and other aged people live here too?

6/17/2021 7:00 AM

74

Mixed use is key! Few will identify as a "senior". Therefore, don't give them a choice. Make is
community-centric instead.

6/16/2021 8:10 PM

75

Park environments to be more easily accessible and usable for seniors and the differently
abled.

6/16/2021 5:44 PM

76

Promote senior sports competition.soccer tennis volleyball golf

6/16/2021 8:40 AM

77

Senior care is always important with the large number of retirees. Instead of reinventing the
wheel I suggest interacting with other cape towns that do it better than yarmouth and come up
with best practices that can be duplicated

6/15/2021 9:39 PM

78

Provide a center that is multi-generational where old and young can thrive together.

6/15/2021 8:50 PM

79

Upgrade bathrooms and the grounds.

6/15/2021 4:37 PM

80

Over 60 years of age, lives here year round and pays property taxes,should get a special
'exempt' Beach sticker. There's no reason why we can't give this to seniors.

6/15/2021 1:59 PM

81

Creating and maintaining and age friendly community is paramount

6/14/2021 9:45 PM

82

Promote better access to meals on wheels and similar food programs for older residents.

6/14/2021 6:29 PM

83

Do something for the youth please

6/14/2021 4:02 PM

84

Match senior citizens with Middle School and High School Students for social interactions. It
works in Florida.

6/14/2021 10:30 AM

85

Senior day-care

6/12/2021 11:14 AM

86

Hire town social workers, maybe in the Police or Fire/Emergency Services Departments.

6/11/2021 11:19 PM

87

no

6/10/2021 7:38 PM

88

My comments on previous subject speak to this. Spend less $ on trying to entertain "us" and a
bit more on helping us stay in our OWNED homes.

6/9/2021 4:28 PM

89

Do more for the young people. Otherwise our town will slowly die out. You can not expect to
grow when you only promote things for our seniors. We need more place and things geared for
our young people. Especially for winter activities. Skating rinks, public swimming pools, youth
centers etc.

6/9/2021 12:02 PM

90

inter-generational programs would benefit our local society greatly. This should be a huge
priority. Partner with the schools for this. it will be a win-win

6/9/2021 10:05 AM

91

Start a mentoring program where the Seniors and youth could teach and share ideas with each
other.

6/9/2021 9:58 AM

92

Affordable housing & home ownership & home maintenance, repair.

6/9/2021 7:05 AM

93

No

6/8/2021 6:49 PM

94

Transit & other programs can benefit residents of all ages

6/8/2021 5:38 PM

95

How about things for working families or younger workers

6/8/2021 5:34 PM

96

We need a new senior center and more senior affordable housing in town. With lessons learned
from covid, we now appreciate that zoom and other technology can help combat isolation. We
should educate and invest in these tools for seniors, perhaps using younger students and
professionals in the community to create relationships. The initiative to connect older and
younger people is a good one and should be enhanced and invested in, educated and

6/8/2021 10:26 AM
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encouraged. As mentioned before, I'd like to see a youth center, senior center and library
located on the Mattacheese site to encourage connections. Multi-generational models of
housing would be an exciting possibility.
97

Overreach.

6/8/2021 9:17 AM

98

Provide investment in facilities and services for younger residents, including young
professionals or young families.

6/8/2021 7:19 AM

99

I think that allowing owners of single-family homes to build ADUs (accessory dwelling units) on
their property, with the stipulation that they can only be used for family use or as a year round
rental, would benefit seniors by allowing retiree homeowners to add a rental income. It could
also help them by allowing them to have a family member live on their property with them and
provide in-home care, so they can live at home longer without needing to enter a facility. Many
Cape seniors really want to live in their homes as long as possible, and having the ability to
house their adult children or have a live-in caregiver can make this more attainable in the long
term as their needs evolve.

6/8/2021 6:56 AM

100

walkable community = age friendly community

6/7/2021 9:57 PM

101

Provide more companion options or home support to keep seniors in their own homes where
they thrive best.

6/7/2021 9:16 PM

102

Senior center should be a community center for all of the town residents.

6/7/2021 8:48 PM

103

none

6/7/2021 6:55 PM

104

Glad to hear the senior center for opening June 16. Get the word out.

6/7/2021 6:38 PM

105

Multigenerational planning can strengthens residential participation in creating a stronger
cohesive community. We need a diverse age community to make town meeting strong and
representative of our community

6/7/2021 6:30 PM

106

Take care of the elderly that have lived in town/owned property for years paying for schools,
etc other services that they are no longer using and fund programs that help them during
retirement. Many are not wealthy but have paid off their homes while employed and have a
hard time paying property taxes in retirement.

6/7/2021 6:21 PM

107

Recognize that many seniors are on social security when recommending overrides and capital
expenditures.

6/7/2021 6:09 PM

108

Change senior center into community center

6/7/2021 5:11 PM

109

I say somewhat important, because the private sector and non profits Do a much better job.
When we build senior centers, which I have used, but it seems like most people there are from
other towns. Cross generational programs are great, religious and other cultural organizations
have a better way of engaging seniors. If government doesn’t insist on intervening, which is
mediocre at best, other organizations will step in. And if government gets out of the way and
stops racing heavily, some people may have more time and energy to volunteer and help their
elderly neighbors. Governments role is having essential fire and police at the ready.

6/7/2021 4:58 PM

110

Assisting folks in getting a primary care physician. I have to wait 7 months before I can see
the MD assigned to me!!

6/7/2021 4:52 PM

111

I feel the senior center could offer many more programs and entertainment outlets. I don't find
it to be a friendly place.

6/7/2021 4:18 PM

112

Discount senior beach, dump, and clam licenses

6/7/2021 3:40 PM

113

While setting goals for older community members is great, younger members of the town are
often being pushed out for various reasons so some sort of balance between the generations
should be looked at.

6/7/2021 10:51 AM

114

I feel survey #6 would be very beneficial to the community.

6/7/2021 9:32 AM

115

No

6/6/2021 6:30 PM

116

Maintain and improve public transit services, including disabled access.

6/6/2021 9:14 AM

117

More services offered for low income senior citizens - revamp current elder services to allow
more productive programs.

6/6/2021 7:38 AM
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118

Beef up transit!

6/5/2021 9:26 PM

119

more athletic fields

6/5/2021 8:51 PM

120

Seniors deserve programs and options. Parks and playgrounds attract families and provide
outlets. There are more jobs available here than can be filled. Social programs should be
based with that truth in mind.

6/5/2021 4:39 PM

121

Establish open collaboration with the public schools and eco-friendly efforts.

6/5/2021 2:03 PM

122

Affordability for elders to stay in their homes.

6/5/2021 1:58 PM

123

Maintain Bass River golf course - it’s the course our seniors play the most due to its outlay
and ease of walking.

6/5/2021 9:28 AM

124

When the town builds that new elementary school why not use the one next to the Police
Station as a town Community Center. Perfect place for it.

6/4/2021 4:10 PM

125

Housing options for seniors needs to include more options. Many are housing insecure… if
you’re renting at market rate 50% of income could be going to rent and utilities and you still
wouldn’t qualify for “affordable “ or low income housing. Cape Cod Housing crisis has impacted
elderly who can’t just work more hours.

6/4/2021 3:48 PM

126

Develop more of the land around the senior center to make stronger connections and overlap
with the youth playground and fields on the other side of Olde Town House Rd.

6/4/2021 3:34 PM

127

Improve structural flaws at senior center and allocate more financial toward seniors

6/4/2021 2:24 PM

128

Nope.

6/4/2021 8:32 AM

129

Make senior center a community center welcoming all ages not just old people

6/4/2021 7:18 AM

130

Access to services, in home for low cost.

6/3/2021 8:47 PM

131

Perhaps programs in the schools that bring children and seniors together. From kindergarten to
graduation. ALL would benfit! Learn compation, kindness on both sides. The history alone!..

6/3/2021 8:28 PM

132

That all public stores and markets have greater access to shop like having ready and working
scooters for those needing them and easier to reach items. Access for those who are
handicapped like me!

6/3/2021 5:44 PM

133

utilize volunteers like other towns do and keep costs low do not overspend

6/3/2021 3:49 PM

134

We need to take care of our elders and I am pleased to see this on the survey. Thank you.

6/3/2021 3:20 PM

135

Survey seniors about what facilities and services in which they are most interested, i.e. offer
trainings in cell phone and computer usage.

6/3/2021 3:12 PM

136

Create a community center with activities for all ages, rather than focusing only on senior
centers. This will foster more inter-generational interaction.

6/3/2021 2:59 PM

137

Accessible ramps into ocean and ponds

6/3/2021 2:54 PM

138

Renovate senior center

6/3/2021 1:14 PM

139

Nominal fees to alleviate budget burden. Increase staff to advocate and facilitate senior
services.

6/3/2021 1:08 PM

140

Improve sidewalks

6/3/2021 12:58 PM

141

Transportation

6/3/2021 12:49 PM

142

I think you can better utilize the Senior Center that we have and I think we provide enough
transportation etc for seniors. At some point, you need to determine the demand before trying
to promote promote promote. There is some family responsibility involved versus increasing
taxes on everyone when you can use what we have.

6/3/2021 12:43 PM

143

Not

6/3/2021 12:31 PM

144

Provide a community center such as Harwich has for all ages rather than just seniors

6/3/2021 12:27 PM

145

You always get more of what you subsidize, ususally at the expense of that not subsidized.

6/3/2021 12:04 PM
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More seniors and more kids? Pick one. Subsidize both and you squeeze out the young adults.
146

Provide more technical training for those of use who need a lesson on how to use new
technology...... I apologize if you have it.... advertise that you have it.

6/3/2021 11:59 AM

147

identify those residents that are living alone and create more of a safety net for them.

6/3/2021 11:52 AM

148

Transportation can be an issue for people who, for one reason or another, can't drive to
appointments and activities. The Bay to Sound program helps fill the void and should be
promoted.

6/3/2021 11:32 AM

149

Senior housing shared with daycare center would be wonderful

6/3/2021 11:14 AM

150

Cross-over between the youngest and oldest residents in our community. Daycares within
senior facilities enhance the lives of our youngest residents while increasing the quality of life
for or senior residents.

6/3/2021 11:06 AM

151

Opportunities for young families, splash pad, improved playgrounds

6/3/2021 10:59 AM

152

no

6/3/2021 10:55 AM

153

Subsidized senior housing in Yarmouth is woefully inadequate, and current housing is substandard. Upgrades, interior and exterior, along with cost-saving solar power, are truly overdue.

6/3/2021 10:36 AM

154

No

6/3/2021 10:22 AM

155

Education around ageism

6/3/2021 10:14 AM

156

no

6/3/2021 10:10 AM
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6. CLIMATE RESILIENCY & SUSTAINABILITY
Q41 Promote planning and mitigation to address impacts related to a
changing climate including sea level rise, flooding and coastal erosion.
Answered: 842

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.16%
35

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.34%
45

Skipped: 78

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
14.37%
121

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
23.87%
201
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
51.31%
432

DON'T
KNOW
0.95%
8

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

842

4.14
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Q42 Promote waste reduction, reuse and recycling.
Answered: 843

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.42%
12

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.97%
25

Skipped: 77

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.49%
139

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
31.79%
268
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
46.86%
395

DON'T
KNOW
0.47%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

843

4.20
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Q43 Promote reduction in energy consumption and vehicle emissions.
Answered: 842

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.99%
42

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
7.60%
64

Skipped: 78

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
22.21%
187

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
28.03%
236
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
36.10%
304

DON'T
KNOW
1.07%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

842

3.84
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Q44 Promote energy efficiencies and renewable sources of energy.
Answered: 841

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.04%
34

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.35%
45

Skipped: 79

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
20.10%
169

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
29.25%
246
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
40.43%
340

DON'T
KNOW
0.83%
7

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

841

3.97
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Q45 Provide public outreach and education on energy conservation and
opportunities.
Answered: 842

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.99%
42

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
8.79%
74

Skipped: 78

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
24.82%
209

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
29.81%
251
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
31.00%
261

DON'T
KNOW
0.59%
5

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

842

3.73
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Q46 Provide more electric charging stations throughout Town.
Answered: 843

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

8.42%
71

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
15.90%
134

Skipped: 77

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
34.88%
294

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
23.25%
196
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
14.12%
119

DON'T
KNOW
3.44%
29

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

843

3.19
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Q47 Provide continued application for grants for energy and climate
resiliency projects.
Answered: 839

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.77%
40

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.72%
48

Skipped: 81

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
19.67%
165

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
31.94%
268
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
36.35%
305

DON'T
KNOW
1.55%
13

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

839

3.91
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Q48 Do you recommend any other climate resiliency and sustainability
goals?
Answered: 132

Skipped: 788

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Pass regulation restricting sale of single use water plastics.

8/12/2021 9:40 AM

2

Reduced energy consumption and waste reduction on the local level are good, but don't have
as much impact if it's not a nationwide effort. Focusing on the local impacts of coastal erosion
and sea level rise are likely more effective. We can see and feel the effects of coastal erosion
locally, but reduced emissions in the atmosphere are harder to imagine.

8/6/2021 9:19 AM

3

As I have mentioned, solar panels on private homes should not be under the perview of the
Old King's Highway Commission except along the Old King's Highway itself (Route 6A)
Removing solar on most houses north of Route Six from their consideration would lighten their
agenda and lift a burden from their shoulders. We definitely need to promote solar in this town,
and let's get it off the shoulders of the OKH Committee. Solar panels are as important to the
energy provision in a house as electric wires on Phone Poles are. Neither are historic but both
are necessary in this new age of ours.

8/4/2021 4:08 PM

4

I've heard stories of citizens being prevented from installing solar panels on their homes by
Historical Commission. It may be time to address some changes in what areas are considered
'historical' by this group.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Eliminate the recycle fee at the town dump to encourage recycling.

8/2/2021 5:47 PM

6

Provide tax incentives to private entity's that offer charging for non=customers

8/2/2021 4:01 PM

7

No windmills in Nantucket Sound! Get a better phone and internet service to work in all areas
of the cape. Cell phones don’t work and internet thru Comcast is not efficient or consistent!
Maybe get Verizon to cable our poles would help

8/2/2021 9:22 AM

8

Yarmouth will meet it's portion of the state's goals for renewable energy and electric vehicles
based on it's percentage of the state's population.

8/1/2021 7:20 PM

9

Whatever projects the Town embarks on, promote, promote, promote.

8/1/2021 7:18 PM

10

Change zoning to reduce grade level buildings south of Rt 28 (see NOAA 'slosh' zone maps)

8/1/2021 5:41 PM

11

More solar on town buildings. Tax breaks for solar on commercial buildings.

8/1/2021 7:55 AM

12

Is the purpose of electric charging stations to service cars and trucks and busses? Is this
something that would be publicly or privately run? Would any net profits return directly to the
charging station program or would they be put into a general fund where they might be spent on
unrelated issues?

7/31/2021 4:54 PM

13

Does the Town of Yarmouth think it can change Mother Nature? Ever hear of the Ice Age?
Please, instead of focusing on what is popular in today's thinking, try to think outside the box
and act responsibly. Throughout this questionnaire is the one word..."PROVIDE". Pls stop
trying to provide the populace with everything. The town voted down the DY school multiple
times, but Yarmouth kept coming back with another vote. Finally, the town found an innovative
way to count the votes that would end in the desired result. Right now, there is a DPW building
being built, 2 schools in the process (in spite of lower numbers enrolled), and now a sewer
project. In spite of a pandemic. Where does Yarmouth think the $$$ is going to come from?
Charlie Baker's 'rainy day fund"? No, you will find many residents moving from this town in the
next few years.

7/30/2021 8:30 PM

14

Monitor wildlife populations - land, sea, in the air - and changes in their habitats.

7/30/2021 8:26 PM

15

If people behaviors responsibly we wouldn’t need all this. Twenty years ago litter and pollution
was not a problem. Inclusivity and tolerance of misbehavior has created the problem. Enforce
the laws. If litter was found years ago it would be brought to the house where a lower may have

7/30/2021 6:49 PM
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been addressed to in the bag. And a large fine. Now we say oh poor people had no place to
bring it. Cmon!
16

To be honest this category is a political agenda. Either you believe that renewable energy is
the answer or you don't. In my opinion nothing has been proven about renewable energy that
says it is more efficient or less costly than what we currently have.

7/30/2021 6:18 PM

17

Keep windmills out of Nantucket Shoal

7/30/2021 2:48 PM

18

People already are saving any way possible on energy costs so having mega programs telling
up how is assuming we all have our heads in the sand.

7/30/2021 2:10 PM

19

I’d suggest using Pawl Hawken’s Drawdown: The Most ComprehensivePlan Ever Proposed to
Reverse Global Warming Book as a blueprint to a greener town. They don’t call the Cape the
Sahara of America without good reason. That the wind farm has not been operational in
Nantucket Sound for decades now is a tragedy. Cape had over 1,000 windmills on land back in
the day that fueled the economy of the day. That the Town and the Cape voted against sewers
paid for 100% by the Feds back in the 60s/70s is another tragedy. Of course now we are being
sued by the EPA for noncompliance of the clean water act. That we do not have solar
everywhere it can be is another setback. So much ground has been lost to poor and costly
choices. I remember visiting The New Alchemy Institute back in the early 80s in Falmouth and
watching so much progress. But then it didn’t take hold as I thought it would. Every home and
business and government building needs to have a mandatory energy survey within the year.
Provide any incentive you need to in order to achieve this goal. Once this is accomplished you
will have specific data on energy usage. And the remedy blueprints for conserving energy for
all and saving money at the same time. Insulation and sealing the envelope of a building Is the
most efficient and cost effective step one to mitigate climate change. A way must be found to
make this one step affordable for every building in town. Cars are inspected each year for
emissions to reduce climate change. And yet buildings pollute more than cars at all levels and
they typically might only be inspected at point of sale. This has got to change!! Buildings
typically run 24/7 and unlike cars - people do not understand energy use in a home. People
need to consider their buildings as non moving cars and learn how energy plays out in a
building. This is a big key to mitigation of climate change. Yarmouth could declare next year
2022 as the year to get every building up to the highest level of energy efficiency. We have to
be creative!! Would a company sell appliances directly to a town for a discount if a certain
number of people were going to purchase? People really want to help the environment and
save money - they just need the proper tool kit. And it needs to be engaging. When I did
energy surveys in homes I’d always ask if they had a solar dryer? They’d look at me and
pause and then say do you mean a clothes line? And I’d say - Yes! Well they called me in to
save energy and money! Germany is one of the most advanced in the green way to live. I’d
just borrow anything they do! It works and they have the money in the bank after all these
years of being green. Armory Lovins of the RMI in Colorado is another wise expert in this
arena. Amory has proven solutions to all climate challenge issues.

7/29/2021 11:03 PM

20

See my earlier comment on converting the nine hole golf links off Forest Road to a solar field.
Sometimes even golfers have to make sacrifices for the greater good of the town 😁

7/29/2021 2:47 PM

21

Stop spending money on town vehicles and equipment that can be shared with other
departments . They let things sit and rot at many departments . Under utilized due to lack of
interoperability of town departments .

7/29/2021 1:20 PM

22

Residents should use water, heating, cooling and fuel for cars and trucks in moderation. Do not
waste!

7/29/2021 12:29 PM

23

#3 is two separate questions that cannot be answered as one.

7/29/2021 9:50 AM

24

Education on these issues is critical starting with the primary grades

7/29/2021 8:28 AM

25

Without setting this as one of our highest priorities all the other items will not be recognizable
as the Cape Cod we know and love … and we run highest of risks that Cape Cod will not be
here for our children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.

7/28/2021 9:33 PM

26

We can help ourselves by stop cutting much needed forests to naturally cut down on air
pollution. The devastation on Station Ave. for another school was not needed.

7/28/2021 8:34 AM

27

Provide energy efficient resources to the members of the community.

7/28/2021 8:33 AM

28

Should not be the most important goal of our town

7/27/2021 9:44 PM
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29

Solarize Yarmouth is a great example, permitting needs to be simplified.

7/27/2021 7:13 PM

30

Partnership with WHOI. Follow their recommendations.

7/27/2021 6:51 PM

31

You do realize that these EV car are powered by electricity that is generated by fossil fuel? So
the charging station replaces the gas station. The cheapest , most reliable and cleanest way to
generate electricity is nuclear, and one of those will never be built. If the technologically was
there, government wouldn't need to subsidize its use.

7/27/2021 6:48 PM

32

I am undecided on climate change.

7/27/2021 3:04 PM

33

Get rid of unnecessary junk in people’s yards …..it causes rats erc

7/27/2021 3:04 PM

34

You can’t control climate change

7/26/2021 10:43 PM

35

No

7/26/2021 9:55 PM

36

No

7/26/2021 8:11 PM

37

I have an EV. The Town needs WAY MORE EV charging stations EVERYWHERE - All around
Town, ASAP!!!

7/26/2021 6:28 PM

38

Coordinate with Barnstable to provide solution to deterioration of Lewis Bay and the effect on
shell fishing, swimming and transportation to the islands.

7/26/2021 4:35 PM

39

The focus must be on town specific goals like charging stations. Many of the other goals are
nice but unachievable in a heavily seasonal community.

7/26/2021 7:10 AM

40

We need to get more single driver vehicles off the roads and not assume that our only strategy
is to replace gas vehicles w/ electric.

7/25/2021 5:19 PM

41

I find this issue to extremely important however I feel that unfortunately it is not top of mind for
majority of people. I feel that there might be too many people living day to day to preventing a
stronger focus on above issues.

7/23/2021 10:02 PM

42

Recycling seems to be a farce in this modern age. People want to know if their recycling
efforts will actually be reused. It has been disheartening to learn in recent reports that Towns
go with the best buying rate only to learn that the company either dumps the recycled material
or sells to another company to dump...

7/23/2021 2:17 PM

43

Ensure that the "green" agenda in no way interferes with individual preferences on how to keep
warm in the winter, affordably.

7/22/2021 5:47 PM

44

Encourage state and regional energy conservation efforts (i.e.,TC&I) and reduced reliance on
fossil fuels.

7/22/2021 5:41 PM

45

No

7/22/2021 4:29 PM

46

Help with traffic control, have more public transportation, and get rid of plastic bags and plastic
packaging

7/19/2021 11:09 AM

47

More solar!

7/17/2021 1:48 PM

48

Promote solar and wind.

7/17/2021 11:04 AM

49

Again, keeping living in Yarmouth affordable for Seniors on fixed incomes . Climate related
initiatives usually come with a big price tag

7/17/2021 7:58 AM

50

I followed the entire presentation of putting solar panels at the Bayberry Golf links course, and
it was a TOTAL embarassment. The "consultant study" was marred, full of errors and
falsehoods, easily countered by residents during the town meeting. These are things which
make our town government and contract signings look "amateurish." What an embarassment
and waste of funds as that area would not be effective at all. Happy to preserve golf here in
town which is a huge PR boost for us as the courses are excellent. It is this type of town
management which smacks of lack of follow-through and detail. I watched the entire May town
meeting online and the comments from residents who opposed the plan were professional and
thorough. Almost making a mockery of that solor study which was riddled with inaccuracies
and was a negative reflection on Yarmouth leadership to accept this proposal and PRESENT it
to the membership.

7/16/2021 9:19 AM

51

Tax payers are getting the short end of the stick while the town keeps finding ways of spending

7/15/2021 9:25 PM
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money. Perhaps that's one reason why the Cape is so unaffordable.
52

I don't think Yarmouth is seriously interested in matters of climate change.

7/15/2021 4:37 PM

53

I live in low income town supported housing. The apartment is small but quite livable. We have
provided trash pickup. Recycling is not included. Buying a recycling sticker is out of the
question as well as saving and hauling those recyclables to the dump. Can the town please
add a recyclycling program to town housing projects? Also, a lot of us cannot afford air
conditioners and are melting in this heat. Can the apartments come with air conditioners?
Thank you for reading.

7/13/2021 1:11 PM

54

Our utility companies provide a lot of resources and provide education, the town does not need
to waste precious monetary resources on that.

7/11/2021 3:10 PM

55

Please note the for questions #2 thru #7 I am rating these but relative to all of them - the town
government and residence must seriously consider all options before committing/executing do not want to see us simply follow trends but rather implement effective solutions that align to
our town

7/11/2021 2:15 PM

56

Cape wind turbine contracts to reduce our electricity costs?

7/9/2021 10:13 PM

57

Encourage installation of solar w/out historical comm interference and high efficiency ductless
heat pump systems for heating & cooling.

7/9/2021 3:41 PM

58

Consider water use restrictions, most MA towns have some restriction such as usage only on
certain days or times of day. I see too many people watering lawns at noon on a sunny day.
Encourage installation of solar panels (Historic Commission should not be permitted to object
to roof top solar) and high efficiency heat pumps for heating and cooling. Consider shuttle
buses to beaches from central parking locations. Educate residents on proper
choices/placement of trees and native low water use plants.

7/9/2021 3:16 PM

59

No more new construction near all waterways!

7/6/2021 7:56 PM

60

Educate yourself of climate solutions--before sellong activity.

7/6/2021 2:21 PM

61

We can do more to educate town residents about how and why to recycle, especially about the
impact on their taxes from not recycling and not recycling correctly. Money talks !

7/4/2021 1:43 PM

62

Dredge Bass Hole Channel

7/4/2021 9:58 AM

63

Expect all town depts. to utilize energy reduction .

7/3/2021 3:48 PM

64

Town vehicles and things like senior transportation should be all-electric. I know this is
beginning to happen but it needs to be accelerated. Cape Cod is the perfect place for MANY to
drive EVs and the charging infrastructure is part of this picture, but many people can rely on
home charging of EVs. Also town equipment such as mowers, trimmers, and leaf-blowers
should be converted to electric. If the entire Heritage Gardens can do this so can we!

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

65

Solar power is the only way to go - wind farms are a waste of time & effort as they are too
expensive to build & maintain, are a rip-off of the taxpayer, and provide electricity at too
expensive rates. State incentives & loan programs to afford the every day homeowner to
install solar panels for their own home's electrical power is the best renewable that can be
made & achieved; and is doable with the proper encouragement of the political leadership.

7/2/2021 9:00 PM

66

Partner with RISE Engineering in Hyannis re: promotion of home energy efficiency programs
offered through Mass Save.

6/28/2021 11:40 PM

67

Talk to China and India first.

6/24/2021 9:54 AM

68

There is not much our peninsula can do about the sea level rising. It is what it is. I also find it
hard to think our town can do anything about emissions etc. Most people are transient, whether
its a tourist or those just driving down 28. that would be a waste of money on our town's part to
do any study.

6/18/2021 4:46 PM

69

More solar/wind farms

6/17/2021 7:01 AM

70

More solar fields to offset town's expenses

6/16/2021 9:59 PM

71

Include protected bike lanes (or multi-use paths) as a solution to traffic congestion and
consequent effects of global warming.

6/16/2021 8:12 PM
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72

Town owned properties provide re-charging stations for town residents.

6/16/2021 5:46 PM

73

Human friendly.less robotic.for benefit of future generations make best choices without putting
wealth n money first.humanity life matters

6/16/2021 8:42 AM

74

Let businesses in yarmouth add electric car charging stations Public outreach and words like
promote this or that when it comes to climate change is pervasive on a daily basis on the
news and by the media. Yarmouth should focus on larger more imminent issues at this time

6/15/2021 9:43 PM

75

Continue to promote the cause of eliminating plastic water bottles in town.

6/15/2021 8:48 AM

76

Find a way to tax electric vehicles use of roads to balance the burden with gasoline run
vehicles

6/14/2021 9:46 PM

77

Provide better zoning and development regulations to reduce forest clearance for solar arrays.

6/14/2021 8:07 PM

78

It’s a car dependent place - encouraging responsible driving/ownership is great

6/14/2021 6:21 PM

79

More solar use by town

6/14/2021 4:03 PM

80

Put a plan in place for gradual increase of electric charging stations.

6/14/2021 1:29 PM

81

Goal: moratorium on turning forest space into solar panels. In fact, the forest by the high
school could be returned to forest. The best way to achieve more solar panels is through
rooftop solar for many reasons. Yarmouth could set a goal of allowing solar panels on 6A or
easing up on historic district prohibitions for solar.

6/11/2021 11:28 PM

82

the anoxic sea will consume us all

6/10/2021 7:39 PM

83

Without addressing climate change, everything else is moot. Local, small scale options that
support energy generation at home (i.e. solar panels, small wind turbines, etc.) should be
prioritized over large wind and solar farms that greatly disturb ecosystems. Innovative ways to
incentivize less overall energy consumption (rather than just switching from one source to
another) would make a big difference in whether or not our culture has success in adapting to
climate change. New ways of living and thinking in relation to the natural world are necessary,
not just new technologies and energy sources.

6/10/2021 11:38 AM

84

Consider developing a solar farm on the links golf course or similar location similar to what the
town of Dennis has done to generate additional revenue and sustainable energy to reduce our
carbon foot print. This is going to be our future so we should stat now.

6/9/2021 9:27 PM

85

Promote alternative transportation options for people. Walking, bicycles, public transit.

6/9/2021 12:04 PM

86

solar farm at golf course

6/9/2021 11:39 AM

87

Affordable upgrades for home owners.

6/9/2021 7:07 AM

88

Need more info on specific ways of addressing pollution etc

6/8/2021 5:40 PM

89

Transition whenever possible to energy efficient town vehicles

6/8/2021 5:36 PM

90

Renewable energy is exciting and a potential for a new kind of tourism and especially
appropriate to the Cape. I'd love to see Yarmouth really expand its use and innovation of
renewable energy, and promote it as an eco-lab of sorts for tourism and future development.
Education is needed at all levels, starting in our schools, but reaching into the senior center,
Bridgewater College, DY evening school, etc. We should be bringing in leaders of this kind of
development and offering our town as a center for a sustainable future.

6/8/2021 10:31 AM

91

Ban single use plastic bottles.

6/8/2021 7:18 AM

92

I think that one of the biggest issues on the Cape is the lack of usable public transit. To be a
professional on the Cape, it is nearly impossible to function without a car. Many residents
follow similar movement patterns, and a local bus route that provides transportation from
residential neighborhoods to business districts, beaches, and other important areas could cut
down the number of cars on the road, decrease traffic, and decrease emissions. These buses
would need to be prioritized in traffic patterns to ensure that the bus can move faster than
passenger cars, incentivizing people to ride.

6/8/2021 6:59 AM

93

Town buildings and other town properties should upgrade to energy efficient systems where
possible. .

6/8/2021 6:18 AM
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94

No

6/7/2021 9:40 PM

95

Sole source aquifer on Cape Cod... let’s take care of the water source!

6/7/2021 8:50 PM

96

Develop solar energy farm at the municipal golf course. Everyone will benefit from renewable,
cheaper energy. Only golfers benefit from a town-owned course.

6/7/2021 7:29 PM

97

none

6/7/2021 6:56 PM

98

Applaud outreach energy home service.

6/7/2021 6:41 PM

99

Provide municipal wastewater system for residential properties to eliminate need for septic
systems and the resulting potential contamination.

6/7/2021 5:12 PM

100

Stay out of it with the exception of conserving town government resources.

6/7/2021 4:59 PM

101

I tried going solar and the outfit I chose was a bunch of crooks. They should monitor the
companies they let in!! Needless to say I withdrew my application!

6/7/2021 4:54 PM

102

Encourage and subsidize more municipal solar, wind and especially create a municipal WiFi for
all

6/7/2021 9:27 AM

103

No

6/6/2021 6:31 PM

104

Large commercial solar farms are not the answer. We should promote zoning, funding,
opportunities to encourage all buildings (public and private) to have solar panels installed. To
reduce carbon we must stop using petroleum derived products including oil, gas, plastics,
chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. We need a major reforesting plan. It is well known that
the best carbon sequestration is our natural landscapes both forest and wetlands. We can't
keep building to the edge of wetlands and cutting down trees to build more housing and
commercial buildings. We would be well suited to only allow building on the existing footprints,
add no more square footage. If we are serious we must re envision a better way to live.

6/6/2021 2:16 PM

105

Again, beef up transit...possibly with a local bus that makes a "loop" around town Monday
through Saturday, with Sunday added in the tourist season.

6/5/2021 9:27 PM

106

This is a money pit and a waste of resources. Apply monies and energy spent here to more
needed issues.

6/5/2021 4:41 PM

107

Improve public transportation

6/5/2021 2:04 PM

108

Leave Bass River and Parker’s River alone.

6/5/2021 9:30 AM

109

Promote walking trails and bicycle lanes with better signing, mapping and promotion

6/5/2021 6:06 AM

110

I like

6/4/2021 3:49 PM

111

Support the development of aquaculture industry along local coastline through creation
proactive local zoning to provide a clear path to success for displaced fishermen and women
to reinvigorate our harbor ocean front farming infrastructure.

6/4/2021 3:39 PM

112

Upgrade technology to assist in goals

6/4/2021 3:13 PM

113

Ban sale of “nips”

6/4/2021 9:37 AM

114

No.

6/4/2021 8:33 AM

115

Energy efficient roofing shingles group rate offering

6/3/2021 8:50 PM

116

If we don't address climate change and invest and educate the community members on
renewable energy options NOW, there will be no Cape Cod in the future.

6/3/2021 3:21 PM

117

Eliminate nips

6/3/2021 2:55 PM

118

Keep any changes cost efficient. Don’t put a burden on people such as higher dump stickers.
If you make it unaffordable you will find more stuff on the side of the road.

6/3/2021 1:01 PM

119

Let people make their own decisions about climate change. I don't think taxes should be
imposed on people and government should force people to change their energy consumption
for example, I don't want solar panels, wind farms and to convert my heat to electric. I'll buy
what car I want and whoever needs a charging station should plan accordingly. If I wanted

6/3/2021 12:49 PM
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these types of liberal politics I'd live in California or off Cape and I wish more people would
wake up to the potential government overreach this is creating.
120

No

6/3/2021 12:33 PM

121

Please don’t over tax us with environmental issues that won’t help local business and
otherwise seem to support one sided partisan politics. Please remain neutral and business
friendly with less government oversight to current business practices.

6/3/2021 12:19 PM

122

The Vineyard Haven wind project has not been transparent. It will destroy 14 square miles of
ocean life based on their presentation. Once they were called out they deceitfully changed their
presentation. When an honest evaluation is made of the benefits/costs wind mills installed in
the ocean come on the negative side.

6/3/2021 12:07 PM

123

Town owned renewable energy generation.

6/3/2021 12:06 PM

124

Not sure about charging stations.... on one hand, I think yes, but I would like to see how we’d
pay for them. What are other Cape towns doing?

6/3/2021 12:02 PM

125

put more solar units on town buildings

6/3/2021 11:53 AM

126

Find a better way for visitors without dump passes to dispose of their garbage. There is too
much dumping at public trash cans and in private dumpsters,

6/3/2021 11:07 AM

127

no

6/3/2021 10:56 AM

128

Commercial trash collectors should be required to separate recyclables just like residents who
take their own trash to the landfill. All visitors who rent houses should be required to take their
trash home with them, many don't. Energy savings, such as solar power, must be more
widespread.

6/3/2021 10:38 AM

129

The electric charging stations will become a higher priority as the manufacturing of the
vehicles grows.

6/3/2021 10:34 AM

130

No

6/3/2021 10:24 AM

131

Education around the threat of climate change.

6/3/2021 10:15 AM

132

no

6/3/2021 10:11 AM
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7. ECONOMY
Q49 Preserve strong seasonal tourism.
Answered: 834

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.20%
10

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.88%
24

Skipped: 86

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.91%
141

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
39.81%
332
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
39.09%
326

DON'T
KNOW
0.12%
1

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

834

4.13
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Q50 Promote economic growth and employment diversification to generate
quality year-round jobs.
Answered: 835

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.60%
5

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.28%
19

Skipped: 85

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
10.54%
88

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
36.77%
307
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
49.22%
411

DON'T
KNOW
0.60%
5

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

835

4.33
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Q51 Promote support for existing businesses and attract new businesses.
Answered: 832

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.84%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.80%
15

Skipped: 88

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
13.22%
110

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
39.54%
329
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
44.11%
367

DON'T
KNOW
0.48%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

832

4.25
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Q52 Promote support for attracting and retaining year-round and seasonal
employees.
Answered: 830

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.84%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.65%
22

Skipped: 90

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.02%
133

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
38.19%
317
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
41.69%
346

DON'T
KNOW
0.60%
5

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

830

4.18
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Q53 Promote opportunities that incentivize business growth and
redevelopment.
Answered: 831

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.68%
14

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.17%
43

Skipped: 89

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
22.26%
185

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
37.91%
315
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
31.89%
265

DON'T
KNOW
1.08%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

831

3.94
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Q54 Promote redevelopment of commercial corridors to grow our
economy, improve the aesthetics of commercial corridors and protect open
space.
Answered: 829

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.21%
10

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.74%
31

Skipped: 91

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
17.73%
147

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
34.02%
282
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
41.74%
346

DON'T
KNOW
1.57%
13

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

829

4.13
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Q55 Promote existing strengths to encourage business development.
Answered: 823

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.34%
11

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.77%
31

Skipped: 97

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
26.00%
214

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
37.30%
307
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
28.55%
235

DON'T
KNOW
3.04%
25

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

823

3.91
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Q56 Promote family friendly activities to brand the Town as a premier
vacation destination.
Answered: 836

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.03%
17

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
8.61%
72

Skipped: 84

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
26.79%
224

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
31.46%
263
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
30.14%
252

DON'T
KNOW
0.96%
8

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

836

3.80
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Q57 Promote better working relationship between municipal government
and the business community.
Answered: 834

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.56%
13

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.48%
29

Skipped: 86

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
22.78%
190

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.25%
294
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
30.34%
253

DON'T
KNOW
6.59%
55

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

834

3.96
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Q58 Provide streamlined regulations/permitting/licensing to make it more
efficient to do business in Yarmouth.
Answered: 833

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.80%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.08%
34

Skipped: 87

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
18.13%
151

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
32.29%
269
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
39.38%
328

DON'T
KNOW
4.32%
36

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

833

4.08
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Q59 Provide municipal wastewater system starting with the main
commercial corridors to promote quality redevelopment.
Answered: 832

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.40%
20

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.73%
31

Skipped: 88

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.59%
138

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
28.25%
235
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
45.55%
379

DON'T
KNOW
3.49%
29

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

832

4.15
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Q60 Provide expansion of a broadband alternatives to improve internet
access and facilitate people working at home and for business attraction
and retention.
Answered: 834

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.20%
10

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.36%
28

Skipped: 86

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
14.63%
122

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
25.90%
216
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
53.84%
449

DON'T
KNOW
1.08%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

834

4.29
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Q61 Do you recommend any other economic goals?
Answered: 162

Skipped: 758

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Internet access on Cape extends beyond Yarmouth, so maybe working with other
municipalities number 12 would help. Comcast has a monopoly and gouge their customers.

8/6/2021 9:22 AM

2

Promote more diversity in activities, dining. More variety in restaurants, etc.

8/5/2021 11:22 PM

3

I hope the short term vacation rentals are taxed by the town. It is a good form of town income
and it help set a standard for the quality of the rental homes. These are businesses, after all. I
hope they are already being taxed, as they are in so many other vacation towns on Cape Cod.

8/4/2021 4:11 PM

4

do we have - or have we considered - dual tax rates?

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Start installing sewers

8/2/2021 5:50 PM

6

Pray for a magic wand

8/2/2021 4:06 PM

7

Develop Town owned broadband /WiFi system.

8/2/2021 11:59 AM

8

No windmills in Nantucket Sound! Get a better phone and internet service to work in all areas
of the cape. Cell phones don’t work and internet thru Comcast is not efficient or consistent!
Maybe get Verizon to cable our poles would help

8/2/2021 9:22 AM

9

No

8/1/2021 7:43 PM

10

So many businesses in town come and go, because they are endorsed by the adage -business for business sake. Retail is overbuilt and has been for decades. If a retail business
doesn't have an online presence too, then we shouldn't be pumping funds into it. Rather than a
chamber of commerce, we need a Business Council with real experts counseling the Town on
permits and licenses.

8/1/2021 7:23 PM

11

Focus on wastewater system as the key enabler.

8/1/2021 5:44 PM

12

Need to educate public and private sector the Vision & redevelopment priorities for Route 28.
It’s not known. Expand broadband and support alternatives to Comcast.

8/1/2021 8:01 AM

13

we need more options for providers. comcast should not be our only choice. we should have
the same options as a person that lives off cape

8/1/2021 7:51 AM

14

The gist of this entire section is commercial expansion lightly padded with a nod to preserving
open space. Cape Cod was overbuilt 50 years ago. People who live here enjoy it and resent
the promotion of turning Cape Cod into another city. Maybe it's time to move to Maine.

7/31/2021 5:01 PM

15

When encouraging business, consider their impact on surrounding communities. Traffic, noise,
lights, for example.

7/31/2021 9:04 AM

16

Promote town-wide fiscal responsibility and act as though the money was coming out of your
pocket. The taxpayers are tired and need a break.

7/30/2021 8:36 PM

17

Family friendly is not allowing thugs on bikes riding along Rt 28 or dominating football games
at DY. People need jobs not welfare.

7/30/2021 6:51 PM

18

Sneaky way to include wastewater issue in more than 1 category. Maybe the existing
businesses that wanted SO badly can actually pay for it.

7/30/2021 6:32 PM

19

Yarmouth has always been a vacation destination. While I understand there are not a lot of full
time jobs here in Yarmouth other than than the municipalities and Town owned venues, I think
it would be very hard to "create" a full time job platform.

7/30/2021 6:30 PM

20

Make home occupations easier to permit...COVID!

7/30/2021 2:49 PM

21

Face it the Cape is an increasingly expensive place to live. Like any other high end
community, infrastructure people are not going to be living in million dollar homes. To say we

7/30/2021 2:14 PM
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are going to fix thi with a magic wand is idiotic.
22

Need another choice besides Comcast for fast internet connections!

7/30/2021 7:12 AM

23

I can't believe the hoops this town makes one go through to get permits and licenses... It's
absolutely ridiculous.

7/30/2021 1:00 AM

24

I really think any economic emphasis has to be on year round as people do not and cannot live
seasonally. If tourism is the goal it has to be year round so people can earn their livelihoods.
Every season has their gifts - and yet how do we draw people here in every season? The best
thought I have is to be a spiritual retreat center and a conference center arena in the quiet
months. Prices are lower. The beach has gifts all year. People who are on retreat and in
conference can see the natural environment and history of the area while focusing on their
retreats and conferences. The Cape is actually a perfect place for any artist retreat too as we
are one of the artist meccas of the country. This needs to be celebrated! Book Conferences
would be perfect too as we have so many indie bookstores - the fabulous CLAMS and more
authors per square mile than most places!

7/29/2021 11:20 PM

25

Strengthening broadband infrastructure is a key activity for the town government. Cooperative
regional ventures should also be a high priority.

7/29/2021 2:50 PM

26

Eco tourism in a big way with some big changes !!!! Gives visitors inexpensive health
activities to help motels attract guest and afford renovations

7/29/2021 1:22 PM

27

If we don't have an economy then we don't have a Yarmouth that people want to visit. So
building up the town with broadband, safe drinking water key. Also would be wonderful if a big
business could be attracted to the area - not sure what and not sure the implications for traffic,
noise, commuting. The bridge makes everything that much harder. Haven't been a resident
here that long - and Covid hit just was we moved here - so take this input with a grain of salt.

7/29/2021 1:09 PM

28

#2 is two separate questions and cannot be answered as one.

7/29/2021 9:50 AM

29

Sadly Yarmouth has become over built and over populated and is allowed to continue to do so.
I have been told and heard the term Cape Cod does not mean what it did By allowing all these
multiple housing and more commercial buildings to be built we are losing huge forested areas
which we need to continue the much desired Cape Cod atmosphere. The much needed trees
help clean our continually suffocating quality of air and make shade to help naturally cool.

7/28/2021 4:45 PM

30

make it easier for business to navigate the town hall. Not 7 trips to different planning boards
that can be refused and sent back to square one at any time.

7/28/2021 8:40 AM

31

CAPE COD AND YARMOUTH ARE ALREADY, AND HAVE BEEN FOR DECADES, A
PREMIER VACATION DESTINATION. WE DON'T NEED TO SPEND A LOT MORE MONEY
PROMOTING YARMOUTH.

7/28/2021 7:01 AM

32

The people at the table should live in town, work in town and even have/had kids in school.
Those are the ones that know the town best...can't get the input from only one or two sides.

7/27/2021 6:59 PM

33

We need a Market Basket. Help them come here.

7/27/2021 6:55 PM

34

Look at the towns growth based on its ability to support such businesses using the existing
infrastructure. More businesses means more people and the fragile environment we live in is
being stretched to its limits.

7/27/2021 6:52 PM

35

28 is a zoo! Anything would be an improvement

7/27/2021 6:14 PM

36

Economic goals must not be driven solely by commercial development.Yarmouth is residential
community and we want it to stay that way.. I fear that your survey is heavily loaded with
looking at future commercial development, New Green Deal initiatives many if which are
politically based and which will change Yarmouth completely. A previous question regarded
Electric charging stations. first of all, many residents of Yarmouth cannot afford electric cars
nor can they afford electric-heated homes. Please keep in mind that we do not want you to
change all that Yarmouth is and means to us.,

7/27/2021 5:05 PM

37

Promote economic equilibrium. Infinite economic growth is not possible in a world of finite
resources and where consumerism fuels the climate crisis.

7/27/2021 3:14 PM

38

Provide a competeror to COMCAST.

7/27/2021 1:18 PM

39

We need more broadband initiatives NOW!!

7/27/2021 12:28 PM
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40

work with business, not against. Best way to manage residential taxes is by increasing
commercial tax base, attract more business taxpayers

7/27/2021 11:59 AM

41

1. Make development of wastewater system the utmost priority. 2. Involve citizens with
experience & knowledge in the wastewater collection & treatment field. 3. Involve citizens in
other environmental areas (awareness, etc.).

7/26/2021 11:43 PM

42

Less regulation

7/26/2021 10:46 PM

43

No

7/26/2021 9:57 PM

44

Facilitate having businesses that provide beach rentals, like sailboats.

7/26/2021 8:49 PM

45

No

7/26/2021 8:13 PM

46

lower real estate taxes

7/26/2021 7:01 PM

47

Mandate MULTIPLE OPTIONS / Service Providers for internet and cable TV service to force
competition, including possible Town owned/provided internet/cable service to compete with
for-profit cable/internet companies (similar to Leverett, MA).

7/26/2021 6:32 PM

48

Budgeting and efficiency in improving all economic improvements.

7/26/2021 4:52 PM

49

Municipal wastewater treatment facilities must be a priority even if costly. The time is now,
postponing will never make it more affordable.

7/26/2021 4:39 PM

50

Great well thought-out questions!!

7/26/2021 3:56 PM

51

Instead of making it more difficult for the small business owner to succeed, work WITH the
small business owner to succeed!

7/26/2021 3:30 PM

52

Redesign the 28 corridor to bring in more upscale businesses that provide incentive to live
here, not just rent here! Yarmouth is currently too geared toward tourists, not year round
residents. We should work to attract high end businesses like Trader Joe’s and quaint stores
that benefit the residents, and help improve the health of our people, not just cater to tourists.

7/26/2021 1:17 PM

53

FAILING OR OUTDATED BUSINESSES DON'T NEED SUPPORT, THEY NEED TO MOVE
ON SO NEW RELEVANT BUSINESSES CAN OPEN -- TOO MANY LOW END HOTELS ON
28 - THEY SHOULD BE RAISED!!!!!

7/26/2021 12:15 PM

54

Leverage the CCRT, proximity to Cape Cod Hospital and the medical Industry, arts & culture
(Cultural Center of Cape Cod). We are family friendly with inflatable park, mini-golf, bowling,
arcades, Pirate Museum, CCRT, outdoor recreation, so a lot to work with in branding.

7/26/2021 11:06 AM

55

We need de-growth in our country and in Yarmouth. It is simply not sustainable to keep
growing our economy, but protecting, stabilizing and thriving with the size we are. Yes, we
need to re-develop unsitely properties, but maybe more can become Open Space, Parks,
Organic Farms?

7/25/2021 5:23 PM

56

You do the above and you got it covered.

7/25/2021 4:35 PM

57

Lower our rates for TV/internet access through Comcast.

7/25/2021 11:52 AM

58

Do not continue to build housing projects in route 28. They do nothing to promote business and
tourism development

7/24/2021 2:35 PM

59

I feel seasonal tourism has tremendous benefits for us all, but is the community we want to
create more focused on attracting short term seasonal growth and sustainability or year round
growth and sustainability? I feel year round growth ultimately is in our best interest as it helps
businesses stay open longer, more jobs, more people spending, increasing town revenue. Also
provides a sort of safety net where as we don’t have to hope to have a great season in which
to generate revenue we have more of opportunity to do that year round.

7/23/2021 10:12 PM

60

A permit coordinator position for the Town would streamline permitting as well as create a
relationship between the town and private sector for business development. Also, if a
comprehensive plan is created to build a year round economy than that takes pressure off the
seasonality.

7/23/2021 2:21 PM

61

License another cable provider—-Comcast has a monopoly

7/23/2021 12:51 PM

62

I was disappointed to hear that Yarmouth had an opportunity to have an area like Great Woods

7/23/2021 10:51 AM
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in our town which would have brought wonderful entertainment and attract and business to our
business in town.
63

Time to upgrade everywhere. If you can't increase employment and businesses then Cape Cod
is going to be a dying dead place.

7/22/2021 10:04 PM

64

Make businesses accountable for cleaning up their eyesores. Perhaps find ways of town
helping businesses with their blight.

7/22/2021 6:01 PM

65

Encourage new agricultural -food production businesses.

7/22/2021 5:44 PM

66

No waste water

7/22/2021 4:30 PM

67

Encourage other internet providers to encourage competitive pricing

7/22/2021 4:16 PM

68

Provide training within the municipality departments on how to work with the private business
community to promote all the above.

7/22/2021 4:13 PM

69

The "red tape" permitting that towns require must be supported by adequate levels of
assistance with applications as well as adequate numbers of inspectors so that projects don’t
get lost in time and money. If it is too difficult to do things because of bureaucracy then
progress can’t be accomplished in a cost- effective way. A town can choose to encourage
growth and positive change or inhibit it.

7/17/2021 1:53 PM

70

Expanding and diversfying year round business opportunities in our community and making us
the premier destination on the cape for tourism with our beaches and by creating more of
village feeling with our commerece centers, outdoor dining options and quality hotels, less
motels.

7/16/2021 11:44 AM

71

Need competition for broadband. Why Comcast is allowed to have exclusivity here is not good
business practice at all. Don't know if there is a good relationship between muni government
and business community so could not answer that, but, based on watching selectmen
meetings and reading info, it probably does need to be strengthened.

7/16/2021 9:21 AM

72

Allow more businesses to enter the town and promote competition among business. Be more
flexible in allowing parking spaces and set backs. Case in point: In Dennis Mid-Cape Home
Center successfully kept major competition (Lowes) out thus keeping their prices and profits
high.

7/15/2021 9:34 PM

73

Lower taxes. I thought Yarmouth was owned by private businesses that don't really need
government intervention.

7/15/2021 4:39 PM

74

Focus on year round high paying jobs should be a priority for the town of Yarmouth. Without
year round younger adults living a working here, there will continue to be struggle led in hiring
for the seasonal jobs. Make hiring teenagers and college students a priority, so they want to
live and work here with great job opportunities.

7/15/2021 1:48 PM

75

Support streamlining of building permitting and hiring additional staff to avoid delays in
residential building projects and renovations!

7/14/2021 11:56 AM

76

Maintain/plant/beautify economic corridors. They are tired looking. I am almost ashamed to
drive 28.

7/13/2021 1:14 PM

77

Town wide free internet access so Comcast needs to maintain affordable internet services.

7/11/2021 3:13 PM

78

Become more business friendly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

7/9/2021 6:17 PM

79

High speed broadband alternatives are critical. Very few options at present.

7/9/2021 3:42 PM

80

Broadband is incredibly important - there's Comcast but no real alternative. Internet access is
an essential utility, we can no longer be held hostage to annual price increases. Attract
business and educational facilities associated with environmental activities, engineering
services, local food production.

7/9/2021 3:20 PM

81

need to relize real estate tax income vs business tax income. for Yarmouth.

7/6/2021 2:30 PM

82

Wire the whole town-every street- for fiberoptic or cable internet. It's critical if people are going
to work or study from home, and equally important for any new business.

7/4/2021 1:45 PM

83

While waste water and broadband are major factors for new development in Yarmouth, for
years our commercial base has been declining steadily. The Town should evaluate why that is.

7/4/2021 10:36 AM
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Look at the data and compare what changes have occurred that could relate to the decline.
Employee/seasonal housing is a major factor for almost every business struggles with. This
should definitely be addressed.
84

No one will want to vacation or tourist in Yarmouth when the streets will be dug up for 40 years.
No business in their right mind will locate here either. The SLAD septic system can be used for
commercial, housing, & office properties as well. At a projected cost of approx. $10K per home
installation + $2K for layout design engineering work: the town could pay for every home's
installation themselves utilizing the $200 million in 0% State loans promised the town, and
have some left over for the commercial properties. Who will want to retire to Yarmouth when
faced with the high & ever rising taxes & fees associated with the BIg Dig Sewer Plan. Time
the people in government thought outside the box for a change, put their thinking caps on, &
Earn their pay.

7/2/2021 9:11 PM

85

Shrink town government - Remember the last job you want to create is a Public sector job as it
costs the taxpayers money. Create private sector jobs and you grow the local economy Lower taxes is a great incentive to attract new businesses.

6/24/2021 9:57 AM

86

Our town is known for it being hard to have a business, start a business or promote a
business. It's time for that to change!

6/18/2021 4:48 PM

87

Please... we want more choices than just Xfinity.

6/18/2021 2:26 PM

88

more family oriented business and create a more "slick" and welcoming approach to tourism.
We need to take a page from Hawaii's book

6/17/2021 7:05 AM

89

Very interested in streamlining town sewers

6/16/2021 10:03 PM

90

It's all about the beaches. Make them impeccable. Use public-private partnerships to
incentivize making it happen.

6/16/2021 9:06 PM

91

Transportation friendliness.get the trains foe economic transit to work in outer cities and daily
commute..so yarmouth stay residential with commercial major activities staying outa quiet
yarmouth.why cant we hop the train with six graders to boston museum on any set day?cape
cod is a dream away from inner city boston kids.they think its a fantasy dreamland.on other
hand how many native cape codders ever seen nyc?we are cut off in boon docks.why keep
capecod remote.expose her to the world by rail ironhorse n promote wealth for her people to
travel to jobs.do u fear hobos coming to paradise?hope not.

6/16/2021 8:49 AM

92

Infrastructure (e.g., wastewater) in commercial corridors should be paid for (at least in part) by
businesses. This could perhaps be done by creating improvement districts.

6/15/2021 10:34 PM

93

The word promote is diluting this survey. It is too vague, promote existing strengths What are
the existing strengths!!!!

6/15/2021 9:48 PM

94

bring year round businesses to Yarmouth that are not tourist related-tech

6/15/2021 8:56 PM

95

Promote clean manufacturing to provide diverse job opportunities. Encourage and support
collective bargaining for workers.

6/15/2021 7:30 AM

96

VERY Important to improve route 28 and promote business growth on Route 28

6/14/2021 9:08 PM

97

Encourage businesses to install water and energy saving appliances and equipment.

6/14/2021 8:13 PM

98

Yarmouth should not do it alone with the wastewater system. We need more collaboration with
other communities - it's less expensive and it makes us all better neighbors - thus
communities.

6/14/2021 4:34 PM

99

Put a moratorium on building new storefronts until all old and empty spaces and dilapidated
buildings are re0laced and renovated.

6/14/2021 4:06 PM

100

Improve on what already exists.

6/12/2021 11:19 AM

101

This survey had unhelpful cross purposes so was difficult to answer: 'encourage
redevelopment to protect open space (6.)' It seems in Yarmouth business is looked taxed to
support unrelated ends, eg a 15% tax on short term rentals to create water quality initiatives,
or a higher bracket for business over more exempted residential real estate to pay for water
quality. Increasing the price of water might be a good place to look for money to support water.
Likewise to support business lower taxes and restrictions. Dennis Rt6A is cornucopia of
signage, murals, and wicket signs that are not allowed in Yarmouth. Goals: solar on every

6/11/2021 11:46 PM
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rooftop Unlimited giant plaster statuary on Rt 28 at least Continue sand castle art in the late
spring Incentivize unique businesses that make Yarmouth great: Parnassus Books, Talin
Bookbindery, Toly's Pizza, Jay Mart Gas Station, Penguins Igloo Ice Cream, and new ones
like The Music Room, and other creative businesses. Goal: town broadband and fiber optic.
Together, we could cut the Comcast cord
102

"Provide expansion of a broadband alternatives to improve internet access and facilitate
people working at home and for business attraction and retention." FIBER. PLEASE. start with
a fiber backbone down route 6. *the entirety of route six* from the bridge all the way to ptown.

6/10/2021 7:41 PM

103

Housing is very important. Young families cannot afford to live in our town anymore and
certainly will not attract people of average means to relocate to Yarmouth.

6/10/2021 1:54 PM

104

A lot of what I've seen of "redevelopment" and "revitalization" of economy and commercial
communities looks bland, generic, and corporate. I hope we can create a thriving year-round
business community using (and preserving) existing historic structures and historic-looking
revitalization that has charm, character, and trees.

6/10/2021 11:43 AM

105

Broadband is critical for business development. As is wastewater solutions.

6/9/2021 10:08 AM

106

Eliminate "Seasonal Tourism ".....

6/9/2021 7:11 AM

107

Yes, you dropped the ball with the Yarmouth Drive Inn Site. Having the movies and concerts
was one of the best things Yarmouth has done in 20 years, not renewing that contract was the
exact opposite of a town that is looking to promote seasonal business & entertainment. I am
so very frustrated that you denied Yarmouth of this experience for 2021 and they have moved
on!

6/8/2021 5:56 PM

108

Need more information (especially on 5-8)

6/8/2021 5:44 PM

109

Much of the growth and redevelopment we're hoping to achieve will come following the
wastewater infrastructure development. I'd be interested in knowing what our "current
strengths" are understood to be. I'm not sure I'm clear on that. I'm also unclear on how
broadband expansion helps create new business. More education is needed here.

6/8/2021 10:35 AM

110

Allow for marijuana businesses to operate in town - they will not have a negative impact on the
community (as evidenced by other community experiences) and will provide much needed new
tax dollars

6/8/2021 9:10 AM

111

Economic growth will happen when the wastewater system is completed.

6/8/2021 7:20 AM

112

If you go into any business on Cape Cod right now, you will notice Help Wanted signs in the
windows. Tourists are flocking to Cape Cod for the summer, but businesses cannot keep up
with demand because they do not have enough employees. This trend has been going on for
years and has only gotten worse due to the pandemic. The reason these businesses cannot
find staff is because there is a lack of affordable year-round housing for working class
residents. The tourism industry relies on low-wage employees, who cannot compete for
housing with wealthy tourists. In order to promote local economic growth, we must secure
access to housing for the demographics of people who make these businesses run. Attracting
residents who work from home for off-Cape companies should NOT be a priority when we
cannot house enough people to staff the mom and pop shops that make our town great.

6/8/2021 7:05 AM

113

do not have no alternative to Comcast. Needs to be competition to keep prices mangeable

6/8/2021 6:50 AM

114

I believe providing municipal wastewater is vital to the long term economic growth of our year
round economy.

6/8/2021 12:50 AM

115

Provide for incentives (grants? low interest loans? tax abatements, etc.?) to encourage
businesses to do facade improvements, aesthetic improvements, pedestrian improvements,
landscaping improvements, etc.

6/7/2021 10:05 PM

116

Business already has a strong influence on our town government and development. They don't
need more power. They need sensible design and development regulations.

6/7/2021 7:31 PM

117

none

6/7/2021 6:58 PM

118

Broadband for school kids. If kids don’t have a computer at home,?they should be given one.
Teachers are aware what kids need them, should not have to apply.

6/7/2021 6:45 PM

119

Focus on year round population. Seasonal population visitors should not be the focus of this

6/7/2021 6:25 PM
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Community Vision Project. We need to focus on year round businesses and residents.
120

Provide uniform building and renovation guidelines so our commercial corridor will look more
like Cape Cod instead of looking like all different kinds of architecture (I.e., like historic
Williamsburg where old and new alike are similar).

6/7/2021 6:17 PM

121

Again, redevelopment design needs to stay with the Cape Cod charm. You do not want to over
develop the area. We are already getting to the point of too much traffic year round. I'm for
attracting tourists, but I would also like to enjoy the beaches and other activities myself during
the summer. Redevelop our old areas before adding new developments.

6/7/2021 5:35 PM

122

Municipal wastewater system must focus on residential issues first.

6/7/2021 5:12 PM

123

Break from the cape cod Commission. It’s become a liability for any creative growth or
attracting new investment and an excuse for or so-called economic development staff to do
little.

6/7/2021 5:02 PM

124

open cape get it done. Have Cape wide franchise negotiation with Comcast, Would give more
leverage for better service.

6/7/2021 11:05 AM

125

Build out and support a community based free WiFi broadband with open cape

6/7/2021 9:29 AM

126

No

6/6/2021 6:35 PM

127

It appears that the town focus for commercial re development and improvement is Rt 28, which
is a suitable location. Rt 28 now is unattractive with too many tacky, abandoned and poorly
maintained buildings. The reliance on restaurants, bars, motels, and tourist junk shops will not
result in Yarmouth ever becoming the quality place we hope it will be. There are at least 3
distinct villages: 1) Lewis Bay, 2) Parker River, 3) Bass River. Where possible Rt 28 at these
locations should have a planting area between lanes. On each side of the roadway the town
should have a small pocket park with split rail fence, bench or two, and Cape Cod type
landscaping. Rt 28 should not be highly developed from one end to the other. The town should
make a concerted effort to convert some of the vacant lots and abandoned sites into green
space. This would give the small town feel. The drive-in site should be developed as a large
landscaped center with discrete parking on the off water side. The main focus should not be
income generating, but a place for local families to enjoy walking, picnicking, etc. The
advantages of promoting the Blue Economy with education centers and research and
development facilities is a better future for our community than bars, restaurants, motels, and
and over reliance on tourism.

6/6/2021 2:39 PM

128

Yarmouth has long been known as a town that is unfriendly to the small business community.
Some towns are very welcoming, Yarmouth chases businesses out.

6/6/2021 12:13 PM

129

Promote and encourage expansion of services and supply businesses to meet theneeds of
increased year-round population.

6/6/2021 9:18 AM

130

This is a great idea. Nobody wants to open a buisness or vacation near a homeless camp.
Make Yarmouth attractive to buisnesses and tourists year round, and the staffing will follow. If
buisnesses pay enough to employess, the staffing will follow.

6/5/2021 4:46 PM

131

Create a local "works progress Association" to support artists and craftsmen

6/5/2021 2:07 PM

132

STOP the wastewater treatment program using Yarmouth as the site - especially Bass River
Golf Course and Bass River itself. Bass River is clean and alive - fo not put it at danger with a
wastewater pipe for Yarmouth and OTHER TOWNS. Why does Yarmouth always have to be
the dumping ground? Have some pride and guts to say no! Plus stop the stupid boardwalk to
Seagull beach. It will only add more people to a fragile ecosystem.

6/5/2021 9:36 AM

133

Easier path is needed for residential farmstand permit.

6/5/2021 6:51 AM

134

Yarmouth’s section of route 28 is one of the least aesthetically pleasing on cape cod. Plant
more trees. Encourage more greenery.

6/5/2021 6:12 AM

135

I don't understand why the town has to be more than a lovely community. Yes we need
businesses but not every single empty space has to be filled with something. Wouldn't it be
nice to be known as the town with the small town community feel and not as the town with 25
mini golfs?

6/4/2021 4:14 PM

136

Make the regulations/permitting/licensing better for the LOCAL small time guy to start a
business. Affordable fees that allow anyone to follow their dream of starting a business. Too

6/4/2021 4:11 PM
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many high fees or ridiculous regulations do not facilitate this type of growth in our town.
137

More friendly way to get permits with the town for home renovations. This would allow people
to take care of their houses. The current permitting system is not friendly, and neither the staff.

6/4/2021 3:54 PM

138

Sewers are the key. All these ideas become easier.

6/4/2021 3:42 PM

139

In home technology education for seniors

6/4/2021 3:15 PM

140

Provide betterment for residential hockups

6/4/2021 2:27 PM

141

No.

6/4/2021 8:35 AM

142

Stop development and concentrate improving what exists. We don't need anymore
development. Improve existing buildings, parks. We don't need more buildings!! Ugh! Stop!!

6/3/2021 8:41 PM

143

Businseses can't function if we don't have affordable housing for employees to live in.

6/3/2021 3:22 PM

144

I know we rely on tourism, however, I think it would be better to have year round economy
based business.

6/3/2021 1:57 PM

145

I don't know what is meant by employment diversification-need more information in response to
#2. And my comment for #8 would be the questions surrounding the drive in site guy pulling
out. Was the town helpful in allowing him to promote family friendly events. I was extremely
disappointed that that happened and the town should have made accommodations to allow him
to continue with concerts and events.

6/3/2021 12:55 PM

146

Instead of focusing funds to attract more tourism, focus them on activities and town centered
events to retain and encourage young families to live and work here.

6/3/2021 12:54 PM

147

No

6/3/2021 12:36 PM

148

Keep property taxes at or near current levels. Do we have separate business and residential
rates? If not, they should be researched and probably implemented.

6/3/2021 12:30 PM

149

Prmoote, preserve and provide.

6/3/2021 12:10 PM

150

I think this is a good starting point.

6/3/2021 12:06 PM

151

There are far too many "DEAD" areas of broadband, and mobile phone reception in
YARMOUTH PORT, especially along the 6 A corridor, and about a mile north and south of the
6 A corridor. NEEDS to be improved IMMEDIATELY!

6/3/2021 12:05 PM

152

No overdevelopment

6/3/2021 12:02 PM

153

What is regulation to one is protection to another. Streamlining regulations is risky and should
be done after serious thought to whose protections are being reduced. Affordable broadband
connection needs to be accomplished.

6/3/2021 11:41 AM

154

Make rents more affordable so people can start family friendly businesses in town. With all the
empty storefronts obviously small businesses can't afford $1400-$2000 plus a month

6/3/2021 11:17 AM

155

Fair and equal rules for all businesses. During covid, some businesses violated the Board of
Health guidelines. Others did not and their businesses suffered. While some businesses were
ticketed more needed to be done to maintain fairness.

6/3/2021 11:11 AM

156

no

6/3/2021 10:57 AM

157

We can not grow and prosper on a "services" only economy and must attract "livable" wage
employment to keep and attract a younger generation. Streamlining "regulations" really is a
one by one review and must be done carefully because there is always some "jerk" that will do
something with total self interest and not community interest.

6/3/2021 10:43 AM

158

Technology-provide services and keep them upgraded as technologies change. Provide
assistance (education) to residents so everyone can use technology. Security - Be sure to
keep up with and hopefully go further than the hackers can spread their scams. Remember
that seniors CAN use technology, they just might need a little more help in learning it.

6/3/2021 10:41 AM

159

Rte 28 in Yarmouth still looks blighted and needs a strong makeover from Dennis to Hyannis,
with the full cooperation of business owners, with incentives, financial and otherwise.

6/3/2021 10:39 AM

160

No

6/3/2021 10:27 AM
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161

Too much focus on business must be balanced with growing environmental challenges. We’re
cleaning up bays and estuaries because of overdevelopment.

6/3/2021 10:19 AM

162

no

6/3/2021 10:13 AM
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8. CONNECTIVITY & MOBILITY
Q62 Preserve existing nature paths and trails.
Answered: 822

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.85%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.12%
1

Skipped: 98

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
9.98%
82

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
34.43%
283
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
54.50%
448

DON'T
KNOW
0.12%
1

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

822

4.42
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Q63 Promote traffic safety, and congestion and speed reduction.
Answered: 822

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.85%
7

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.92%
24

Skipped: 98

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.30%
134

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

37.10%
305

42.58%
350

0.24%
2
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822
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Q64 Promote traffic safety improvements, and pedestrian and bicycle
accommodations for MassDOT projects along Route 28 and Route 6A.
Answered: 820

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.20%
18

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.39%
36

Skipped: 100

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
18.54%
152

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
30.00%
246
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
43.05%
353

DON'T
KNOW
1.83%
15

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

820

4.09
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Q65 Promote easier and expanded access to the regional bus services
and ride share programs.
Answered: 822

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.82%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.96%
49

Skipped: 98

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
28.83%
237

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

33.58%
276

28.10%
231

1.70%
14
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Q66 Provide more pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure (i.e sidewalks, bike
lanes, and shared use pathways).
Answered: 821

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

3.17%
26

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
6.94%
57

Skipped: 99

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.26%
191

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
27.65%
227
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
37.76%
310

DON'T
KNOW
1.22%
10

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

821

3.91
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Q67 Provide connections between existing bike trails and destination
locations and infilling sidewalk gaps.
Answered: 816

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

3.06%
25

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
7.48%
61

Skipped: 104

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
23.53%
192

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
27.82%
227
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
37.01%
302

DON'T
KNOW
1.10%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

816

3.89
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Q68 Provide adequate funding for road maintenance and drainage
programs.
Answered: 820

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.73%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.59%
13

Skipped: 100

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
11.10%
91

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
45.61%
374
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
40.73%
334

DON'T
KNOW
0.24%
2

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

820

4.24
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Q69 Do you recommend any other connectivity and mobility goals?
Answered: 141

Skipped: 779

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Many bike riders do not follow proper safety. Education or signage or perhaps police
involvement might enhance safety and allow us to share our roads (I'm a frequent cyclist and
driver so I feel it on both ends).

8/6/2021 9:24 AM

2

Increase cyclist education and signage. Awareness about rules re bikes on sidewalk, traffic
rules for bikes, riding on wrong side of the road, etc. Orleans has signs: “walk left, ride right”

8/5/2021 11:22 PM

3

I am not in favor of the proposed bike path to cross the cranberry bog between Old Town Road
and Route 28, along West Yarmouth Road near Plashes Pond. That is a beautiful space
already, and the destination is what?

8/4/2021 4:21 PM

4

Cell service throughout town could be better.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

5

Make sure the traffic control light at Rt.28 and Sea View Ave. gets on the TIIFF

8/2/2021 4:11 PM

6

Continual maintenance of existing sidewalks and bike paths in town. Some are in very poor
condition and dangerous….especially along 6A with cracked pavement, foliage and litter.

8/2/2021 2:31 PM

7

Again South Street to Seaview Ave must have something to reduce excessive speeding.
Speed humps or more crosswalks and permanent caution signage to tell people kids and
beach goers are crossing SLOW DOWN! Especially near the bend at Mackenzie Rd. Very bad
there to cross on a blind curve. Do something before someone gets hurt!!

8/2/2021 9:27 AM

8

No

8/1/2021 7:44 PM

9

Listen to your villages for recommendations on this issue.

8/1/2021 7:26 PM

10

Improve separation of high volume auto centric corridors from neighborhoods and recreational
walking/biking corridors.

8/1/2021 5:51 PM

11

With sewers coming to route 28, town needs to make the entire roadway very pedestrian and
bike friendly. Huge opportunity! Needs a vision and a plan!!

8/1/2021 8:03 AM

12

Don’t destroy the charm & beauty of roads in the name of safety. Decrease speeds if
necessary & enforce speed limits.

7/31/2021 9:07 AM

13

Why not "provide" (that word again) adequate funding for maintenance of existing roads?

7/30/2021 8:39 PM

14

Great ideas to create access for all including the disabled.

7/30/2021 6:52 PM

15

It seems odd to me that when building the bike trail through Yarmouth someone didn't think
that getting to it would present a problem. NONE of the roads in Yarmouth today can
accommodate bikers. It is becoming more and more dangerous to drive, for fear of hitting
someone who knows they have the right of way and does not care if you have to go 25 mph for
miles because you can't get around them.

7/30/2021 6:35 PM

16

The roads in Yarmouth are a disgrace. Old Main street has a cover that trucks hit every time
they go over it and the noise is unbelievable.

7/30/2021 3:31 PM

17

A sidewalk on Center St. Many people walk with children/dogs along the road, and it gets busy
during the tourist season.

7/30/2021 3:31 PM

18

I believe bike riding should not be encouraged on either Rte 6a or Rte 28, they are already over
ingested especially in the summer and cause traffic delays

7/30/2021 3:24 PM

19

Leave 6A alone, as-is.

7/30/2021 2:50 PM

20

More sidewalks

7/30/2021 1:01 AM

21

Maybe some sort of trolley or tram like the CC National Seashore to bring people to the
beaches! The bike path safety crossing lights really need to be monitored closely as they

7/29/2021 11:24 PM
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seem to not function as well as they could and it’s concerning.
22

yarmouth should be promoting train service to and from the Cape from boston and or NY.

7/29/2021 5:46 PM

23

More bike travel lanes and more sidewalks to connect existing walkway

7/29/2021 1:24 PM

24

Biking is a key draw - and the expansion of the bike trail will help business develop - rentals,
restaurants - encouraging businesses to have bike racks for customers. Love the idea of
sidewalks for getting around - I am a biker and would not bike on Route 28 if it had a bike lane
- would be afraid - so would need to be sure safety is there. Have biked along 6A at 5:30 or so
in the summer doing a training ride and was so very scared - cars too close - and going fast at
that time of day.

7/29/2021 1:13 PM

25

No

7/29/2021 12:37 PM

26

Streamline existing public bus service so that is more convenient and easy to use

7/29/2021 8:31 AM

27

Continue to improve affordable, efficient and accessible public transportation traveling to and
from Cape Cod as well as from destination to destination on The Cape.

7/28/2021 9:38 PM

28

Improve beaches and beach facilities.

7/28/2021 8:35 AM

29

DON'T MAKE IT EASIER TO PROMOTE BICYCLES ON RT 28 AND RT 6A. THEY ARE A
DANGEROUS NUISANCE AND IT WILL GET WORSE IF WE CREATE CORRIDORS FOR
THEM ON THOSE ROADS.

7/28/2021 7:03 AM

30

Preserve our wild and outdoor spaces by expanding bike trail access along existing roadways.

7/27/2021 8:28 PM

31

Why would you even consider a bike lane on Rt 28? It can't handle the traffic currently. Putting
a bicycle on Rt 6 is not only dangerous unless of course you intend on destroying one of the
prettiest roads in the country. Expand the bike trails if your so inclined and encourage the use
of those trails. Think SAFETY!

7/27/2021 6:57 PM

32

Route 6A and many of the roads in Yarmouth cannot safely accommodate motorcycles, bikes
and cars. In the summer, it is extremely hazardous as all are vying for the same space on the
same roads. There should be some clearly marked streets where motorcycles and bicycles are
a danger to all involved.

7/27/2021 5:10 PM

33

More crosswalks to ensure safe crossing

7/27/2021 2:06 PM

34

Sidewalks/ running areas along 6A

7/27/2021 7:43 AM

35

No

7/26/2021 9:58 PM

36

Provide hike and bike connectivity to the beach. It’s shockingly bad now.

7/26/2021 8:50 PM

37

Continue bike trail development.

7/26/2021 8:46 PM

38

No

7/26/2021 8:14 PM

39

YES - construct MANY MORE ROTARIES to replace existing problematic intersections which
either may or may not already have existing traffic signals. Example: Exit 8 ramp intersections
with Station Ave. / Union St. Also, Union St & Rt. 6A intersection. The more small, trafficcontrolling rotaries, the better. They slow down straight-line traffic and better enable traffic flow
by allowing staggered entry with slowed traffic flow.

7/26/2021 6:39 PM

40

As DOT is poorly managed. Their motto is build and neglect. Any and all improvements need
routine maintenance and good oversight.

7/26/2021 4:55 PM

41

CRITICAL TO GET SIDEWALKS AND BIKE LANES ON 28 AND HIGGINS CROWELL TO
CONNECT TO RAIL TRAIL

7/26/2021 12:16 PM

42

I appreciate the use of wider sidewalks that allow for bike travel as well as walking and wheel
chairs. But, let's keep trails as non-paved, hard packed soil whenever possible.

7/25/2021 5:25 PM

43

Road maintenance is important! The size of these pot holes after the Winter can be
tremendous

7/23/2021 2:22 PM

44

I’d like to see more sidewalks in residential neighborhoods to avoid walking in the street.

7/23/2021 1:25 PM

45

Safe bike paths leading to public beaches and recreation areas

7/23/2021 12:48 PM
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46

Thank you for the bike trails

7/23/2021 10:53 AM

47

Dont even think a about putting bike paths in bogs.

7/22/2021 6:02 PM

48

Town (and region) should promote market for EV (electric vehicles) through fleet purchase.
CCRTA should also electrify fleet.

7/22/2021 5:47 PM

49

Once you improve the clubhouse at Bass River golf course and have a full restaurant service,
establish a sidewalk that connects Route 28 to Highbank Road and connecting neighborhoods.

7/22/2021 5:43 PM

50

No

7/22/2021 4:32 PM

51

Reduction of speed limits in neighborhoods. There appears to be little to no monitoring of
vehicle speed in areas other than main routes.

7/22/2021 4:31 PM

52

speed bumps/tables on high traffic roads to reduce high speeds

7/22/2021 4:16 PM

53

Number 2 above should include noise enforcement and reduction. There are a large number of
cars, truck and motorcycles which are extremely loud. They seem to be thumbing their nose at
the regulations. It is extreme in Yarmouth but not in other area towns. It detracts from the
environment.

7/19/2021 9:16 PM

54

Improve roads and help traffic control. Promote public transportation to decrease the amount of
cars on the road

7/19/2021 11:31 AM

55

AS a driver, I feel safer seeing the bikes on the side-walks, I would feel uneasy if there were a
lot of bikes along rt 28 or the very windy 6A on the roadways due to so many business
driveways and I find bikes may not always be as attentive. I Like dedicated BIKE Trails
embedded along natural corridors/wooded areas best personally-they are scenic too and cooler.
Provide a Bus service to aid those in need of transport to their work/shuttles.

7/19/2021 11:17 AM

56

Give the bicycles a way to travel that keeps them off the roads! Do not encourage bicycles on
narrow historic roadways that are unsafe.

7/17/2021 1:57 PM

57

We need sidewalks on some of our main streets: Extend sidewalk on one side of street along
Rte 6A from Union St to Dennis line - very dangerous stretch of road. Extend sidewalk from
Whites Path to Rte 6A on Union St. (Another dangerous street to walk along.) Decrease max.
posted speed on Rte 6A between Union St & Dennis line - currently 45 mph & very dangerous
near Peterson’s Market. This area is now thickly settled and speed limit should be 30 mph. If
speed not decreased, then a few signs of caution about side streets, pedestrians, & those
trying to exit driveways on rte 6A. Sections of 6A near Library have lower speed limits.

7/17/2021 11:32 AM

58

Rt 6a needs a sidewalk on at least one side for walkers and bikers, through the whole town and
beyond. It is scary and dangerous because of the narrowness of the roadway. I would also
endorse a few walkable nature paths from Rt 6A to the ocean.

7/17/2021 11:11 AM

59

I would like to see more sidewalks in our community. We appear to lack an adequate number
of sidewalks

7/16/2021 11:45 AM

60

#6 question is an example of what I said earlier - fix/enhance EXISTING situations prior to
adopting new goals and policies and projects. Enhance what we have FIRST, please. And, it is
entirely too dangerous and costly to try and build out bike paths on Rte 28 or Rt 6. Absolutely
ill-advised to take the main traffic route, already fraught with challenges and the inability of
people to get in and out of driveways and lots, and think you can build out bike paths. Let's
take care of what we have, enhance the parklands, trails, bike paths, beaches, clean them up,
promote them, first and foremost. We ARE a tourist destination for families already. People
know that. We need to enhance and publicize all we have outside of the hotels, mini golf, water
park, etc ...

7/16/2021 9:25 AM

61

always keep the tax payer in mind when proposing any new program.

7/15/2021 9:37 PM

62

Yarmouth hates pedestrians. That a problem that could be solved. To take a walk is, in many
places, risking one's life. Yarmouth is built for cars and not much else.

7/15/2021 4:41 PM

63

Public transportation needs to be improved. We need to find ways to reduce roadway
congestion while increasing mobility. People without a license or car need more availability to
get around. This includes people under the age of 16. There are age restrictions on using the
bus system which needs to be looked into.

7/15/2021 1:54 PM

64

Trim trees and bushes around road signs and street lights. These are terribly overgrown

7/13/2021 1:17 PM
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creating many safety hazards in town.
65

For all questions I expect the town will provide residents with ability to vote on changes and
what is best suited for our town

7/11/2021 2:24 PM

66

Parking areas with shuttle buses to beaches, the last two summers residents have been
turned away from local beaches due to parking issues. Biking on Rt. 6A or 28 is deadly so
biking to the beach is not really an option.

7/9/2021 3:22 PM

67

Yarmouth Port Village has been left out of any REAL improvements. Dangerous and awful
sidewalk, parking currently!

7/9/2021 11:21 AM

68

Bicycles should NOT be allowed on Route 6A!!!

7/6/2021 8:03 PM

69

Reduce speed limits on route 6A to 35 mph. Install sidewalks along route 6a for the safety of
pedestrians and bicyclists.

7/5/2021 1:28 PM

70

Connect rail trail to Rt 28 and to Barnstable. Increase bike racks at tourist attractions, parks, &
beaches.

7/4/2021 1:48 PM

71

Speed reduction is important, especially on 6A.

7/3/2021 12:42 PM

72

I am a big supporter of alternative transportation including bicycles, to reduce traffic and lower
emissions. But bicycles on 6A are a hazard. It seems like this is what the rail trail is for...and
without a bike lane on 6A, even though bicyclists have every right to be in traffic, I fear we will
see more accidents, especially in summer.

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

73

You've heard it before from me: Absolutely No Street Sewers under any circumstances - a
totally unnecessary proposed project.

7/2/2021 9:15 PM

74

Implement a plan for streetscape redesign on Rte. 6A in Yarmouth Port. Also, seek
opportunities for enhancing public parking options in that area. Suggestion: obtain parking
options on existing Dennis Partners lot and consider converting their old Cancer Consignment
building into a chamber of commerce facility with public restrooms open on weekends ...
especially during the summer months.

6/28/2021 11:50 PM

75

Open bike trails on interior parcels, not just along roadways.

6/28/2021 2:59 PM

76

The road maintenance is already paid for - you collect taxes for roads, spend it on roads don't
divert funds to other things - that's fraudulent - isn't it?

6/24/2021 9:59 AM

77

Our route 28 corridor is never going to change for traffic. It's been that way for decades, and
will always be the same. Any tourist spot along New England is the same. Again, those who
want to be here are well aware of it. We already have enough problems maintaining our existing
roads, there is no reason to build new ones.

6/18/2021 4:51 PM

78

Rte and 6A is a popular place to ride bikes, especially in the summer, but it is unsafe and
contests traffic. For those that live on the north side, it would be fantastic to have access to
the rail trail or bike lanes to travel on. I for one, work and live in yarmouth, and would love to
ride my bike to work without getting squashed.

6/17/2021 7:10 AM

79

not a big fan of bike lanes that reduce space for cars

6/16/2021 10:05 PM

80

Handicap ♿ access.

6/16/2021 8:50 AM

81

Adding bike lanes and connecting bike paths are nice to do. Not everyone bikes. How about
fixing sidewalks, improving the look and feel of yarmouth so people actually want to get out of
their car and walk around

6/15/2021 9:52 PM

82

Improve sidewalks along village 6A. Also create crosswalks along village 6A

6/15/2021 1:34 PM

83

Provide handicap access to beaches, to include special wheelchairs and ramps to go into the
water.

6/15/2021 7:33 AM

84

Reduce speeds on Station Avenue and more police patrol on station avenue. Especially now
that you are building another school here

6/14/2021 9:10 PM

85

Increase number of buses available

6/14/2021 4:08 PM

86

DO NOT ENCOURAGE BIKES on route 28 or route 6A !!!!

6/13/2021 2:43 PM

87

on the bike item - many - many riders are either plain dumb or feel entitled to the roads - they

6/12/2021 8:28 PM
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do not respect traffic light, stop signs etc or even the locations where there are 'flashing light''
they should activae to cross a road safely --nothing will be done about that issue til some one
is killed !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
88

Re-evaluate and enforce speed limits!! Educate public on proper rules of the road!

6/12/2021 11:22 AM

89

Do not improve biking on 6A. The rail trail provides central transit along Route 6 instead of 6A.
Or, and this is radical, make 6A bike or horse only. Goal: all seniors have access to easy
public bussing

6/11/2021 11:48 PM

90

"Provide more pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure (i.e sidewalks, bike lanes, and shared use
pathways)." we need a set of lights near my house. congestion is FUCKED in the summer and
the turn is dangerous. a sidewalk on the other side of the street too please. it's dangerous to
cross.

6/10/2021 7:43 PM

91

More car-sharing programs like Zipcar access to affordable ride-sharing would be a great way
to lessen the dependence on cars.

6/10/2021 11:44 AM

92

Develop a plan to encourage biking off route 6A with alternate routes and signage directing use
on existing and new bikeways.

6/9/2021 9:35 PM

93

Many thing are being done already, just could be made more effective/efficient

6/8/2021 5:46 PM

94

More education on nature paths and offerings in town is needed. Congestion on 28 is a real
issue. I'm not sure if it's a good thing for businesses or bad? Adding bike accessibility is a
good idea; it's becoming a destination activity for the Cape. Bus routes, particularly to the
senior center, need to be expanded (and seasonal work force). I'm not sure what "infilling
sidewalk gaps" means.

6/8/2021 10:39 AM

95

6A is an extremely popular route for cyclists, but it is NOT safe for bikes at all. Making a safe
bike route along 6A would improve public safety.

6/8/2021 7:43 AM

96

all important goals

6/7/2021 10:09 PM

97

I wish there were more sidewalks on main roads such as Huggins Crowell

6/7/2021 7:58 PM

98

none

6/7/2021 6:59 PM

99

Provide signs for nature trails and open space property which are.being preserved.

6/7/2021 6:50 PM

100

Already excellent bus service

6/7/2021 6:46 PM

101

Focus on year round population needs not seasonal bikers who do not follow traffic patterns riding the wrong way on one way streets.

6/7/2021 6:26 PM

102

Sidewalks are important for walkers and bicyclists should be encouraged to use the RR bike
path instead of dangerous 6A.

6/7/2021 6:21 PM

103

Improve Rt 28. Keep 6A the historic roadway it was meant to be. It's nice to have off road bike
paths and walking trails. Keep the walking trails natural. We don't need sidewalks everywhere.

6/7/2021 5:41 PM

104

Post better signage for pedestrians (side of road to walk/running), lowering speed limits on
local roads with dense housing, cutting off the speedways, e.g., Old Main. Install traffic lights
at problem areas (stop n shop, station ave., enforce or promote people to use the sidewalks
that we already have, making Rt 28 look more like a boulevard, adding turnoff(middle or exit)
lanes at problem areas like at Shaws.

6/7/2021 5:07 PM

105

Encourage bikers to follow rules of the road

6/7/2021 4:58 PM

106

Fix the potholes and roads in a timely manner

6/7/2021 3:50 PM

107

No

6/6/2021 6:57 PM

108

For a healthy Yarmouth acting on these 7 are EXTREMELY important. Our future economy will
depend on this. See previous comments.

6/6/2021 2:42 PM

109

Without staff to maintain all these added sidewalks and other multi-use/bike trails...they will
soon fall into disrepair as well. MaDOT has stopped mowing/maintaining the rail trail in
Yarmouth. The weeds are 3' high, the parking area has not been mowed this year or last year,
the edges of the trail get mowed one time a summer. Many other towns have taken it upon

6/6/2021 12:18 PM
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themselves to maintain their sections of the rail trail. The parking spaces lines are faded and
worn out, the handicap signs are faded and barely readable.
110

Drainage needs vast improvement on the roads.

6/5/2021 9:31 PM

111

Boston made its traffic worse with ridiculous bike lanes. Also, please don’t pave dirt trails,
people enjoy nature.

6/5/2021 4:48 PM

112

Bring FIOS to the Cape

6/5/2021 2:09 PM

113

bike path/sidewalk on Higgins Crowell road that connects to existing bike path. bike
path/sidewalk on Berry Ave to Lewis Bay, very busy and unsafe currently

6/5/2021 11:21 AM

114

NO boardwalk from 28 to Seagull Beach. Ecosystem is too fragile - nesting piping plovers,
marsh birds, fish, clam beds, etc.

6/5/2021 9:38 AM

115

Yarmouth need to own our road instead of the state. Route 6a needs major improvements to
pedestrian walking path and speed hump to reduce traffic speed. See Barnstable village road
sidewalk improvement as an example of what the whole of historic Yarmouth Port could be in
the future.

6/5/2021 6:53 AM

116

Encourage people to get out of theirs cars.

6/5/2021 6:13 AM

117

People do not use the side walks or bike paths when you build them. I see so many people
running or biking on the OPPOSITE side of where the big beautiful bike path or sidewalks were
built! Makes no sense. Or even walking in the road, when all they have to do is step up onto
the sidewalk!

6/4/2021 4:15 PM

118

Extend the bike path Westerly. Change some zoning around bike path parking areas to
accommodate limited food truck operations.

6/4/2021 3:47 PM

119

Production of speed in Residential areas I.e.captains village

6/4/2021 2:28 PM

120

No.

6/4/2021 8:35 AM

121

Crosswalks and sidewalks on 6A

6/3/2021 2:57 PM

122

There is so much traffic already adding bicycles to the mix on the road can be problematic.
Unless, they are licensed and insured. I've seen too many bikers cause near misses.

6/3/2021 2:00 PM

123

Enforce rules of road on 🚲🚴♂️🚵♂️

6/3/2021 1:18 PM

124

Disability access!!!!!!

6/3/2021 1:03 PM

125

Leave open spaces open. We've spent enough on the bike path. With that said, I'm constantly
having to avoid cyclists on 6A (very dangerous) and Route 28 (better but still dangerous).

6/3/2021 1:00 PM

126

Last question mentioned program for road and drainage programs. Several neighbors I see
blow leaves out into the road and a drain is just past our property. Education needed on why
not to do that. These are highly educated people who just don’t care. We all need to care.

6/3/2021 12:41 PM

127

Focused research on various state and federal grants to improve this area so as not to put
additional burden on taxpayers.

6/3/2021 12:30 PM

128

Enough with the bike trails. They don’t serve the actual community on a year round basis
(excluding summer), and continually erode our natural And beautiful spaces. There are enough
of them that have been developed already.

6/3/2021 12:25 PM

129

2-3 years ago Yarmouth started a program to educate bike riders. There are still a lot of
problems with bikers on the wrong side of the road and sidewalks. The program should be kept
and reinforced.

6/3/2021 12:17 PM

130

Bi-cycling is for recreation.

6/3/2021 12:11 PM

131

Not a fan of bike lane on rt. 28. I just think it would be dangerous. I would like to know more
about how it would be constructed

6/3/2021 12:10 PM

132

Although 6A is designated a bike path, it is DISASTROUS, with approximately 6-12" beside a
two lane highway with speeds up to 45 mph. Remove the Bike Path Designation from Rt. 6A to
provide for the safety for bikers. Put is elsewhere.

6/3/2021 12:07 PM

133

improved enforcement of speeding and littering laws. BAN the sale of "nip" bottles which litter

6/3/2021 11:52 AM
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our streets
134

Add a traffic light at Seaview and 28

6/3/2021 11:29 AM

135

Find a way to make the projects happen faster. The Parkers River bridge project seems like it's
taking an eternity to complete

6/3/2021 11:18 AM

136

no

6/3/2021 10:58 AM

137

Keep up and where possible, keep ahead of the latest connectivity and mobility goals. If we
get behind and can't provide services, people will go to towns that do.

6/3/2021 10:45 AM

138

I would like to see more bike trail connections but not at a risk of eliminating open spaces.

6/3/2021 10:42 AM

139

Residential roads look terrible, with the poor quality resurfacing done a few years ago.
Secondary roads, like Long Pond Drive, suffer as well, with the latest resurfacing already
deteriorating.

6/3/2021 10:41 AM

140

No

6/3/2021 10:28 AM

141

no

6/3/2021 10:14 AM
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9. RECREATION & ENTERTAINMENT
Q70 Preserve existing recreational programs and camps.
Answered: 815

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.10%
9

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.96%
16

Skipped: 105

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
19.63%
160

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
42.33%
345
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
33.87%
276

DON'T
KNOW
1.10%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

815

4.07
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Q71 Preserve existing parks, playgrounds, beach facilities, public golf
courses and conservation areas that offer walking, hiking and mountain
biking trails.
Answered: 816

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.37%
3

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.74%
6

Skipped: 104

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
7.84%
64

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
36.27%
296
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
54.66%
446

DON'T
KNOW
0.12%
1

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

816

4.44
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Q72 Preserve existing access to the water through public boat launches,
fishing piers, and beaches, and town ways to water.
Answered: 816

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.37%
3

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.10%
9

Skipped: 104

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
11.52%
94

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.54%
290
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
51.23%
418

DON'T
KNOW
0.25%
2

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

816

4.36
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Q73 Promote expansion of year round recreational opportunities including
exploring support for a central community center with possible indoor
swimming pool.
Answered: 817

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

6.00%
49

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
16.03%
131

Skipped: 103

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
26.81%
219

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
21.30%
174
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
28.27%
231

DON'T
KNOW
1.59%
13

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

817

3.51
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Q74 Promote entertainment options for young people. For example:
outdoor music festivals, dog shows, food trucks, and nightlife.
Answered: 816

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

4.29%
35

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
9.93%
81

Skipped: 104

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

30.02%
245

26.72%
218
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
28.06%
229

DON'T
KNOW
0.98%
8

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

816

3.65
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Q75 Promote expansion and protection of conservation areas and trails.
Answered: 813

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.48%
12

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
2.34%
19

Skipped: 107

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
13.65%
111

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.06%
285
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
46.99%
382

DON'T
KNOW
0.49%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

813

4.24
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Q76 Provide well-maintained recreational facilities and conservation trails.
Answered: 818

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.73%
6

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
0.86%
7

Skipped: 102

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
13.08%
107

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
40.22%
329
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
44.87%
367

DON'T
KNOW
0.24%
2

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

818

4.28
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Q77 Provide improved water quality to maintain our recreational swimming,
boating, fishing, and shellfishing.
Answered: 817

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

0.98%
8

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.47%
12

Skipped: 103

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
6.24%
51

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
28.03%
229
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
62.79%
513

DON'T
KNOW
0.49%
4

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

817

4.51
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Q78 Provide expanded recreational facilities.
Answered: 818

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

3.42%
28

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
9.66%
79

Skipped: 102

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
31.78%
260

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
31.17%
255
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
21.76%
178

DON'T
KNOW
2.20%
18

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

818

3.60
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Q79 Do you recommend any other recreation and entertainment goals?
Answered: 157

Skipped: 763

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Hate that golf courses were included with beaches and conservation areas… I want to see
natural cape land. Not acres of fake grass dedicated to one specific activity! Love the idea of a
community center. Support attracting young people but must be mindful of noise pollution.
Festivals, weekend events are one thing, but nightly concerts/shows (so-called drive-in) are
disruptive to everyone else and make our town trashy. No one comes to the cape to hear
music blaring past midnight.

8/5/2021 11:22 PM

2

A skateboard park like the one in Wellfleet would be well used. Staff is important.
Skateboarding is an Olympic sport now, and the kids love it. We oldsters have pickle ball, the
kids need something, which could go near the dog park.

8/4/2021 4:25 PM

3

Bass River Country Club could use an infusion of funds similar to what was provided to
BayBerry recently. Some vista pruning along the 16th and 17th holes would turn this course
into something 'special'. Make sure it's a simple process to expand outdoor seating
opportunities for our restaurants. Promote our Inns as interesting places for dining.

8/3/2021 10:52 AM

4

Parker River and Bass Hole boat basin and slips.

8/2/2021 12:02 PM

5

Reduce shore fishing in public or private beach areas and create areas just for fishing. Hooks
and lines get caught on rocks and cause children to possibly get hooked by accident

8/2/2021 9:32 AM

6

No

8/1/2021 7:46 PM

7

Promote your villages. Their suggestions and leadership will raise the quality of all recreational
and entertainment activities across the Town.

8/1/2021 7:29 PM

8

Town has great recreational venues that it needs to maintain (but not expand).

8/1/2021 5:53 PM

9

Most people come to Yarmouth to recreate. Beaches, golfing, biking etc. To have fun. Make it
a priority.

8/1/2021 8:07 AM

10

stop giving the seasonal people the power to stop events and activities due to noise
complaints etc….they don’t live here year round and shouldn’t complain about an activity the
town has approved. they ruin expansion and are a blight on locals. something also needs to be
done about the crazy traffic jams people cause at coffee places and how rude tourists are
when they are not the priority. focus on locals and not tourists. we live here they do not.

8/1/2021 7:56 AM

11

Consider the impact of outdoor activities on surrounding neighborhoods. Respect the
neighborhoods.

7/31/2021 9:10 AM

12

Stop dense housing which makes pollution and litter. Create safe and STRUCTURED activities
for youth. Mountain biking is a great idea!

7/30/2021 6:53 PM

13

Seems like some redundancy in this group

7/30/2021 6:37 PM

14

Is this entire section about the planned development by the river? Maybe you should be more
clear about that. Food truck festivals bring too many people, lots of trash & an amazing
amount of rats.

7/30/2021 6:34 PM

15

I think we have some good facilities but I do know climate change and rising tides may make
preserving all waterways may be difficult

7/30/2021 3:26 PM

16

We don't need MORE facilities to pay for and maintain. Let people get OUTSIDE and enjoy the
outdoors. Enough of this indoor expansion. STOP paving over everything for more parking to
be inside to play.

7/30/2021 2:16 PM

17

Maybe a YMCA? Or an Intergenerational Community Center like Harwich. Is this survey going
to the youth also?

7/29/2021 11:26 PM

18

Young people need places to go where they can be creative, social and have a variety of

7/29/2021 4:37 PM
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activities available. So preserving what we have is important, but there seem to be less
offerings now that ever, so creating more and better programs is important too.
19

Community Preservation grant money and high quality management of the Cultural Center in
South Yarmouth is a winning combination as well as a role model for any "central community
center" initiatives. N.B. how many times the CP surtax and a well run CP Committee
contribute to the quality of life in our town (FYI -- I'm not a member of the CPC but I am well
familiar with the good work that group has done over time)

7/29/2021 3:02 PM

20

Live music at bass river beach with shuttles and larger municipal parking lots for events to
promote shuttle use to off site events

7/29/2021 1:25 PM

21

Attracting people to the cape is key - so improving access to beaches - facilities is important.
Other towns have beach shuttles - may be a consideration for Yarmouth. Community pool
sounds nice - but we have the Y - would that be redundant?

7/29/2021 1:15 PM

22

No

7/29/2021 12:40 PM

23

# 6 is two different questions. #9 A central library would be great if it were combined with a
recreational facility such as a world class indoor pickleball facility and room for commercial
space for a coffee shop or lunch restaurant.

7/29/2021 9:57 AM

24

Expanding the

7/28/2021 4:51 PM

25

Youth community center like in Barnstable and a Skate Park added to Flax or Sandy Pond
similar to Chatham/Sandwich/Hyannis

7/28/2021 1:49 PM

26

A pool would be great.

7/28/2021 10:46 AM

27

Recognize the importance of golf courses as open spaces. Golf courses and parks both
support physical activity and open space

7/27/2021 10:19 PM

28

We need a community facility with an indoor pool that has programs for families and children.

7/27/2021 9:51 PM

29

Municipal pool for swim team and use at all age levers.

7/27/2021 9:06 PM

30

Preserve our outdoor spaces for all legal and ethical recreational purposes including hiking,
walking, biking, hunting, and fishing.

7/27/2021 8:32 PM

31

I'm not sure if this is the way it works...but a seasonal resident should not be able to rent a
boat slip at a town marina before a year-round resident. Year-round residents should be given
preference...if that's not already the case.

7/27/2021 7:03 PM

32

There are plenty of activities in our town. Last year residents were unable to use the beaches
we paid for a parking sticker to and we're going to expand recreation. How about we work on
honing what we already have.

7/27/2021 7:00 PM

33

Rake the beaches more. Other towns do a better job.

7/27/2021 6:58 PM

34

Stop charging seniors for beach stickers. Gray's beach prime example. We pay enough in
taxes.

7/27/2021 3:09 PM

35

Specifically recreation for adults with disabilities

7/27/2021 2:08 PM

36

No

7/26/2021 10:00 PM

37

The trail system in the center of town is a gem and is one of my favorite parts of town. It would
be great to expand trail access all the way from there into Hyannis. It’s really close and would
require cooperation with Barnstable but would be a great asset. It would also be great to
promote the fact that the trails access destinations like Dennis Pond and Sandy Pond, and
add some directional signage, rather than having that be a quirky hidden thing.

7/26/2021 8:57 PM

38

Love the bike trails.

7/26/2021 8:51 PM

39

No

7/26/2021 8:15 PM

40

Again: Yarmouth south middle beach, little to no maintenance is an example of management of
town facilities.

7/26/2021 4:58 PM

41

Be concerned about deterioration of Lewis Bay.

7/26/2021 4:43 PM

42

First priority - take care of what we have . Parks on rt 28 need TLC (near capt parkers, the mill

7/26/2021 4:00 PM
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near Salvation Army.). Looks terrible abs leaves bad impression with visitors.
43

Make sure all town ways to water have the proper signage

7/26/2021 3:30 PM

44

Make better use of the Yarmouth Drive In property for more outside concerts!

7/26/2021 12:22 PM

45

With all the other infrastructure projects currently being considered (wastewater, library,
recently completed DPW Building), the expense of a community center may not be something
we want to take on right now.

7/26/2021 11:09 AM

46

canoe/kayak access off town owned parcels along Route 28 in W. Yarmouth, perhaps lease to
a company renting such watercraft. AND build the Drive-In recreation area and boardwalk to
Seagull

7/26/2021 9:01 AM

47

Replicate the very successful pickleball program at Flax Pond at a more resident/tourist
centered south shore location such as the unused rear of the resident beach parking area.

7/26/2021 7:19 AM

48

A year-round sports complex

7/24/2021 6:37 PM

49

I think making our community more year round friendly is paramount and giving people
enjoyable things to do, does that and keeps them engaged in the community as well as
attracts potential new year round residents.

7/23/2021 10:17 PM

50

For multi-generational ideas, consider an ad-hov committee? In regards to option 5, on behalf
of all young people and as an animal lover, a dog show is not considered a young person
entertainment option that is a niche industry... Food trucks are trendy among young people
currently, but there are a lot of benefits of having them for all generations.

7/23/2021 2:25 PM

51

More neighborhood parks within walking distance to areas with lots of year round families to
bring our children to.

7/23/2021 1:27 PM

52

Provide a family atmosphere with little cost recreation in town to help keep the family unit
together.

7/23/2021 10:57 AM

53

Promote DYHS arts and entertainment programs.

7/22/2021 5:49 PM

54

Again - make golf course facilities more attractive to residents and seasonal visitors! Use the
current licensing for entertainment to the fullest extent possible. If you build it, and promote it,
they will come!

7/22/2021 5:47 PM

55

Definitely not

7/22/2021 4:32 PM

56

Maintain Rte 6A as is. Plans to widen the road should be discouraged.

7/22/2021 4:18 PM

57

Occupational Therapy has its Roots in Play-This is how we first Learn and continue to Learn
throughout our lives and support our Health and Quality of Life. Through the active use of our
Whole Selves: Mind*Body *Spirit we grow and thrive. Yarmouth is such an attractive town and
Happy town when we care for our Whole Health/Whole Selves and PLAY! I would LOVE to see
a vibrant Community Center with indoor swimming for folks year round, an indoor walking track
due to all the wind/rain/weather and extensive Wts. area. I would be happy to be part of this
dynamic venture and provide a hub for connection and more diversity, inclusion, intergenerational activities and even Art and Cultural Projects, lectures, music and dance
performances. WE could do a lot of dynamic offerings together. It would assist Year rounders
to not feel as isolated and also help to deter MH, Physical health, Substance abuse, domestic
issues and other issues r/t disconnection/stress. Jill Geller, OTR/L, Cert. Yoga Instructor ,
Cert. Aerobics Instructor, Rehabilitation Specialist, Trauma Certified, Garden enthusiast,
naturalist and animal lover. jillgeller@comcast.net 51 Maine Ave., West Yarmouth, Ma 02673

7/19/2021 11:32 AM

58

Outdoor entertainment may be attractive to some businessmen, but it can be a noisy and
disturbing nightmare for nearby neighborhoods. Don’t think that annoying people in their homes
is acceptable or a good way to encourage tourism.

7/17/2021 2:00 PM

59

Only if they are not too costly

7/17/2021 8:02 AM

60

A dog park

7/16/2021 11:46 AM

61

Take care of what we have, first. Show us, with a study and robust survey, that we need to
build "central community center with possible indoor swimming pool" - year-round residents
need services - how high would THIS be on a priority list AFTER you survey townspeople?

7/16/2021 9:28 AM
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How high is this priority and, if it is , please show the residents HOW this info was collected to
show it is a priority (and not a pet project).
62

Anything that costs additional tax money should have more serious discussion.

7/15/2021 9:41 PM

63

Yarmouth is in dire need of a few more mini-golf courses and motels. A few car dealerships
might help, and, of course, a few more bars and liquor stores. A decent restaurant or two might
be nice.

7/15/2021 4:44 PM

64

Community center is very important. For the young and old and in between .

7/15/2021 4:22 PM

65

The recreation department could rent busses and offer trips to different activities, Roger
Williams Park Zoo, Boston Museum of Science, Boston Children’s Museum, go to a show in
Boston or Providence, a day trip to Salem, MA and more. The rec department and the senior
center could offer trips to the casinos.

7/15/2021 2:05 PM

66

Making Grays Beach a sticker parking only beach was a low blow. Heinous. Despicable. Boo
hiss. Shame on you.

7/14/2021 4:09 AM

67

Think need to look at the fact that electric bikes are now taking over the rail trail and that
bikers do not follow the rules( notifying walkers they are passing on the left, use trail to speed
by) and dog walkers leave waste on the trail, be it in bags or not. There needs better signage in
parking areas for trailheads giving trail rules.

7/13/2021 8:42 PM

68

KEEP THE DRIVE IN. WE DON'T NEED ANOTHER PARK

7/13/2021 1:19 PM

69

Like the idea of a community center, with swimming. Must have a reasonable cost for a local
resident.

7/11/2021 3:17 PM

70

Make Gray's Beach a resident-only beach.

7/9/2021 3:44 PM

71

Resident young people should have access to community activities and a community center.
Nightlife, music festivals, etc. tend to be a abused by visitors and become a cost to the town.
Food trucks at beach areas, baseball games, and town festivals are a great option .

7/9/2021 3:26 PM

72

Increase planning and monitoring of water quality and pollution control in ponds and lakes

7/5/2021 11:04 AM

73

Plan now for use of coastal zones that will be flooded in the future. Plant saline-resistant
plants now. Evaluate all of our forest areas, and select the best one or two areas that will be
declared as preserves, where we will encourage the development of very large, old growth
trees-the best way of sequestering carbon

7/4/2021 1:54 PM

74

Dredge Bass Hole

7/4/2021 10:04 AM

75

take care of existing facilities!

7/3/2021 4:02 PM

76

Indoor training facilities

7/3/2021 10:32 AM

77

1. Ban hunting on all conservation lands. It is simply unfair that hunting can occur 6 days a
week in these recreation areas, especially when the vast majority of Mass. residents (more
than 90%) do not hunt! The allocation is all wrong. 2. Stop using chemical herbicides and
pesticides on golf courses, and do not prioritize them. They use a lot of water. Convert
maintenance equipment to electric to reduce emissions and noise. 3. Dennis Pond
discriminates against people who do not have children. I am aware this is an issue of how it
was deeded to the town, but if it were deeded to exclude other groups, would that stand? I
think it should be resident-only and perhaps have strict rules about noise, etc. to keep its quiet
character. 4. The Rod & Gun Club creates a noise nuisance for surrounding neighborhoods. It
is a relic of the wrong kind! Would be a perfect site for affordable housing and that would be a
win-win--no more gunshots and much-needed housing!

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

78

If your aim is to improve the "water quality to maintain our recreational swimming, boating, and
shellfishing": by menas of installing street sewers - then this "goal" is "Not at all important".
Install the SLAD systems in the backyards and achieve in 10 years or less what the street
sewer/batch plant will never accomplish in 50 years. Study the SLAD systems from the
University of Indiana, & UMass/Dartmouth: both of whom have developed their own proven,
effective systems for nitrogen & phosphorous removal

7/2/2021 9:22 PM

79

Increase number and frequency of low cost or free Family friendly events like outdoor movie
night, local musical artists at the beach (evening), historical walks with kid friendly activities,
etc.

7/1/2021 9:13 AM
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80

Convert the Mattacheese/ Small school complex into a community/senior center - with
recreation, senior and community programs similar to Harwich and Barnstable.

6/28/2021 5:53 PM

81

Not enough access for fishing

6/24/2021 10:01 AM

82

This community, along with Dennis, would completely benefit from a recreational facility like
the one in Hyannis. We have so many families who would benefit and so many elderly who
would also benefit from such.

6/18/2021 4:54 PM

83

More activities for youth and families. We need to grow this population

6/17/2021 7:12 AM

84

seems like we have sufficient recreation facilities

6/16/2021 10:07 PM

85

I was proud of Yarmouth for hosting the drive-in last summer and bringing relevant music to the
community. For once, I didn’t have to leave the Cape to see current bands.

6/16/2021 3:54 PM

86

Save the youths.they fly out from the cape nest and never return.make a youth friendly cape
with more youth activities.they are our future.dark road on capecod future.they have little youth
empowerment.means cape cod future is dark.talk all u want to chat.without babies n youths n
a zero birth rate brings dark future..you all know what attracts youth n young people our future
presidents.remember the cape was a BREEDING GROUND FOR
WISEMEN.POLITICIANS.CHIEF OF STAFFS.BECAUSE THESE YOUTHS
SWIM..SAILED..FISH..EAT.ENJOY CHILDHOOD SAFELY IN FAMILY ORIENTATED WAY
OF LIFE.TODAY ITS VAPING N DRUG CULTURE.NONE OF THE ABOVE

6/16/2021 8:57 AM

87

During covid the yarmouth drive in property opened. Was it successful? Did it drive business in
yarmouth I assume it was for young people which is terrific, is that what yarmouth is looking to
become or do we leave that to hyannis??? Again part of the overall plan that doesn't exist

6/15/2021 9:59 PM

88

Explore affordability options for low income and marginalized populations. Make schools
community schools and offer recreation programs in existing buildings. I have lived in
communities where Rec department included before and after school care.

6/15/2021 8:58 AM

89

#9. What type of recreational/entertainment goals is important to consider. We are a small
place - avoid land consumption and maintain village atmosphere.

6/15/2021 8:56 AM

90

Provide clean and safe public bathrooms. Also water filling stations.

6/15/2021 7:35 AM

91

Preserve the beauty of Yarmouth. No nightlife needed.

6/14/2021 9:13 PM

92

Stop dog crap and tobacco use on our beaches.

6/14/2021 6:21 PM

93

These projects should be focused for a younger population. We NEED to promote and provide
services for families!

6/14/2021 4:37 PM

94

More year round social programs for teens and young adults

6/14/2021 4:09 PM

95

- A town center with small shops, restaurants, and sidewalks - Local outdoor concerts Outdoor art shows (The cultural Center is too expensive) - Craft Fairs - Festivals

6/14/2021 1:36 PM

96

what camps ?? besides Greenough?

6/12/2021 8:30 PM

97

Dog park on north end

6/12/2021 11:24 AM

98

6. expansion and protection are contradictory here. Goal: STOP converting open space to so
called recreational facilities. The goal, or priority, in Yarmouth should be the preservation of
recreation afforded by open space. Therefore a built environment is less important than a
natural one, or equally good, uncreated one.

6/11/2021 11:52 PM

99

i don't consume mind altering substances like coffee, alcohol, or weed, but it would help with
the image of the town if we permitted a recreational weed shop.

6/10/2021 7:45 PM

100

Development of a multi use community center

6/10/2021 12:55 PM

101

Annual Christmas Tree Bonfire on the beach with live fiddle music; more adult-oriented
Halloween activities.

6/10/2021 11:48 AM

102

Convert Mattacheese Middle School into a Community/ Rec. Center.

6/9/2021 12:35 PM

103

Yes - outdoor events as year-round as possible, but especially spring- summer -fall.
Community center - YES!!! indoor gym for kids in the winter. GOLF COURSES - should be

6/9/2021 10:12 AM
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partnering with the middle and high schools more. Offer Free or drastically reduced
membership for kids to encourage the next generation of golfers. This is CRITICAL and so
doable. Please do this.
104

Free Beach Stickers for year round residents.

6/9/2021 7:15 AM

105

Again we had all of this with the Movies/Concerts at the drive inn location during 2020!

6/8/2021 5:58 PM

106

Expand recreational opportunities for all young people, some parents who work in our town are
not able to have their kids participate in activities because of transportation to and from these
activities.. How about offering a service to help transport these kids and also offer more
financial support for families that can’t afford the activities

6/8/2021 5:43 PM

107

Need to dredge Gray's Beach in order to provide boat access at times other than high tide.

6/8/2021 1:37 PM

108

I tend to feel that we have too much golf in town, public and private. It's an incredibly costly
offering. Aside from Covid, golf was declining and it was difficult for our courses to break even.
If we're going to maintain two and a half courses, I'd like to see a real investment at Bass
River. It's a premiere location. A state of the art clubhouse should be built. And if the town
can't do that, then we should lease the operation out to a private vendor who can. The draw
would help local restaurants and hotels as well as provide a venue for weddings and larger golf
tournaments. The development of a youth center is long overdue and would be a significant
draw for the town. Combining that with library and a new senior center gives a huge
intergenerational opportunity. West Yarmouth is under served in recreational opportunities.
Development of Sandy Pond should proceed. The new drive-in site sounds like a nice fit for
the youth centered activities that you speak of.

6/8/2021 10:47 AM

109

Partner with Dennis on indoor rec building

6/8/2021 9:16 AM

110

An affordable town-owned campground would be really fun. A large, safe laser tag facility
would be nice for local teens, considering that the laser tag option in Hyannis closed.
Affordable paddle boarding and kayaking might be popular.

6/8/2021 7:52 AM

111

Everything goes back to wastewater. Having a system will clean nitrogen from our bodies of
water. Bass Hole should have free access. What is the message to visitors to spend $20 to
walk on the boardwalk during the day?

6/8/2021 7:23 AM

112

Expand boat mooring and boat launch facilities on the north side of Yarmouth. As the only boat
launch facility on the North side, Gray’s beach is inadequate and dangerous and is in
desperate need of dredging.

6/8/2021 6:27 AM

113

Can we work with neighboring towns to share beach access among residents of these towns

6/7/2021 10:11 PM

114

Expansion of water access for recreational boating

6/7/2021 8:00 PM

115

none

6/7/2021 7:00 PM

116

Expand pickle ball. Promote & inform about trials. Take advantage of the Yarmouth drive inplan more music festivals.

6/7/2021 6:50 PM

117

Golf courses are supposed to be enterprise zones and should not be bailed out by the town. If
a course is not making money, perhaps there is a better use for the land.

6/7/2021 6:24 PM

118

One beach pass for ALL of Cape Cod. Towns could charge their own fee for a resident's pass
and an additional Fee would be paid for access to ALL Cape Cod beaches. The additional fee
would be split between all towns on Cape Cod. Each town would then see an increase in
income not only from the Fee but the additional spending that would be seen from the
additional beach goers. One car can only be a one beach at a time. It would open a path for a
more diversified day at the beach - all summer long..

6/7/2021 5:53 PM

119

Get the drive in project done

6/7/2021 5:15 PM

120

Promote safe and friendly boating by finding a nonprofit to teach basic boating and etiquette,
and rewarding the graduates with a free dinner somewhere. Boating in
Bassriver21@comcast.net a River and in the Sound is increasingly dangerous, overcrowded,
and abused by people who don’t know the rules. No good when the harbor master pulls you
over after the fact. Need to educate boaters in advance and make them feel like they live here
too.

6/7/2021 5:10 PM

121

Allow dogs on the beaches all year. There is not reason that this group of residents should be

6/7/2021 4:26 PM
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forced off the beaches during the summer. You could allow dogs on the beaches after 5 pm
and early morning which would stop penalizing dog owners.
122

Create more moorings, waitlist is ridiculous

6/7/2021 3:51 PM

123

Designate Windmill beach as “resident only” to preserve its tranquil ambiance. Also, prohibit
smoking there as well.

6/7/2021 8:03 AM

124

No

6/6/2021 6:58 PM

125

The town needs more conservation land, both wetland and upland areas with walking trails. In
general Yarmouth has not protected enough beachfront and should try to purchase additional
land for drinking water safety and low impact walking trails.

6/6/2021 2:46 PM

126

Have staff to maintain what you have before adding more

6/6/2021 12:21 PM

127

Let restaurants on 28 and Station Avenue run live music outside longer during the season!

6/5/2021 9:32 PM

128

more athletic fields plz

6/5/2021 9:27 PM

129

I believe this is where the majority of your vision should be focused. A community center
would be amazing. Make Yarmouth attractive to residents and visitors.

6/5/2021 4:50 PM

130

Set up an internet cafe for teenagers

6/5/2021 2:10 PM

131

Question 8 is a trick question where if you answer “yes” the town takes that as permission to
go forward with the wastewater treatment plant.

6/5/2021 9:42 AM

132

Reduce “sign pollution” at town beaches. Too many signs say same thing.

6/5/2021 6:15 AM

133

How about doing what Dennis does and charging those that don't live here year-round but own
property to pay more for the "residential beaches" and the dump? They do not contribute every
day to our community. Yes they pay Real Estate taxes but what about every day life. No
benefit to live here year-round.

6/4/2021 4:18 PM

134

Re-purpose old buildings that are ugly and no longer in use for new recreational areas. Please
do not clear anymore land to bring these new recreation services. We should be using what we
have.

6/4/2021 4:17 PM

135

The repurposing of existing town owned space for use by these groups should be exhausted
before consideration of building any new space.

6/4/2021 3:50 PM

136

No.

6/4/2021 8:36 AM

137

Finish drive in project with band stand for concerts

6/4/2021 7:24 AM

138

Improve on what exists. No new buildings or taking down trees.

6/3/2021 8:47 PM

139

I suggest to bring live parks via like a safe zoos and museums that tell of Cape Cod old old
historiies especially our wonderful historic history!

6/3/2021 6:04 PM

140

manage ticks

6/3/2021 3:56 PM

141

Designate one pond for dog access

6/3/2021 2:59 PM

142

More farmers markets, especially ones that are open till October.

6/3/2021 2:02 PM

143

Environment office should get out of trucks and enforce bylaws on beaches.

6/3/2021 1:21 PM

144

We have plenty of community events (Seaside Festival, etc) and could use the existing area
for other events/recreation.

6/3/2021 1:03 PM

145

Increasing tourism increases events for community residents. All in favor for both. Art Events,
Festivals, Museum, and Fairs outdoors with some indoor but more than a farmers market and
is highly encouraged.

6/3/2021 12:47 PM

146

Please preserve our open spaces before we become an overdeveloped suburb like most of
eastern Massachusetts. Focus on beach tourism for Yarmouth and quality of the beaches.

6/3/2021 12:29 PM

147

Many private waterfront properties have installed fences below the high water mark Its illegal
and prevents walking on the beach including private property which is our right.

6/3/2021 12:23 PM

148

Indoor pools are wonderful for residents of all ages. I just don’t think we can afford one at this

6/3/2021 12:19 PM
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time. Bring back that summer kickoff week..... I know so many people rented that week to
take advantage. We loved plain air painting, ice cream social, movie on beach, cc salties
fishing clinic.... so many great activities. The sand trail is a tradition for so many families. How
about Yarmouth info booths at the beaches? Or a traveling SUV with handouts?
149

Let the private businesses provide recreational opportunities, do not compete.

6/3/2021 12:17 PM

150

Improve the restaurant and entertainment of Town golf courses to take better advantage of
facilities and views ...... especially of Bass River

6/3/2021 11:54 AM

151

Yes to the pool and live music opportunities!! That would be wonderful!

6/3/2021 11:19 AM

152

We currently fill the pickle ball courts at Flax Pond. Would like to see 8-10 more permanent
courts.

6/3/2021 11:00 AM

153

I would love a town community center that offers year round activities, health screening, adult
ed etc. for all.

6/3/2021 10:45 AM

154

Undecided about activities directed at young people with so much going on in the summer all
over the Cape. I think people stay here because the motels are cheaper, and they go
elsewhere for entertainment.

6/3/2021 10:42 AM

155

No

6/3/2021 10:29 AM

156

no

6/3/2021 10:15 AM

157

Splash pad playground family centered

6/3/2021 10:05 AM
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10. EDUCATION & LEARNING
Q80 Preserve the availability of a variety of educational opportunities
provided by public, private and religious institutions.
Answered: 805

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.99%
16

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.47%
36

Skipped: 115

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
25.84%
208

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.53%
286
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
29.94%
241

DON'T
KNOW
2.24%
18

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

805

3.89
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Q81 Preserve high quality vocational training at the Cape Cod Regional
Technical High School.
Answered: 809

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.11%
9

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.11%
9

Skipped: 111

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
10.88%
88

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
34.49%
279
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
51.30%
415

DON'T
KNOW
1.11%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

809

4.35
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Q82 Promote a balanced working relationship with our educational
partners.
Answered: 805

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.37%
11

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.74%
14

Skipped: 115

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
17.76%
143

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
40.62%
327
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
33.29%
268

DON'T
KNOW
5.22%
42

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

805

4.08
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Q83 Promote expansion of educational opportunities for all ages.
Answered: 807

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.49%
12

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.20%
42

Skipped: 113

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
24.04%
194

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
37.55%
303
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
30.11%
243

DON'T
KNOW
1.61%
13

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

807

3.91
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Q84 Promote educational vacations (arts, marine, eco-tourism).
Answered: 808

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

3.59%
29

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
10.77%
87

Skipped: 112

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
30.45%
246

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
31.44%
254
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
20.79%
168

DON'T
KNOW
2.97%
24

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

808

3.57
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Q85 Promote better integration of the schools into the overall
community with after school programs and adult education.
Answered: 808

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.86%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
4.46%
36

Skipped: 112

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
27.72%
224

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.64%
288
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
27.60%
223

DON'T
KNOW
2.72%
22

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

808

3.85
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Q86 Provide continued educational programming for seniors through the
Senior Center.
Answered: 808

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.73%
14

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.82%
47

Skipped: 112

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
27.35%
221

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
38.37%
310
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
25.99%
210

DON'T
KNOW
0.74%
6

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

808

3.82
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Q87 Provide continued arts and educational programs at the Cultural
Center of Cape Cod, Historical Society of Old Yarmouth, and similar
institutions.
Answered: 804

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.87%
15

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
5.60%
45

Skipped: 116

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
26.24%
211

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
35.57%
286
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
29.48%
237

DON'T
KNOW
1.24%
10

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

804

3.86
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Q88 Provide improved educational standards and quality infrastructure in
our K-12 public schools in an effective, efficient and affordable way.
Answered: 805

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.24%
10

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
1.74%
14

Skipped: 115

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
11.80%
95

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
32.92%
265
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
49.94%
402

DON'T
KNOW
2.36%
19

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

805

4.32
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Q89 Do you recommend any other education and learning goals?
Answered: 113

Skipped: 807

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The D-Y High School sure needs a good eye in there for maintenance and improvements. Are
we going to let it deteriorate, or are we going to put in new air filtered air handlers, better
windows, and do the necessary repairs?

8/4/2021 4:28 PM

2

Insure our public schools and other departments have effective cyber security in place.

8/3/2021 10:53 AM

3

No

8/1/2021 7:47 PM

4

Promote community learning through the arts, sciences, and history. This would be a great
inter-generational experience.

8/1/2021 7:31 PM

5

Town has high quality schools and other learning resources to maintain.

8/1/2021 5:55 PM

6

I would like to see a focus on ARTS and CULTURE. Don't just leave it up to the Cultural
Center. A focus on ENRICHMENT for all ages.

8/1/2021 1:58 PM

7

Improve the village libraries and use them for more book festivals, cultural , musical festivals.
Upgraded village libraries with events can draw people to Route 28 businesses

8/1/2021 8:12 AM

8

Town government should not be involved in religious education.

7/31/2021 9:12 AM

9

Make the schools more transparent. Provide curriculum schedules as requested. Do Not Teach
Critical Race Theory. I suggest a camera in each classroom with public cable access.

7/30/2021 8:45 PM

10

Night classes for immigrants to better themselves and learn English. Day care for kids whose
parents work. Put discipline back in the schools. Expand programming for at risk kids. Create
real mentor opportunities like Cultural Center of Cape Cod. Not every kid needs college. Stop
with high end math and science. Bring back shop classes and home economics.

7/30/2021 6:56 PM

11

The Cultural Center of Cape Cod and the Historical Society of Old Yarmouth are 501 c3
organizations. They provide many of their own events through grants and donors. There is not
enough interaction where one hand understands what the other is doing. There are programs at
both organizations that are not being fully utilized. Awareness is the issue.

7/30/2021 6:43 PM

12

I get upset whenYarmouth snd Dennis get pitted against each other over school budgets. I do
not want to feel that way and really dislike when we have to go to combined town meetings.
Being a former educator it made things difficult

7/30/2021 3:29 PM

13

How about having traditional education and leave the extra-curricular stuff to people to delve
into on their own time.

7/30/2021 2:18 PM

14

Maybe utilizing the observatory at DY High to its greatest potential. Offering year round paid
internships for students. Offer entrepreneurship educational opportunities. Offer monetary
literacy programs. Offer wellness and health programs for all.

7/29/2021 11:34 PM

15

Promote more educational ventures involving the three town-owned historic properties (TaylorBray Farm, Baxter Grist Mill and the Judah Baker Mill).

7/29/2021 3:09 PM

16

Schools should teach outdoor activities to promote eco tourism and health alternatives to keep
kids active

7/29/2021 1:27 PM

17

Of course, I like it all - but would need to understand the needs of older people for education certainly good/affordable day care is key to attract younger families.

7/29/2021 1:17 PM

18

Not now.

7/29/2021 12:43 PM

19

Restore base of Life Long Learning to four C location

7/29/2021 8:34 AM

20

Continued and added night classes for adults but should not be done at the loss of our forests
for another expanded school. The devastating loss of our trees on Station Ave. for the school

7/28/2021 4:54 PM
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should not have been allowed and will forever be an eye soar knowing what was once there.
21

DON'T ALLOW THE SCHOOLS TO TEACH CRT.

7/28/2021 7:06 AM

22

4 Cs support many of these programs and no need for duplicate services

7/27/2021 10:21 PM

23

Adding more vocational opportunities to learn and apprenticeship that transitions into jobs.

7/27/2021 9:54 PM

24

Properly maintain district-owned schools and properties so that our children can learn in a safe
and comfortable environment that promotes furthering education.

7/27/2021 8:37 PM

25

When are we going to start educating our children and stop indoctrinating them? When are we
going to start holding our teacher accountable when they are NOT turning out a quality
product? The answer is not always throwing more money at the problem, sometime we need to
"re-imagine" our education system. Teachers should have their income based partially on the
ability to perform., judge their output against a standard. The reason our society need free
college is because the educational system we have is ineffective. Students just get pushed
along until they "graduate" because no one has the chops to tell a parent, your child isn't
making the effort and they will not be promoted, or his previous teachers failed them. Either
would require acknowledgement of a broken system.

7/27/2021 7:07 PM

26

Our children need to be honored. They are seen as a tax burden and not as blessings. Need to
hear more good stories about them.

7/27/2021 7:04 PM

27

Support public education. Private and religious education is not appropriate in the public realm.

7/27/2021 3:20 PM

28

Keep politics out of school lesson decisions, dont indoctrinate kids to think a certain way.

7/27/2021 12:04 PM

29

No

7/26/2021 10:01 PM

30

Look for new and innovative educational programs K-12…. Improve , implement Pre-School
programs .! Early Childhood Education is of EXTREME IMPORTANCE !!!!!!

7/26/2021 9:13 PM

31

No

7/26/2021 8:17 PM

32

Do not promote, or support programs that have little community participants

7/26/2021 5:01 PM

33

Promote art and music programs in schools

7/26/2021 4:30 PM

34

Do not teach Critical Race Theory (CRT) or Gender Identity in our schools

7/26/2021 3:24 PM

35

Improving the quality and options for arts and educational programs at institutions already in
Yarmouth (like the Cultural Center).

7/26/2021 3:23 PM

36

School Board is out of control with costs and policies. Continue to reexamine the Regional
District and Support Charter Schools.

7/26/2021 9:04 AM

37

More scholarships and grants for higher education.

7/25/2021 4:41 PM

38

Meaningful, Integrated Work /Study programs for High School students

7/24/2021 9:52 PM

39

Yarmouth needs to work within it's budget. No more overrides.

7/24/2021 2:47 PM

40

I feel people tend to seek out communities with good school systems. By investing in our
children’s education it benefits the community as a whole in a myriad of ways.

7/23/2021 10:20 PM

41

Provide affordable classes

7/23/2021 2:48 PM

42

Massachusetts is one of the best performing education systems in the country for both public
and private sectors, collectively. The Cape Towns have a lot of advantages over other towns
and cities across the country. Children of all ages need hands on educational experiences.
There needs to be a value in having our children go on more year round field trips to learn. For
example, Plimoth plantation offers more than just their living museum, tours of Boston, tours
of Marine centers, cranberry farms, town historic sites, Battleship Cove, the U.S.S
Constitution, etc. These can line up to what is being taught in the classroom. Make children
excited to learn as well as making it applicable to everyday life.

7/23/2021 2:29 PM

43

Back to the basic's to have students excel in Math and the Sciences and keep political theory
out of the class room.

7/23/2021 11:03 AM

44

Not sure what is happening with Bridgewater building.

7/22/2021 6:06 PM
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45

Establish vocational intern programs for students that allow them to pursue college level
education while continuing to work in the trade. Work out a program with Cape Cod Community
College!

7/22/2021 5:51 PM

46

No

7/22/2021 4:35 PM

47

Please review all other comments. Note: I have over 15 years experience in Special Education
and a very diverse set of skills. I have done extensive Vocational Rehab. for individuals with
neurodiversity and other kinds of diversity issues to support health and wellness and inclusion
and family/system/program education. Learning is the number one task we are always doing or
not doing. Cultivating a curious mind and supporting creativity and innovation and personal self
expression adds to a vibrant community with a diverse healthy community. Yarmouth is a very
special place. We are centrally located. We have amazing natural resources and are
surrounded by beautiful waters. Actively exploring our beautiful landscape and resources and
supporting people of all ages-and growing up our next generation of Yarmouth adults/supporting
wonderful schools and programming to cultivate our diverse talents.

7/19/2021 11:45 AM

48

The Cultural Center is a tremendous asset!

7/17/2021 2:01 PM

49

Continue to improve the infrascruture and educational outcomes of our schools to ensure are
students and graduates have the adequate skills to contribute to our workforce and democracy.
I appreciate see the questions for voational education but such options can be offered with our
own Regional School District. I want to make sure we can continue to recruite and retain our
teachers and adminstrators. I want to see less students school choicing out. I am happy to
see the expansion of AP course offering and hope the district can do more with Cape Cod
Community College with dual enrollment and course options for our students.

7/16/2021 11:50 AM

50

Yes - increase and enhance the PUBLICITY and PROMOTION of these programs! It is not a
concerted, collaborative effort that I can see between the town, chamber and individual
educational programs and businesses providing them. You have to hunt around for information
and to me, that's not efficient or a good use of communications methods and platforms.

7/16/2021 9:30 AM

51

Affordability is the key. Existing programs are good enough. Cost in everything should be
considered first.

7/15/2021 9:44 PM

52

I give up.

7/15/2021 4:47 PM

53

We need to offer more cultural opportunities at low or no cost for those that can’t afford it.
Introducing more children to the arts gives them the opportunity to find new interests and
passions. For many, the arts, theater, and music are a indulgence that is financially out of
reach.

7/15/2021 2:10 PM

54

Yarmouth needs to step up and pay their fair of education.

7/11/2021 3:22 PM

55

Great school systems attract families; the Cape is a natural place to grow businesses and
educational activities related to the environment. Most of the scientists/engineers working in
the environmental field are nearing retirement age so lots of job openings!

7/9/2021 3:28 PM

56

I think the current administration of DY has done an excellent job. We need to continue striving
for excellence in all grades.

7/4/2021 1:55 PM

57

Do NOT TEACH Critical Race Theory in our public schools.

7/4/2021 10:10 AM

58

Monitor spending for school administrative staff, so as to offer more direct teaching services.

7/3/2021 4:07 PM

59

Better communication about schools.

7/3/2021 12:47 PM

60

Yes, to eco-tourism! Yarmouth seems to lag in this area and in other areas connected to
environmentalism.

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

61

An educational curricula not based upon morals & principles is a waste & will no be fruitful.
Likewise a megaplex of schools on one site is a waste of taxpayers money. Keep the age
groups apart & rebuild or build new individual grammar or middle schools as necessary. Plenty
of land to do so & would be more cost effective than a the megaplex to build & maintain.

7/2/2021 9:29 PM

62

Promote community recognition and appreciation for quality teachers who go above and
beyond. Showcase students talents beyond athletics or academics to demonstrate the value
of diversity in the arts and community service .

7/1/2021 9:23 AM

63

Our schools are not managed properly - we sped a lot of money on education and get little

6/24/2021 10:04 AM
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improvement - Don't build a new school - re-staff the old ones get rid od the friends of friend
and start fresh or close the existing schools and move the kids to surrounding schools and
save 36 million dollars!
64

we already have adult education provided. Perhaps better promoting of it. Maintaining our
already existing schools, everyday, every year, would be a smart way of not having to keep
building new structures, like schools, department of public works and the fire stations.
Maintenance is far cheaper. Our education standards are fine. It's the families not able to
support kids at home with homework etc. Hence, a boys and girls club of some sort would be
extremely beneficial

6/18/2021 4:59 PM

65

we don't need new schools, we need more teachers and support staff. Teachers need a
contract, and a great deal more support!

6/17/2021 7:14 AM

66

Take focus off seniors and make inclusive to a cross-section of the community. Create
reasons for differing populations to mix.

6/16/2021 9:10 PM

67

Help/support pre-school and kindergarten education, especially for low-income families.

6/16/2021 5:54 PM

68

EASIER ACCESD TO HIGHER LEARNING.FREE EDUCATION ABOUT MORE SIMPLER
CAREERS.ONLINE CAPE SCHOOL.LANGUAGE TRAINING.ILLITERACY EXIST ON CAPE
COD

6/16/2021 9:00 AM

69

Community schools are an efficient way to use resources. Adult Ed in the evenings with child
services available. (I.e. open gym, games in the cafeteria ). Links between Senior center and
schools would also be great. Community schools can do all that. Why close the schools at
2:00? Or 3:30? Lots could be going on!

6/15/2021 9:04 AM

70

Regionalize the education system to offer programs similar to the magnet programs on the
mainland. Students who are 8nterested in the Fine Arts should go to a high school devoted to
that area of study. On the Cape there should be restaurant and hotel management, cooking,
real estate, business, computers and data entry and entertainment, health care and nursing all
offered in different schools so students get a head start learning in fields that interest them and
keep them going to school.offered

6/14/2021 4:16 PM

71

Arts and educational programs at the Cultural Center of Cape Cod are too expensive.

6/14/2021 1:37 PM

72

#9. effective and efficient yes - but this can cost money, so less emphasis on "affordable",
please

6/14/2021 1:17 PM

73

ok this will make me sound like a bigot - but cease offering every non english speaking child a
translator , ENCOURAGE - OFFER PARENTS ENGLISH CLASSES, MAYBE FREE! and
encourage them to speak english at home .............. there used to be a program in Portland
Me where the parents were helped by local retired teachers etc .. they brought child to school but stayed for an hour in the building for an english class -in Portland there is a large Asian
population - those classes were full & they seldom missed a class - the group that did those
has simply died off.... it was simple - they had 8 by 10 stock board card with pictures of every
day items and they handed out a sheet of regular paper with same items etc - classes like this
need to be FREE to encourage use - maybe have at night in a school also?

6/12/2021 8:44 PM

74

Emphasis on keeping students in Yarmouth to complete their elementary and secondary
education!

6/9/2021 12:45 PM

75

don't ever sue School Committee again. It was unproductive and embarrasing

6/9/2021 11:43 AM

76

town and the schools should be partners 100% never in competition.

6/9/2021 10:13 AM

77

Have the seniors in our community interact with the school age children so education is cross
generational

6/8/2021 5:46 PM

78

Remove indoctrinating practices from our schools.

6/8/2021 12:49 PM

79

Public schools are PreK to 12.

6/8/2021 11:05 AM

80

Our public schools are poorly performing. We've lacked real leadership and vision. We promote
mediocrity. We need to find a superintendent with vision. Other opportunities for education
aren't well publicized. We can do better. This educational initiative for our town should be
organized in a coherent and efficient manner with someone in town acting as a liaison to public
schools, private, religious and nearby colleges. We could become an education hub if we had
the vision and intent.

6/8/2021 10:53 AM
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81

Currently, many Yarmouth families choose to send their children out of district to Nauset,
Monomoy, or Sturgis. This costs the DY district money and lowers the reputation of our
schools. Investing in our public schools will keep Yarmouth families in the district and promote
community engagement. A shared public school experience contributes to the shared identity
of a community. When a large portion of residents do not share this identity, their connection to
the community weakens. Growing up in the local public school connects people to the town
and gives them a sense of why their community is important.

6/8/2021 7:57 AM

82

I highly support continued funding of the Cultural Center and promoting a wider range of
activities and events there. Also promote outdoor markets and events to extend throughout the
year rather than ending in Autumn.

6/8/2021 12:57 AM

83

Disabled children are not welcome here. It’s all about the budget. Don’t live here if you have
disabled children, you will be left out and left behind.

6/7/2021 10:32 PM

84

none

6/7/2021 7:01 PM

85

Publicize education partners. Pair kids with a senior at the senior center ie COA.

6/7/2021 6:53 PM

86

Someone needs to explain why the schools need overrides when there is a declining school
population.

6/7/2021 6:28 PM

87

Live within prop 2.5!!!!!!

6/7/2021 5:17 PM

88

Let the non profits do their own thing. Don’t promote(subsidize) but encourage and advertise on
a town-wide calendar.

6/7/2021 5:12 PM

89

No

6/6/2021 7:00 PM

90

The towns primary focus should always be public education. Private and religious schools
should not be promoted by the town.

6/6/2021 2:49 PM

91

Build a new M.E. Small elementary school.

6/5/2021 9:33 PM

92

As soon as we could, we took our child out of DY schools. They have been declining for years.
Good luck.

6/5/2021 4:53 PM

93

Establish a FRIENDS OF YARMOUTH SCHOOLS 501 (c) (3)

6/5/2021 2:12 PM

94

Address the problem of the current administration of the school system. For years, it has
created a less-than-excellent educational experience for Yarmouth's children. Remove
"Resource Officers" from our schools. Scholarly research finds that they provide no benefit,
and and may be harmful. Yarmouth has many other policing needs.

6/5/2021 7:40 AM

95

It becomes much easier to support the construction of new schools, if competing groups in
town are involved in the change of use for the old school buildings.

6/4/2021 3:53 PM

96

Programs at Cultural center are too expensive in relation to economic status of town citizens

6/4/2021 2:32 PM

97

Make the schools stay within prop 2.5. Budgets out of control stop building and partnering with
Dennis. They are not our friends

6/4/2021 7:27 AM

98

Invest in Social Emotional Learning programs in our schools please.

6/3/2021 3:25 PM

99

Children in this community need to be taught about racism and it’s effects. As the white half of
an interracial couple that lived in places throughout Massachusetts and the country, Yarmouth
and the Cape is where we have experienced the most racism and have been made to feel the
least welcome. We grew up in The Berkshires and never experienced these things - from looks
of disgust, to my husband being treated horribly in high end stores where I am treated like a
queen, to finding a noose and several swastikas (at different times) while walking our dogs in
our neighborhood. The Yarmouth PD blamed kids for those events - which tells me we have a
deep seeded problem in our community.

6/3/2021 1:47 PM

100

Again, use what we have. We've spent enough on the schools and they have barely been used
this past year. Let there be a demand for after school programs and senior education before we
go promoting (tax and spend).

6/3/2021 1:08 PM

101

No

6/3/2021 12:49 PM

102

Provide more programs through the libraries such as arts and crafts author talks

6/3/2021 12:36 PM
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103

Please inform the public better when making huge education budget decisions. The new school
is complete overkill and wasn’t even allowed as a vote before we were asked about how to
fund it . Please next time allow us to vote on such an impactful project.

6/3/2021 12:33 PM

104

I would love workshops for kids in the summer. Perhaps something like a star gazing night at
the beach. So many people come from brightly lit areas, this might be a treat. I am not
qualified to comment on D-Y school system.

6/3/2021 12:26 PM

105

Concentrate on K-12. It will directly impact everything else.

6/3/2021 12:20 PM

106

Support the regional school district better.

6/3/2021 12:00 PM

107

More afterschool activities for children-afterschool community center would be great

6/3/2021 11:20 AM

108

Diversity! What's that word!? Open the doors to a broader understanding of the world with a
more open celebration of traditions from around the world.

6/3/2021 11:15 AM

109

no

6/3/2021 11:01 AM

110

We are a wonderful community, but rank very high in academic rigor in the state and in
comparison to our Cape Cod community neighbors......sports are great, but not everyone can
play for the "Patriots".

6/3/2021 10:48 AM

111

With savings in other areas, such as solar power town-wide, perhaps the budget can do all
this.

6/3/2021 10:44 AM

112

No

6/3/2021 10:31 AM

113

no

6/3/2021 10:16 AM
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11. LIBRARIES
Q90 Preserve public library facilities offering programs, materials and
activities.
Answered: 807

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

1.73%
14

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
3.97%
32

Skipped: 113

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
16.60%
134

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
33.33%
269
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
43.74%
353

DON'T
KNOW
0.62%
5

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

807

4.14
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Q91 Promote libraries as education centers.
Answered: 809

1- Not at all important
4- Very important

(no
label)

1- NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT

2- NO SO
IMPORTANT

2.22%
18

6.92%
56

Skipped: 111

2- No so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
21.38%
173

3- Somewhat important
Don't know

4- VERY
IMPORTANT

5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT

31.15%
252

37.58%
304
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DON'T
KNOW
0.74%
6

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

809

3.96
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Q92 Provide modernized Library facilities to accommodate future needs
and to serve as a multi-generational meeting place for a variety of activities
with increased hours, materials and services.
Answered: 808

1- Not at all important
4- Very important
1- NOT AT
ALL
IMPORTANT
(no
label)

2.85%
23

2- NOT SO
IMPORTANT
7.05%
57

Skipped: 112

2- Not so important
5- Extremely important

3- SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
20.54%
166

4- VERY
IMPORTANT
30.20%
244
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3- Somewhat important
Don't know
5- EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT
38.24%
309

DON'T
KNOW
1.11%
9

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

808

3.95
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Q93 Do you recommend any other library goals?
Answered: 119

Skipped: 801

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The library system is stellar. It should be promoted and supported.

8/6/2021 12:01 PM

2

Increase public awareness of library system and programs.

8/5/2021 11:23 PM

3

New Central Library. It has been needed for awhile.

8/4/2021 4:29 PM

4

Keep our excellent Library staff. town libraries are a valuable resource in Yarmouth

8/4/2021 12:56 PM

5

No

8/1/2021 7:48 PM

6

Put money in resources not facilities. Network like crazy with other Cape towns to offer the
best resources to every generation.

8/1/2021 7:33 PM

7

Current town library facilities are undersized, inconvenient for most residents and inefficient to
operate. A sustainable fix is long overdue.

8/1/2021 6:00 PM

8

Improve village libraries and use them for events, book festivals, author talks, public meetings
& gathering spaces. They can do much more to revitalize Route 28. They are underutilized!

8/1/2021 8:15 AM

9

The above three items all come down to one thing: one modern library facility encompassing
traditional library services, meeting space, performance space, and community activities in a
suitably determined - not necessarily geographically "central" - locale in town.

7/30/2021 8:41 PM

10

Find out if anybody beyond a loyal few actually use books in the Internet age.

7/30/2021 6:57 PM

11

I am Concerned that after Covid closings that the libraries need more positive publicity

7/30/2021 3:30 PM

12

The library system is good right now. Does anyone in government think about CUTTING costs
and NOT ADDING more services, more programs, more expenses???? Everything in this
survey is about spending MORE money, how does that work with your idea to attract more
people to live here when you are going to have to INCREASE the taxes on everyone to PAY
for all these lovely services???

7/30/2021 2:21 PM

13

I answered this question earlier! But I do wonder why we have a state of the art DPW and the
same library I went to in the 60s. Nothing against the DPW mind you - but really the value of a
town’s character really can be seen in how education is valued and the town library is the
family school so to speak. When is ground being broken for the new library and where will it be
located?

7/29/2021 11:39 PM

14

The town is long overdue in building a modern, spacious Yarmouth public library facility to
replace the antiquated South Yarmouth Library......... I'm a regular patron of the Yarmouth Port
Library including making use of the CLAMS interlibrary loan system. It would be nice to see
the BoS and the town administration throw a "shout-out"every now & then to the contribution
that the non-profit YP Library Association makes to the quality of life in town.

7/29/2021 3:20 PM

15

They are sadly a thing of the past , stop fighting it . Technology has won good and bad .

7/29/2021 1:28 PM

16

Some of the charm of the cape is the various neighborhood libraries - not sure if one big library
would fit the bill and/or be worth the cost.

7/29/2021 1:19 PM

17

No

7/29/2021 12:44 PM

18

#3 Libraries should be combined with other recreational and commercial opportunities in the
same facility in order to get support. Current library use is nice but not appealable to most of
the citizens of Yarmouth.

7/29/2021 10:03 AM

19

Along with our ocean, national seashore and environmental resources/beauty … our libraries
are a priceless and core resource/gift.

7/28/2021 9:44 PM

20

I recommend that library on rt 28 in West Yarmouth be renovated, as needed, maintained, and

7/28/2021 7:11 PM
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remain a viable & important part of the neighborhood.
21

Quaintness is part of Cape Cod charm

7/27/2021 10:21 PM

22

Continuing with children’s programs and adding more. Increase the size of the children’s library
area and get it out of the basement. We could use a new library building.

7/27/2021 9:56 PM

23

I think the current libraries are adequate. Bigger isn't necessarily better.

7/27/2021 8:54 PM

24

Leave well enough alone.

7/27/2021 7:07 PM

25

Our libraries are wonderful. So cute and technically current.

7/27/2021 7:05 PM

26

Need the library! Not sure how you get young parents in there.

7/27/2021 7:05 PM

27

Bookmobile for seniors unable to leave their homes or incapacitated due to an injury or other.
Educate seniors of library materials available to them through the Internet and library websites.

7/27/2021 5:14 PM

28

in future. libraries become less important- all information found in libraries is available via
internet.

7/27/2021 12:06 PM

29

No

7/26/2021 10:02 PM

30

Integrate the library into as many activities as possible within the community

7/26/2021 9:16 PM

31

I love the West Yarmouth Library building and grounds, and I habe found it a comforting and
happy place throughout my childhood, adult reading, studying during grad school, and now
bringing my own kids. I support more funding for improved technology, information access,
hours, resources, etc, but I am not pulling for a new building. I think the quaint building adds to
the peace of the place.

7/26/2021 9:03 PM

32

Keep the West Yarmouth library. Excellent community resource.

7/26/2021 8:59 PM

33

No

7/26/2021 8:17 PM

34

better hours

7/26/2021 5:53 PM

35

With internet services available, libraries need to attract children and parents with interesting
programs. Ex. Storytelling, guest speakers etc.

7/26/2021 5:04 PM

36

I think there is a lot of potential in the libraries in Yarmouth, they are well trafficked and cater to
all ages.

7/26/2021 3:25 PM

37

Provide free, high speed internet access to residents and guests

7/26/2021 12:24 PM

38

Modern libraries can serve the entire community as multi-generational community centers

7/26/2021 11:11 AM

39

More technology opportunities and classes for young and old

7/25/2021 4:42 PM

40

Build a single, modern central library that also serves as a quasi-community center. Preferably
locate on or adjacent to Senior Center!

7/25/2021 8:56 AM

41

Keep library system as is. 3 locations

7/23/2021 8:08 PM

42

Traditional libraries are going by the way side due to technology. As a bibliophile, it is heart
breaking. Library should be modernized to not just be educational centers, but cultural
enrichment centers. Perhaps, promote art and crafts projects, community music/art lessons,
lectures, storytelling for ALL ages, community improv, weekly or monthly coffee house
sessions with slam poetry and open mic and have local business donate refreshments to
promote their businesses, podcast materials ( mics, headphones ring lights to rent by the hour)
etc.. There is so much more to offer than just books.

7/23/2021 2:32 PM

43

Programs at libraries, like book clubs, paint nights, terrarium building. Activities to get young
people into libraries again.

7/23/2021 1:29 PM

44

Increase hours at library

7/23/2021 11:04 AM

45

Make Community centers not libraries. Things have changed.

7/23/2021 10:54 AM

46

Automate

7/22/2021 5:52 PM

47

No

7/22/2021 4:35 PM
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48

Why has Yarmouth failed to get grants for construction of a new library building? We have
passed up the opportunity to match the wonderful new libraries that other town have created.

7/17/2021 2:04 PM

49

Library space and programs must be re-imagined. There are WONDERFUL programs offered
by other towns that far surpass what Yarmouth is doing. Do our librarians attend
conventions/conferences and/or communicate with their colleagues around the Cape? That's
my first question. You only get better with knowledge and enacting CHANGE.

7/16/2021 9:31 AM

50

Existing facilities are good enough. Don't spend money if you don't have to.

7/15/2021 9:46 PM

51

Libraries need to be modern and welcoming to all. They need to provide the technology and
multi media not available to all.

7/15/2021 2:12 PM

52

Libraries are the original and still the best "search engine".

7/14/2021 9:23 AM

53

Bring all three libraries up to speed and don't try and create a central location. It's important to
have a library in each section of town.

7/11/2021 3:26 PM

54

Yarmouth Port Library has been a great resource and offers many programs year round. More
funds to expand programs and offer townwide would be great.

7/9/2021 3:30 PM

55

Living part time off Cape in a community with a recently expanded Library, I can attest to how
critical a modern library is to the town. Our town paid for this through an override and it has
been worth it. The library offers so much to all ages.

7/6/2021 3:06 PM

56

provide one efficient centralized library facility to meet basic library needs - not too elaborate but is an assest to the town

7/3/2021 4:12 PM

57

Larger library facility that would also function as a public meeting place for programs.

7/3/2021 12:49 PM

58

Support Yarmouth Port Library!

7/3/2021 6:41 AM

59

Make the libraries user friendly with access for the handicapped & disabled, and a computer
card catalogue that can be easily navigated by anyone without computer experience.

7/2/2021 9:31 PM

60

How many libraries do we need?

7/2/2021 6:21 PM

61

build a new central library

7/2/2021 11:36 AM

62

Yarmouth libraries are not appreciated and should be - if the past the town has tried to take
some of our funding when they were short - instead of making cuts - shame on you!-

6/24/2021 10:06 AM

63

Put some monies into west Yarmouth library, keep it open It has beautiful curb appeal off 28
but it’s been neglected inside

6/22/2021 6:53 PM

64

A successful town can be judged by its library.

6/16/2021 9:11 PM

65

Focus on supplying programs for young children and families who may not have a wide-range
of opportunities for learning.

6/16/2021 5:55 PM

66

ENCOURAGE READING N WRITING COMPOSITION IN YOUTHS N ADULTS.PROMOTE
AUTHORS.MEDIA TECH.TEACHING DESK TOP PUBLISHING .PHOTOSHOP.AND NEW
AGE PLATFORMS TO CONVERT ANALOG TO DIGITAL.IE.TURN VCR TAPES TO DIGITAL
MATERIALS.20TH TO 21 CENTURY.LOTSA STUFF LOST IN DIGITAL DIVIDE.LIBRARIES
HAVE TOUGH JOB TO HELP PUBLIC

6/16/2021 9:04 AM

67

Town-wide reading initiatives.

6/15/2021 9:05 AM

68

Provide financial support!

6/15/2021 7:37 AM

69

Leave the W. Yarmouth library right where it is. It is perfect located at the end of Lewis Rd.
Adds charm of Cape and is used by many many local residents.

6/14/2021 5:34 PM

70

Build a large, main library so that it can provide space for activities All our libraries are too
small for activities for the 21st century.

6/14/2021 4:41 PM

71

Get them all on good wifi systems

6/14/2021 4:17 PM

72

Possibly one regional Library would be more cost efficient. Although I love the small town feel
of South Yarmouth's old library.

6/14/2021 1:39 PM

73

Expand library services to those confined at home. Book mobile to neighborhoods?

6/12/2021 11:29 AM
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74

Preserve carachter and usefulness of libraries

6/11/2021 11:53 PM

75

the public libraries were an important part of my middle/highschool years. clamsnet is a great
system.

6/10/2021 7:47 PM

76

Again, my concern is losing the charm and character of the Library by replacing it with a large
featureless expanse of glass and steel. The currently libraries are comfortable and charming.
I'd like to see Yarmouth Port Library reintegrated into the Town so they aren't as dependent on
private funding to remain operational.

6/10/2021 11:51 AM

77

must have larger library to provide program space.

6/9/2021 11:44 AM

78

Libraries are Critical to our community on so many levels. And our libraries and librarians do
such an amazing job. they are unsung heroes! Please support them!!

6/9/2021 10:15 AM

79

You should merge the 3 libraries into 1 using the existing facilities.

6/8/2021 6:00 PM

80

I think our local town libraries are a real treasure. They become a meeting place where a small
town feel is perpetuated

6/8/2021 5:47 PM

81

increase diversity in library materials and presentations

6/8/2021 11:47 AM

82

I'm not sure I know what modernized libraries offer as opposed to what we already have. More
education on this needed. We have a lot of replication of services with small village libraries
and limited space constraints. A centralized library could address these and other issues.

6/8/2021 10:55 AM

83

Digitize as much as possible to adapt to the times and save $

6/8/2021 9:22 AM

84

Build one central modern library for all.

6/8/2021 7:40 AM

85

Larger budget needed. The present library budget is short of the state standards.

6/8/2021 7:25 AM

86

Improve the internet quality and access at the libraries

6/7/2021 9:28 PM

87

I think the libraries are currently doing a great job especially during Covid in offering curbside
pickup

6/7/2021 8:05 PM

88

We need ONE new library vs two outdated, insufficient omes

6/7/2021 7:56 PM

89

The library has offered a lifeline throughout the pandemic for those of us who are year-round
residents. The library continues to serve seasonal residents as well.

6/7/2021 7:34 PM

90

none

6/7/2021 7:02 PM

91

Offer more library events after work.

6/7/2021 6:54 PM

92

With Clams anyone can obtain a book from any library

6/7/2021 6:29 PM

93

Service to the Homebound by delivery of books, visits by a Book Truck, Outreach to the
Homebound through affiliation with other agency which provides services to the Homebound.
For seniors who are unaware-- training in ordering books online. Curbside Pickup was a
remarkable help during COVID. More adult education classes given at libraries during
afternoons as opposed to the necessity of Yarmouth residents having to drive to CCCC.

6/7/2021 6:17 PM

94

Partner more with area schools to encourage patronage. Promote early literacy by hiring early
childhood teachers to deliver programs for families and children. Hire teachers during summer
months to offer programs to K-12 students.

6/7/2021 6:11 PM

95

Reduce to one, and consolidate investment to have the right equipment and amenities

6/7/2021 5:13 PM

96

No

6/6/2021 7:00 PM

97

Merge those two outdated libraries into a large, up-to-date facility.

6/5/2021 9:34 PM

98

Beautiful libraries are usually a sign of a great place to live.

6/5/2021 4:54 PM

99

The libraries need renovation or replacement in order to better serve the community, they are
too important to be so small.

6/5/2021 3:53 PM

100

Add library updates for all Yarmouth libraries on the Town web site.

6/5/2021 2:13 PM

101

One central facility that will be attract residents from all areas of Yarmouth

6/5/2021 7:42 AM
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102

Great place for Multi-generational events!

6/4/2021 4:18 PM

103

Public private partnerships to foster expansion and growth. Yarmouth can give up a little
control to gain modernization and sustainability.

6/4/2021 3:55 PM

104

Must provide for new construction for libraries

6/4/2021 2:33 PM

105

We do not need more, or larger, or modernized, just upgrades.

6/3/2021 8:50 PM

106

coordination of library and cultural center programs where possible and feasible

6/3/2021 4:22 PM

107

New centrally located library/community center with wi-fi,meeting rooms, A-V equipment-a safe
place for all generations.

6/3/2021 1:13 PM

108

Sorry to say that libraries are a thing of the past.

6/3/2021 1:08 PM

109

For private libraries encourage and provide enough incentives to become public. We are all in
this together.

6/3/2021 12:52 PM

110

Improve or replace existing out dated and deteriorating facilities, to be able to expand offerings
and better serve the citizens .

6/3/2021 12:51 PM

111

Build a Central Library with easy access and more room for programs within the library rather
than having two small libraries.

6/3/2021 12:37 PM

112

I love the S. Yarmouth Library

6/3/2021 12:28 PM

113

Move to non-profit rather than municipal supported model.

6/3/2021 12:21 PM

114

Reopen the Yarmouth Port Library. We pay taxes and should not be required to use a
membership library in South Yarmouth. Allocate an equal portion of real estate taxes to the
YARMOUTH PORT Private Library, as is provided to the other public libraries in Yarmouth, MA

6/3/2021 12:11 PM

115

The libraries offer a wonderful opportunity to expand and build on the services being offered by
the schools and workplace. The technology and funding of the library doesn't reflect that. At
home learners and workers need an upgraded computer area that allows for a quiet workspace
away from the daily interactions of other patrons. The youth services department needs more
space for teenagers and pre-teens. As the technology needed for these teens to advance in
their future careers, there is no support within the library. These STEAM services are only
being provided to those who can afford them. The library balances this with equal equity to all
but doesn't have the resources to meet this need.

6/3/2021 11:20 AM

116

no

6/3/2021 11:02 AM

117

The library is one of the most valuable assets in this town.

6/3/2021 10:44 AM

118

No

6/3/2021 10:32 AM

119

no

6/3/2021 10:16 AM
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Q94 Do you live in Yarmouth?
Answered: 812

Skipped: 108

`
I live full-time in Yarmouth
I live part-time in Yarmouth (Yarmouth is not your permanent residence)
I do not live in Yarmouth
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I live full-time in Yarmouth

78.94%

641

I live part-time in Yarmouth (Yarmouth is not your permanent residence)

16.63%

135

I do not live in Yarmouth

4.43%

36

TOTAL

812
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Q95 Where in Yarmouth do you live?
Answered: 777

Yarmouth Port

Skipped: 143

West Yarmouth

South Yarmouth

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yarmouth Port

34.62%

269

West Yarmouth

32.30%

251

South Yarmouth

33.08%

257

TOTAL

777
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Q96 Do you own or rent your home?
Answered: 775

Rent

Skipped: 145

Own

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Rent

4.90%

38

Own

95.10%

737

TOTAL

775
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Q97 How long have you lived in Yarmouth?
Answered: 778

Less than 5 years

5 - 10 years

Skipped: 142

11 - 20 years

More than 20 years

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Less than 5 years

18.38%

143

5 - 10 years

16.71%

130

11 - 20 years

21.34%

166

More than 20 years

43.57%

339

TOTAL

778
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Q98 Do you own or manage a business in Yarmouth?
Answered: 812

Yes

No

Skipped: 108

Other (please specify)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

11.95%

97

No

88.05%

715

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

TOTAL
#

812
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

There are no responses.
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Q99 How long have you owned or managed your business in Yarmouth?
Answered: 96

Less than 5 years

5 - 10 years

Skipped: 824

11 - 20 years

More than 20 years

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Less than 5 years

27.08%

26

5 - 10 years

21.88%

21

11 - 20 years

26.04%

25

More than 20 years

25.00%

24

TOTAL

96
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Q100 How else do you experience Yarmouth?
Answered: 358

Work in Yarmouth

Skipped: 562

Visit Yarmouth

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Work in Yarmouth

58.66%

210

Visit Yarmouth

41.34%

148

TOTAL

358

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Our family from out of town visits our home, and we love to support local restaurants.

8/6/2021 12:03 PM

2

play, learn in Yarmouth. volunteer in town. appreciate its beauty

8/4/2021 12:58 PM

3

Live here.

8/2/2021 6:25 PM

4

Summer owner since '57 year round since'92

8/2/2021 4:29 PM

5

Volunteer on town committees

8/1/2021 6:03 PM

6

Beaches, cultural, shopping, trails, biking, paddle biarding

7/31/2021 9:13 PM

7

It’s my home.

7/31/2021 9:17 AM

8

Recreate

7/30/2021 6:58 PM

9

Involved with HSOY and Town organizations

7/30/2021 6:47 PM

10

Live and use Yarmouth for services

7/30/2021 3:32 PM

11

Shop local Yarmouth spots

7/30/2021 2:34 PM

12

Live

7/30/2021 9:03 AM

13

Retired.

7/29/2021 12:59 PM

14

live in Yarmouth

7/29/2021 12:25 PM

15

Retired homeowner

7/28/2021 12:46 PM

16

Enjoy many of the outdoor activities available, shop here, pray here

7/28/2021 8:39 AM
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17

Love the library!!

7/27/2021 9:43 PM

18

Use resources

7/27/2021 9:11 PM

19

I have lived in Yarmouth for all but 4 years of my life since I was 13 years old. I have raised
three children in Yarmouth all of n the DY schools system. I value the sense of community
that the town has. I especially feel that it is a safe town that is connected with the local police.
I’m hoping to see some improvement with some of the local/historical businesses such as
Great Island Plaza in West Yarmouth. I would love to see it restored to its full potential as
when I was young. It’s a great spot for a luncheon or stores, but is so run down now and sad.

7/27/2021 7:36 PM

20

Retired

7/27/2021 2:54 PM

21

Retirement

7/27/2021 7:02 AM

22

Retired.

7/26/2021 11:48 PM

23

I would like to be able to participate in activities while here

7/26/2021 9:19 PM

24

live in Yarmouth

7/26/2021 7:06 PM

25

Reside in Yarmouth

7/26/2021 6:09 PM

26

walking

7/26/2021 5:55 PM

27

Residence

7/26/2021 5:05 PM

28

Family members visit for extended periods throughout the year.

7/26/2021 4:48 PM

29

Use recreational facilities

7/26/2021 4:37 PM

30

Live

7/26/2021 4:19 PM

31

Live here

7/26/2021 3:40 PM

32

I used to have my business in Yarmouth, but I moved it to Chatham.

7/26/2021 3:35 PM

33

Summer Residence

7/26/2021 3:27 PM

34

I BOTH SPENT TIME TO ENJOY AND WORK REMOTELY HERE

7/26/2021 12:19 PM

35

Shop in Yarmouth whenever possible

7/26/2021 11:29 AM

36

Lived and worked here over 40 years

7/26/2021 9:09 AM

37

Volunteer in Yarmouth

7/25/2021 5:28 PM

38

Sand sculptures. Love the beaches.

7/25/2021 4:45 PM

39

outdoor opportunities at beaches, trails, bike paths, etc Restaurants, Yarmouth Port Library
and Clamsnet, house rentals for our children when visiting, gardening, shopping, etc.

7/25/2021 11:58 AM

40

have visited and lived in Yarmouth since 1958

7/24/2021 9:56 PM

41

Use home as base and have done so for the past 4 years

7/23/2021 2:50 PM

42

I owned a business I n Yarmouth tor more than 30 years

7/23/2021 1:41 PM

43

Stay at home mom with two little kids

7/23/2021 1:31 PM

44

doesn't apply

7/23/2021 11:07 AM

45

Retired

7/22/2021 6:52 PM

46

Pay taxes and vote in Yarmouth.

7/22/2021 5:56 PM

47

Promote Yarmouth

7/22/2021 5:53 PM

48

Dining out, visit beaches, shop

7/22/2021 4:35 PM

49

enjoy the trails and beaches

7/22/2021 4:22 PM

50

we are in transition-still work over the bridge but plan to retire to our yarmouth home. My Mom
is in an asssited livng in Yarmouth and I do not like how many of the assisted livings appear
more motivated by profit.

7/19/2021 12:02 PM
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51

live

7/18/2021 5:24 PM

52

live here

7/17/2021 11:36 AM

53

It's close to some real communities with facilities.

7/15/2021 4:49 PM

54

n/a

7/14/2021 1:21 PM

55

I love the beaches in every season. I love cozy feel of Yarmouth and I especially love the
diversity of the people in all ways. I don't particularly like towns that only cater to the wealthy
and Yarmouth has strong economic diversity.

7/14/2021 9:28 AM

56

Retired

7/13/2021 8:46 PM

57

volunteer for the Town

7/13/2021 3:02 PM

58

n/a

7/13/2021 12:00 PM

59

Volunteer in town.

7/11/2021 3:28 PM

60

Moving to Yarmouth shortly

7/9/2021 10:25 PM

61

Both

7/9/2021 11:24 AM

62

Use the Dump. Grocery shop. Use the P.O. VOTE

7/6/2021 8:16 PM

63

retired

7/6/2021 2:57 PM

64

Recreation/shopping

7/6/2021 10:05 AM

65

Been coming here for 30 years

7/3/2021 3:21 PM

66

I also shop here and love the beaches and trails available.

7/3/2021 12:53 PM

67

shop in Yarmouth

7/2/2021 9:34 PM

68

Live in Yarmouth work remotely

6/28/2021 8:20 PM

69

participate in Town Gov.

6/28/2021 3:06 PM

70

By being milked for taxes

6/24/2021 10:08 AM

71

by taking advantage of the many wonderful opportunities Yarmouth has to offer - recreational,
educational, cultural etc. (obviously more so when younger, but my memory is still good!

6/22/2021 9:13 PM

72

I live here

6/18/2021 10:14 AM

73

Retired

6/18/2021 9:32 AM

74

Own year-round rental property in Yarmouth; family lives there

6/16/2021 9:12 PM

75

retired

6/15/2021 11:39 AM

76

Vote, Try to improve my town

6/15/2021 9:07 AM

77

I live here!

6/15/2021 7:39 AM

78

Shop and recreate in Yarmouth

6/14/2021 8:23 PM

79

Utilize walking, biking, and outdoor access to beaches, boating, etc

6/14/2021 5:57 PM

80

Volunteer in Yarmouth

6/14/2021 4:18 PM

81

retirement

6/14/2021 1:41 PM

82

Retired

6/12/2021 8:36 PM

83

Play in Yarmouth

6/9/2021 9:41 PM

84

Question unclear

6/9/2021 4:34 PM

85

Retired

6/9/2021 2:41 PM

86

Went to DY

6/9/2021 7:21 AM
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87

volunteer in Yarmouoth

6/8/2021 5:02 PM

88

live here

6/8/2021 2:14 PM

89

Work from home in Yarmouth part time

6/8/2021 2:01 PM

90

Volunteer

6/8/2021 10:57 AM

91

Use the parks, trails etc. Memeber of a town board.

6/8/2021 7:27 AM

92

part time residemt

6/8/2021 7:24 AM

93

enjoy Yarmouth

6/8/2021 7:07 AM

94

?

6/8/2021 7:07 AM

95

Outside of my business and full-time employment, I started my family here, continue to invest
in real estate, socialize, play various sports and make use of the public beaches regularly.

6/8/2021 1:02 AM

96

embers of Sons of Erin, Old Yarmouth Historical Society, Newcomers Club

6/7/2021 10:18 PM

97

golf, church, visiting friends and neighbors,

6/7/2021 9:32 PM

98

I live there

6/7/2021 8:58 PM

99

Live in yarmouth

6/7/2021 8:46 PM

100

Use town beaches bike paths library and town house park .

6/7/2021 6:58 PM

101

Concerned with our environment

6/7/2021 6:31 PM

102

I live here in the family house of 50 years

6/7/2021 6:30 PM

103

Retired

6/7/2021 5:03 PM

104

Retired here

6/7/2021 5:02 PM

105

Use yarmouth restaurant,rrecreation facilities

6/7/2021 4:41 PM

106

Not applicable

6/7/2021 4:33 PM

107

Retired but own for 45 years

6/7/2021 4:24 PM

108

Live in Yarmouth 100 plus days per year

6/7/2021 7:41 AM

109

I volunteer at nonprofit orgs

6/6/2021 9:24 AM

110

Recreationally

6/5/2021 4:56 PM

111

It's my full time home as long as my taxes don't go up another 22%

6/5/2021 3:25 PM

112

Commissioner on YHC, Member of the Cemetery Committee

6/5/2021 2:15 PM

113

Live there work in Barnstable

6/4/2021 4:20 PM

114

I live here and boat out of Yarmouth

6/4/2021 4:20 PM

115

grew up in yarmouth and went school 1-12

6/4/2021 2:15 PM

116

Enjoy Yarmouth Port!

6/3/2021 9:15 PM

117

Grew up in Yarmouth.

6/3/2021 8:55 PM

118

Shopping and dining in public restaurants.

6/3/2021 6:13 PM

119

municipal volunteering for many years

6/3/2021 4:30 PM

120

summer

6/3/2021 4:01 PM

121

Family Summers at our home for 75 years

6/3/2021 2:13 PM

122

Volunteer several places in town.

6/3/2021 1:45 PM

123

Enjoying all the outdoors have to offer

6/3/2021 12:41 PM

124

?

6/3/2021 12:22 PM
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125

Live in town.

6/3/2021 12:12 PM

126

Enjoy Yarmouth!

6/3/2021 11:57 AM

127

Like the area, enjoy biking and recreational activities

6/3/2021 11:47 AM

128

Work remotely

6/3/2021 11:33 AM

129

Travel out of state for work so here intermittently.

6/3/2021 11:14 AM

130

Shopping - so much better than Hyannis

6/3/2021 10:52 AM

131

Retired

6/3/2021 10:50 AM

132

I try to shop locally in town as much as possible.

6/3/2021 10:45 AM

133

have my visitors experience Yarmouth

6/3/2021 10:21 AM

134

Make use of available resources.

6/3/2021 10:16 AM
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Q101 How old are you?
Answered: 799

Under 18

18-24

25-34

Skipped: 121

35-44

45-59

60-74

75+

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 18

0.13%

1

18-24

0.63%

5

25-34

2.63%

21

35-44

6.88%

55

45-59

19.40%

155

60-74

51.31%

410

75+

19.02%

152

TOTAL

799
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Q102 Do you have children under the age of 18 in your home?
Answered: 800

Yes

Skipped: 120

No

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

13.00%

104

No

87.00%

696

TOTAL

800
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Q103 What is your gender? (optional)
Answered: 784

Female

Male

Skipped: 136

Other

Prefer not to answer

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Female

54.85%

430

Male

36.86%

289

Other

0.38%

3

Prefer not to answer

7.91%

62

TOTAL

784
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Q104 What is your race? (Optional)
Answered: 763

White or Caucasian
Asian or Asian American

Skipped: 157

Black or African American

Hispanic or Latino

Native American or Alaska Native

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

Middle Eastern

Prefer not to answer

Other (please specify)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

White or Caucasian

85.19%

Black or African American

0.26%

2

Hispanic or Latino

0.66%

5

Asian or Asian American

0.13%

1

Native American or Alaska Native

0.13%

1

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

0.00%

0

Middle Eastern

0.39%

3

Prefer not to answer

12.32%

94

Other (please specify)

0.92%

7

650

TOTAL

763

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

American

7/30/2021 8:46 PM

2

American

7/26/2021 9:09 AM

3

I

7/23/2021 1:41 PM

4

Insulting question. It's none of your business.

7/15/2021 4:49 PM

5

Human

6/17/2021 2:41 PM

6

2 races

6/12/2021 9:25 AM

7

Mixed Asian European

6/4/2021 9:39 AM
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Q105 Do you participate in a local community organization or sit on a Town
board or committee?
Answered: 792

No

Skipped: 128

Yes (please specify)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

No

79.42%

629

Yes (please specify)

20.58%

163

TOTAL

792

#

YES (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Score, We Can

8/8/2021 4:45 PM

2

Member cape cod MRC

8/5/2021 11:25 PM

3

volunteer team

8/4/2021 12:58 PM

4

I am a volunteer with the money manager program, cape cod elder services(Dennis), and on
their board

8/2/2021 5:58 PM

5

CEDC DRC, Rep to CCC Former PB, Cape Tech SC + sub comm

8/2/2021 4:29 PM

6

Energy Committee

8/1/2021 7:49 PM

7

Serve on 2 town committees and a local 503-c board

8/1/2021 6:03 PM

8

Yarmouth Artist Guild (new member)

8/1/2021 2:01 PM

9

Political town committee

7/31/2021 7:09 AM

10

Attend meetings in town

7/30/2021 6:58 PM

11

Town Historic Commissioner, HSOY Trustee

7/30/2021 6:47 PM

12

HSOY

7/30/2021 6:19 PM

13

Station Ave and Wixon PTO

7/30/2021 3:20 PM

14

New Church

7/30/2021 2:53 PM

15

I have in the past. And I work with BBBS.

7/30/2021 2:23 PM
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16

conservation

7/30/2021 10:26 AM

17

Does Voting count?

7/30/2021 1:08 AM

18

I have been on Town boards and committees

7/29/2021 5:48 PM

19

Senior Center; Retired Men's Club of Cape Cod

7/29/2021 5:48 PM

20

HSOY Yarmouth Port Library

7/29/2021 5:25 PM

21

A town committee and local non-profits.

7/29/2021 3:23 PM

22

Work the elections

7/29/2021 1:20 PM

23

Gaeden Club of Yarmouth, German/American

7/29/2021 12:59 PM

24

Con Comm and WRAC

7/29/2021 12:25 PM

25

Friday Club, OYHS, Taylor Bray Farm, Cultural Center

7/29/2021 9:48 AM

26

I Church

7/29/2021 8:36 AM

27

Yarmouth Pickleball and DY Senior Center

7/28/2021 9:48 PM

28

Senior Center

7/28/2021 4:55 PM

29

PART TIME EMPLOYEE

7/28/2021 7:08 AM

30

Girl Scout Leader

7/27/2021 9:58 PM

31

ALL at Cape Cod Community College. Master Gardeners Assc..

7/27/2021 9:43 PM

32

Precious. 1 warden

7/27/2021 9:11 PM

33

Adult education

7/27/2021 8:56 PM

34

Scouts BSA

7/27/2021 8:40 PM

35

Not currently..formerly 20+ years.

7/27/2021 7:07 PM

36

Political club

7/27/2021 5:16 PM

37

Work and volunteer at the Sr Ctr and work the voting poles

7/27/2021 3:10 PM

38

Housing

7/27/2021 3:03 PM

39

CC Tech Council

7/27/2021 11:40 AM

40

Waterways & Fisheries Advisory Committee

7/27/2021 11:07 AM

41

Sons of Erin and Moose. Submitted resume for drive in site committee a few years ago and
wasNEVER contacted

7/27/2021 10:15 AM

42

Chamber of Commerce

7/27/2021 9:45 AM

43

Waterways & Shellfish

7/27/2021 9:23 AM

44

N/A

7/27/2021 7:30 AM

45

Solid waste and recycling advisory board

7/26/2021 6:39 PM

46

Rotary

7/26/2021 6:09 PM

47

Rotary, Church, Condo Board

7/26/2021 4:19 PM

48

We keep informed as to town policies and procedures and watch town meetings online

7/26/2021 3:40 PM

49

Cape Cod Senior Softball League

7/26/2021 2:08 PM

50

Yes, several commumity organizations.

7/26/2021 12:40 PM

51

PARTICATED IN VISIONING ZOOM AND ATTENDED ANNUAL MEETINGS IN THE PAST
BEFORE COVICE

7/26/2021 12:19 PM

52

Police Department, served on Conservation Commission, Board of Appeals and Economic

7/26/2021 9:09 AM
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Development Committee in the past.
53

Cape Cod Climate Change Collaborative

7/25/2021 5:28 PM

54

Planning Board, DYIMS Building Committee, CBC

7/25/2021 8:56 AM

55

follow Town meeting & Selectmen meetings

7/24/2021 9:56 PM

56

Health

7/23/2021 11:55 PM

57

I do not. However I very much would like to start as the community we hope for and strive for
starts with engagement and participation. Please feel free to contact me at
mikesfields7@yahoo.com. As I am interested in learning how I can help.

7/23/2021 10:28 PM

58

Prefer not to answer

7/23/2021 2:50 PM

59

Energy Committee, Gender Friendly, FOYCOA

7/23/2021 2:40 PM

60

Design Review Committee

7/23/2021 1:41 PM

61

HPCA

7/23/2021 12:55 PM

62

fitness class at senior center, reading group at library,church

7/23/2021 12:31 PM

63

Long Pasture, church, town clean up, suppose Cape Baseball League

7/23/2021 11:07 AM

64

Great Island Association

7/23/2021 10:54 AM

65

Bay to Sound Neighbors

7/23/2021 9:36 AM

66

Bay to Sound volunteers

7/22/2021 6:07 PM

67

Yarmouth Chamber of Commerce

7/22/2021 4:20 PM

68

Historical Society of Old Yarmouth

7/19/2021 12:47 PM

69

Cultural Center, Friends of Ancient Cemetery, Woodside Cemetery

7/19/2021 11:53 AM

70

Girl Scouts and Dennis-Yarmouth Women's Club

7/18/2021 9:50 AM

71

Volunteer

7/17/2021 8:05 AM

72

Volunteer at library

7/13/2021 3:20 PM

73

Historical Commission

7/13/2021 3:02 PM

74

Senior Center, Chamber of Commerce

7/13/2021 12:00 PM

75

Housing Authority

7/11/2021 3:28 PM

76

Rotary

7/4/2021 1:57 PM

77

Taylor Bray Farm Association

7/3/2021 12:53 PM

78

Yarmouth Senior Center

7/3/2021 10:38 AM

79

Historical Society of Old Yarmouth - Trail Committee

6/28/2021 11:56 PM

80

Planning, ZBA, WRAC, LDC

6/28/2021 3:06 PM

81

Yarmouth Port Library Board; Hospital Volunteer

6/27/2021 10:44 AM

82

Age Friendly

6/25/2021 6:43 PM

83

Elderly service

6/24/2021 5:22 PM

84

I did until you disbanded the Government Oversite Committee

6/24/2021 10:08 AM

85

Rotary

6/17/2021 3:04 PM

86

Rotarian

6/17/2021 2:33 PM

87

Rotary Club of Yarmouth, Yarmouth Food Pantry, Brite Lights of Cape Cod

6/17/2021 2:15 PM

88

Sr Center

6/16/2021 10:13 PM
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89

Local to me - Public Works Commission (not Yarmouth)

6/16/2021 9:12 PM

90

West Yarmouth Library Association

6/15/2021 9:03 PM

91

Chamber/ Rotary

6/15/2021 8:39 PM

92

disability commission

6/15/2021 11:39 AM

93

Age Friendly Team Disability Commission

6/15/2021 9:29 AM

94

Democratic Town Committee

6/15/2021 7:39 AM

95

cultural center

6/15/2021 6:36 AM

96

Design Review Committe

6/14/2021 4:49 PM

97

Personnel

6/14/2021 4:18 PM

98

FOYCOA

6/14/2021 10:38 AM

99

Garden Club of Yarmouth

6/13/2021 10:02 AM

100

Both

6/12/2021 11:30 AM

101

Library

6/10/2021 1:46 PM

102

HSOY

6/10/2021 10:09 AM

103

WRAC member

6/9/2021 9:41 PM

104

yes

6/9/2021 6:55 PM

105

Wheels on Meals, Bay to Sound Neighbors

6/9/2021 2:41 PM

106

Rotary Club

6/9/2021 12:48 PM

107

Democratic Town Committee

6/9/2021 10:05 AM

108

Surveys

6/9/2021 8:41 AM

109

MRC etc

6/8/2021 5:52 PM

110

Garden club Edward gorey House ,Historical society, on age friendly yarmouth team

6/8/2021 5:02 PM

111

Capital Budget Committee

6/8/2021 3:05 PM

112

Energy Committee

6/8/2021 2:27 PM

113

DY Band parents

6/8/2021 2:01 PM

114

Senior Ctr

6/8/2021 12:05 PM

115

School Committee sub committee DEI

6/8/2021 11:49 AM

116

Selectman

6/8/2021 10:57 AM

117

Dennis Recreation Commission

6/8/2021 9:22 AM

118

Art and Cultural Centers

6/8/2021 9:15 AM

119

Affordable Housing Trust, CCRTA, Veterans Services

6/8/2021 9:11 AM

120

Art Educators of Cape Cod

6/8/2021 8:02 AM

121

Conservation Commission

6/8/2021 7:27 AM

122

I don't currently but I would like to get involved more.

6/8/2021 1:02 AM

123

Sons of Erin, Old Yarmouth Historical Society, Newcomers Club

6/7/2021 10:18 PM

124

School commiyyee

6/7/2021 9:44 PM

125

Library, Housimg

6/7/2021 7:58 PM

126

Historic committees

6/7/2021 6:58 PM
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127

Open Space, CPA, land dispisition

6/7/2021 6:31 PM

128

DY TEACHER, active in many organizations targeting teens

6/7/2021 5:45 PM

129

Church

6/7/2021 5:14 PM

130

West yarmouth Congo church

6/7/2021 5:04 PM

131

Bay to Sound Neighbors

6/7/2021 4:37 PM

132

Participate in senior center

6/7/2021 4:24 PM

133

Neighborhood Crime Watch

6/7/2021 4:18 PM

134

APCC herring counter

6/7/2021 4:15 PM

135

Finance Committee

6/7/2021 2:30 PM

136

Rotary Club of Yarmouth

6/7/2021 8:24 AM

137

Cape Cod Salties

6/7/2021 7:41 AM

138

Town Bands, Neighborhood Watch

6/7/2021 1:54 AM

139

Yarmouth Historical Commission

6/5/2021 2:15 PM

140

Cape Womens Coalition

6/4/2021 3:40 PM

141

Former finance committee

6/4/2021 2:35 PM

142

Library

6/4/2021 2:20 PM

143

CEDC and DISUC

6/4/2021 9:06 AM

144

None of your business

6/4/2021 7:29 AM

145

Newcomers

6/3/2021 11:47 PM

146

OKH, Waterways advisory

6/3/2021 8:04 PM

147

I volunteer at the Chamber of Commerce when needed.

6/3/2021 7:06 PM

148

Planning Board

6/3/2021 6:12 PM

149

PB,cape tech Sc Commm,CEDC, DRC,DISUC CCC as Chair,VC,Sec

6/3/2021 4:30 PM

150

Neighborhood association

6/3/2021 3:30 PM

151

Homeless not Hopeless Board; Council of Churches, advisor; NAMI (National Alliance on
Mental Illness); facilitator; St. Marys Episcopal church, active member

6/3/2021 3:29 PM

152

Open Space

6/3/2021 1:09 PM

153

formerly on Town Library Board

6/3/2021 1:08 PM

154

Library board and library pla1nnifn committee.

6/3/2021 12:52 PM

155

Retired Men's Club

6/3/2021 12:30 PM

156

Yarmouth Energy Committee

6/3/2021 12:01 PM

157

President PACTV

6/3/2021 11:57 AM

158

SYLA

6/3/2021 11:17 AM

159

cape cod climate change collaborative

6/3/2021 10:46 AM

160

Community Housing Comm, Yarmouth rep to County HOME, AARP Tax Prep, Habitat for
Humanity

6/3/2021 10:35 AM

161

Solarize Plus Yarmouth

6/3/2021 10:23 AM

162

volunteer

6/3/2021 10:16 AM

163

Age Friendly Community Team

6/3/2021 10:15 AM
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Q106 How did you hear about this survey?
Answered: 805

Town's website/Community Visioning page
Word of mouth

Skipped: 115

Town's social media

Announced at a Town Board/committee meeting

Emailed newsletter
Local Paper

Other (please specify)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Town's website/Community Visioning page

22.11%

178

Town's social media

11.06%

89

Emailed newsletter

28.94%

233

Word of mouth

7.08%

57

Announced at a Town Board/committee meeting

1.99%

16

Local Paper

7.95%

64

Other (please specify)

20.87%

168

TOTAL

805

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Robo-call from town planner

8/5/2021 11:25 PM

2

COA letter

8/4/2021 4:30 PM

3

All of the above

8/2/2021 4:29 PM

4

Phone message

8/2/2021 9:37 AM

5

Insert in water bill

8/1/2021 2:01 PM

6

Cape Cod & Islands Association of Realtors

8/1/2021 9:00 AM

7

facebook

8/1/2021 7:59 AM

8

robo-call

7/31/2021 6:08 PM

9

CCIAOR

7/31/2021 7:09 AM

10

Radio

7/30/2021 8:46 PM
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11

phone message left on my answering machine

7/30/2021 2:23 PM

12

Voice mail from the town

7/30/2021 9:35 AM

13

Cape Cod Board of Realtors

7/30/2021 6:37 AM

14

Cape Cod Association of Realtors

7/30/2021 12:14 AM

15

Neighbor

7/29/2021 11:41 PM

16

thru Realtor organization

7/29/2021 5:48 PM

17

Cape & Islands Assoc of Realtors

7/29/2021 4:40 PM

18

HSOY

7/29/2021 2:27 PM

19

Email

7/29/2021 1:29 PM

20

Kings Way managment

7/29/2021 8:36 AM

21

ECN phone call

7/28/2021 5:42 PM

22

phone call

7/28/2021 1:51 PM

23

Yarmouth Chamber of Commerce

7/28/2021 11:16 AM

24

Kings Way email

7/28/2021 10:50 AM

25

phone call

7/28/2021 10:12 AM

26

phone call

7/28/2021 10:07 AM

27

Great Island

7/28/2021 10:01 AM

28

Robo call and voicemail

7/28/2021 8:44 AM

29

Email for YSC

7/28/2021 8:39 AM

30

PHONE CALL

7/28/2021 7:08 AM

31

Senior News Letter

7/27/2021 10:23 PM

32

Phone call from town

7/27/2021 9:58 PM

33

Phone call

7/27/2021 9:43 PM

34

Telephone

7/27/2021 9:40 PM

35

Phone call

7/27/2021 9:15 PM

36

Robocall from the town

7/27/2021 8:40 PM

37

Code red

7/27/2021 8:14 PM

38

Voice Mail

7/27/2021 7:53 PM

39

Code red call

7/27/2021 7:41 PM

40

Telephone message/community message

7/27/2021 7:36 PM

41

Phone - robo call

7/27/2021 7:28 PM

42

Code Red call

7/27/2021 7:23 PM

43

Phone message

7/27/2021 7:07 PM

44

Register

7/27/2021 7:07 PM

45

Reverse phone call to my house tonight

7/27/2021 6:26 PM

46

Phone recording

7/27/2021 6:24 PM

47

Phone message

7/27/2021 6:19 PM

48

Home owners association

7/27/2021 5:48 PM
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49

Chamber of Commerce email

7/27/2021 3:40 PM

50

Senior Center

7/27/2021 3:12 PM

51

Sent from condo board

7/27/2021 2:10 PM

52

senior center newsletter

7/27/2021 1:23 PM

53

Condo Association spread the link

7/27/2021 12:07 PM

54

email

7/27/2021 11:40 AM

55

Kings Way email

7/27/2021 7:17 AM

56

Kings Way email

7/26/2021 10:33 PM

57

Visitor center sign

7/26/2021 9:04 PM

58

condo mailed it to me

7/26/2021 7:56 PM

59

Condo association

7/26/2021 7:26 PM

60

president of my beach association

7/26/2021 7:06 PM

61

Kings Way email

7/26/2021 6:45 PM

62

Via Barkan Management Company / King's Way Condominiums

7/26/2021 6:44 PM

63

Email from Kings Way management

7/26/2021 5:49 PM

64

kings way

7/26/2021 5:36 PM

65

Neighbor reminded me

7/26/2021 4:48 PM

66

Notice from Barkan management at King’s Way.

7/26/2021 4:45 PM

67

My Condo association management company

7/26/2021 4:42 PM

68

email

7/26/2021 4:19 PM

69

Wimbledon Shores Inc

7/26/2021 3:27 PM

70

Kathy Williams, Town Planner

7/26/2021 3:26 PM

71

condo association e-mail

7/26/2021 2:51 PM

72

Condo association

7/26/2021 2:08 PM

73

Wimbledon shores beach association

7/26/2021 1:56 PM

74

Association email

7/26/2021 1:22 PM

75

Town Email

7/26/2021 9:09 AM

76

Community email

7/24/2021 4:00 PM

77

emails

7/23/2021 4:35 PM

78

Sr. Ctr bulletin board

7/23/2021 2:40 PM

79

Email from Homeowner's Association

7/23/2021 11:09 AM

80

Neighborhood HOA

7/23/2021 10:59 AM

81

you wrote me.

7/23/2021 10:55 AM

82

Was at zoom meetings

7/22/2021 6:07 PM

83

came in water bill

7/19/2021 9:20 PM

84

library flyer

7/17/2021 11:36 AM

85

Library

7/17/2021 11:20 AM

86

Received a hard copy flyer with info about this survey, Covid relief programs and reminders
about building guidelines for Old King’s Highway

7/14/2021 12:02 PM
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87

Newsfeed on cell phone

7/13/2021 10:04 PM

88

Notice at dump

7/13/2021 8:46 PM

89

envelope stuffer with my water bill

7/13/2021 5:20 PM

90

On-line news feed

7/13/2021 11:36 AM

91

slip sheet in water bill

7/11/2021 2:29 PM

92

Water bill

7/9/2021 10:25 PM

93

Enclosure in water bill.

7/9/2021 3:32 PM

94

Came with bill

7/9/2021 11:24 AM

95

Info. was enclosed with Water Bill. Thank you.

7/6/2021 8:16 PM

96

mail

7/6/2021 2:57 PM

97

Sign at the "Dump"

7/6/2021 5:47 AM

98

Electric bill

7/5/2021 6:03 PM

99

Water Bill

7/5/2021 8:41 AM

100

Water Bill

7/5/2021 8:18 AM

101

water bill insert

7/4/2021 4:13 PM

102

flier included with water bill

7/4/2021 2:40 PM

103

Roby Whitehouse

7/4/2021 1:57 PM

104

Flyer in mailed water bill

7/3/2021 5:43 PM

105

water bill insert

7/3/2021 4:26 PM

106

newsletter in town bill and sign around town

7/3/2021 4:16 PM

107

Came with water bill

7/3/2021 3:21 PM

108

Notice included in my water bill

7/3/2021 1:25 PM

109

sign at the Town transfer station

7/2/2021 9:34 PM

110

School website and also at the dump

7/1/2021 9:26 AM

111

Sign at visitor center

6/29/2021 2:43 PM

112

Helped prepare this 2nd survey

6/28/2021 3:06 PM

113

Police Facebook

6/19/2021 11:38 PM

114

it was sent by our school system administration to its employees

6/18/2021 5:01 PM

115

The web

6/18/2021 10:14 AM

116

Rotary

6/17/2021 2:33 PM

117

Personal email

6/17/2021 2:15 PM

118

internet

6/17/2021 7:16 AM

119

Library

6/15/2021 1:38 PM

120

Superintendent of Schools forwarded the link

6/14/2021 1:19 PM

121

Newsletter from Yarmouth Senior Center

6/14/2021 10:38 AM

122

survey emailed to me.

6/13/2021 2:47 PM

123

Yarmouth Senior Center

6/12/2021 10:02 PM

124

Child school teacher

6/11/2021 6:12 PM
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125

school email

6/10/2021 7:58 PM

126

HSOY

6/10/2021 1:46 PM

127

Bass River Civic Association

6/10/2021 12:58 PM

128

Bass River Civic Assn

6/10/2021 12:48 PM

129

HSOY

6/10/2021 10:09 AM

130

through work email

6/9/2021 12:14 PM

131

town meeting

6/9/2021 10:16 AM

132

Yarmouth PD

6/8/2021 9:23 PM

133

Age friendly Yarmouth

6/8/2021 5:02 PM

134

Superintendent sent email

6/8/2021 2:27 PM

135

Link from Yarmouth Senior center email

6/8/2021 2:14 PM

136

shared by superintendent

6/8/2021 11:49 AM

137

public school

6/8/2021 11:07 AM

138

Received link to survey by email

6/8/2021 9:01 AM

139

Emailed to all DY teachers

6/8/2021 8:03 AM

140

Carol Woodbury

6/8/2021 7:42 AM

141

emailed to me.

6/8/2021 7:27 AM

142

sent by Yarmouth Senior Center

6/7/2021 9:32 PM

143

It was emailed to me

6/7/2021 9:25 PM

144

Email from boss

6/7/2021 7:34 PM

145

DY Superintendent

6/7/2021 6:42 PM

146

Carol Woodbury

6/7/2021 6:31 PM

147

Senior Center

6/7/2021 6:30 PM

148

Superintendent of Schools

6/7/2021 6:12 PM

149

Work with schools

6/7/2021 6:02 PM

150

Email from The Senior Center

6/7/2021 6:00 PM

151

Senior center outreach

6/7/2021 4:53 PM

152

Senior Center email

6/7/2021 4:37 PM

153

Milestone from Senior Center

6/7/2021 4:28 PM

154

Cape Cod Times Online

6/7/2021 10:58 AM

155

local news blurb on computer

6/6/2021 12:27 PM

156

Online news

6/6/2021 7:49 AM

157

Online

6/5/2021 4:56 PM

158

email promo

6/5/2021 7:30 AM

159

facebook

6/4/2021 3:33 PM

160

Planning Board

6/3/2021 6:12 PM

161

Most of the above

6/3/2021 4:30 PM

162

Friend's social media post

6/3/2021 3:26 PM
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163

Text

6/3/2021 1:06 PM

164

I’m signed up to receive city texts

6/3/2021 12:54 PM

165

Internet

6/3/2021 12:35 PM

166

Email

6/3/2021 11:33 AM

167

I subscribe to towns email list for notices.

6/3/2021 10:50 AM

168

Email

6/3/2021 10:39 AM
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Q107 Did you attend one of the workshops or roundtable?
Answered: 804

Yes

Skipped: 116

No

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

10.07%

81

No

89.93%

723

TOTAL

804
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Q108 Did you take the initial Visioning survey?
Answered: 803

Yes

Skipped: 117

No

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

42.84%

344

No

57.16%

459

TOTAL

803
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